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Fairness and Opportunistic Behavior -
Packet Scheduling for Mobile Systems
Zusammenfassung in Deutscher Sprache

”Fairness” ist eine häufige Zielsetzung für Systeme mit mehreren Akteuren, die konkur-
rierende Interessen haben. ”Opportunistisches Verhalten” beschreibt dagegen einen Ansatz,
bei dem das Ausnutzen bestimmter Bedingungen gewisse Vorteile verspricht.

In dieser Arbeit interessieren wir uns für den Konflikt dieser beiden Ansätze bei Anwen-
dung auf die Paketdatenübertragung in zellulären Funknetzen. Für die zuverlässige Paket-
datenübertragung im Mobilfunk existieren inzwischen zahlreiche Methoden der adaptiven
Vorwärtskorrektur abhängig von systembedingten Kanalschwankungen, allerdings bei vari-
abler Effizienz. Wir schlagen anstelle des klassischen Kanalmodells mit zwei Zuständen ein
neues, kontinuierliches Kanalmodell vor. Der vorgeschlagene WCFQ-Algorithmus ”Wireless
Credit-based Fair Queuing” erweitert ein bekanntes Verfahren aus dem Festnetz um eine
Kostenfunktion der Kanalmessung. WCFQ bevorzugt Benutzer mit geringer Kostenfunk-
tion und steigert dadurch die Systemeffizienz, wie z.B. den Gesamtdurchsatz. Die konkur-
rierenden, individuellen Fairnessanforderungen einzelner Benutzer werden dabei durch eine
interne Berechnung von ”credits” berücksichtigt.

Die Fairnessdefinition basiert auf dem bewährten Ansatz von relativer Fairness zwischen
jeweils zwei Nutzern. Die analytisch gewonnenen Grenzen bzgl. der Wahrscheinlichkeiten
einer Fairnessverletzung mit WCFQ stellen eine hilfreiche Orientierung beim Entwurf bereit.
Der Einsatz der Kostenfunktion abstrahiert die zugrunde liegenden Kanalmessungen von
konkreter Mobilfunktechnik. Zudem dient die Kostenfunktion als Steuerungsmechanismus
für den Netzwerkbetreiber, um das Systemverhalten zwischen den beiden Extremen ”Fair-
ness” und ”Opportunistisches Verhalten” kontrollierend zu beeinflussen. WCFQ fügt sich
in die allgemein akzeptierte QoS Architektur aus der Literatur ein und kann in praktischen
Systemen in Bezug auf die Anforderungen an Eingabedaten und der Rechenkomplexität
zum Einsatz kommen.

In szenariobasierten Simulationen untersuchen wir detailliert die Einflüsse von Kanal-
schwankungen und Mobilität jeweils ber ein weites Spektrum an Kostenfunktionen. Für die
Szenarien bei strengen Anforderungen an Fairness sind Effizienzsteigerungen von 10-20%
möglich. Bei weniger strengen Fairnessanforderungen sind Steigerungen bis zu 30% und
mehr zu beobachten. Das Potential wird dabei erheblich vom Ausmaß der kurzfristigen
Schwankungen in der Kanalqualität bestimmt, die wiederum von einer konkreten Mobil-
funktechnologie und dem Mobilitätsverhalten der Nutzer vorgegeben wird. Ein Vorteil von
WCFQ liegt darin, dass je nach Kanal bei fester Kostenfunktion der Effizienzgewinn unter-
schiedlich ausfällt, die Fairnesseigenschaften allerdings vorhersehbar bleiben. Diese Ergeb-
nisse wurden zusätzlich für spezifische UMTS-DSCH Kanaleigenschaften in einem Netzwerk
mit 36 simulierten Funkzellen und 250 aktiven Nutzern auf Applikationsebene verifiziert.

Alle untersuchten Szenarien zeigen, dass ein Mittelweg aus Fairness und opportunisti-
schem Scheduling zu einem erstrebenswerten Gesamtverhalten mit großen Effizienzverbesser-
ungen führen kann. Davon profitieren längerfristig alle Beteiligten, insbesondere da die
Systemeigenschaften auch Nutzern mit schlechten Kanalbedingungen ein steuerbares Maß
an Fairness zusichern.



Fairness and Opportunistic Behavior -
Packet Scheduling for Mobile Systems
Summary in English Language

”Fairness” is a popular requirement in systems with multiple participants and conflict-
ing interests. ”Opportunistic behavior” on the other hand refers to a different resource
allocation scheme to utilize beneficial system properties.

In this work we address this conflict for the field of packet data scheduling for mobile
systems. Adaptive forward error correction provides mechanisms for reliable data trans-
mission regardless of system related channel variations, yet with variable efficiency. This
motivates new, opportunistic scheduling strategies to delay a feasible transmission of a user
in favor of a competing user with a better channel and hence higher efficiency.

We propose a new continuous channel model instead of the legacy two state channel
model to describe the channel conditions. The proposed WCFQ-algorithm of ”Wireless
Credit-based Fair Queuing” extends an existing algorithm by a cost function of the channel
measurement. Thus, WCFQ provides a mechanism to exploit inherent variations in channel
conditions and select low cost users in order to increase the systems overall performance (e.g.,
total throughput). However, opportunistic selection of the best user must be balanced with
fairness considerations. In WCFQ, we use a credit abstraction and a general cost function
to address these conflicting objectives. This provides system operators with the flexibility
to achieve a range of performance behaviors between perfect fairness of temporal access
independent of channel conditions, and purely opportunistic scheduling of the best user
without consideration of fairness. To quantify the systems fairness characteristics within
this range, we develop an analytical model for short- and long-term fairness that provides
a statistical fairness bound based on the cost function and the statistical properties of the
channel. WCFQ fits into the commonly accepted Quality-of-Service architecture and is
feasible for implementation with regard to computational complexity and signaling.

The expected fairness properties for our extensive models of channel-variations and
mobility-influences were shown in scenario based simulations. For the range of analyzed
cost functions we experienced significant efficiency improvement compared to traditional
QoS-scheduling. For tight fairness constraints we find improvements of 10-20 %, for relaxed
fairness constraints up to 30% and more. The potential for improvement depends on the
short-term channel variations, that are dictated by actual wireless technology and user
mobility. A major advantage of WCFQ for a fixed cost function is the variable amount
of efficiency improvement, while the fairness performance remains predictable regardless of
the wireless technology. The results are also verified on application level for the specific
wireless technology of UMTS-DSCH with a simulation of 36 cells and 250 users.

We show that a controlled tradeoff between ultimate fairness and extreme opportunistic
behavior leads to desirable system properties for all participants involved.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Overview

1.1 Motivation

”Fairness” is a popular requirement in systems with multiple participants and conflicting
interests. ”Opportunistic behavior” on the other hand refers to a different resource allo-
cation scheme, which often seems to contradict the classic intuition of fairness. This work
addresses the conflict of fairness and opportunistic behavior and motivates a specific so-
lution for the field of cellular mobile packet data networks. We show that a controlled
tradeoff between ultimate fairness and extreme opportunistic behavior leads to desirable
system properties for all participants involved.

The technical term of ”Quality of Service” (QoS) refers to predictable performance
for data networks. A critical network functionality is the multiplexing of data packets to a
shared link. Packets of individual users shall be treated in a predictable and defined manner.
This aspect of fairness is called QoS scheduling. A scheduling discipline precisely defines
how to grant access to a shared resource among competing users. The fairness analysis of
packet scheduling disciplines is a popular field for academic research. In this work we focus
on QoS scheduling for a class of wireless systems.

From a user’s perspective every data flow should experience network performance that
appears isolated from other network activities to provide a deterministic level of service
quality. The network point of view on the other hand is driven by efficiency considera-
tions. Packet multiplexing offers the ability to dynamically share a communications link
among users such that active users benefit from capacity that is temporarily unused by idle
users. Quality-of-Service (QoS) scheduling algorithms provide a well defined solution to this
allocation problem under varying traffic load. A popular fairness objective is Max.-Min.-
Fairness, a fairness definition for a weighted proportional share of the resource. Prominent
solutions for this objective are the Weighted-Fair-Queueing discipline based on the General-
Processor-Sharing paradigm and its numerous derivatives. The resulting performance of
such scheduling systems have certain provable fairness properties. When combined with
other components in our considered QoS architecture such schedulers can produce deter-
ministic End-to-End performance guarantees. The approach is well investigated for the
wireline (fixed network) case. Those QoS systems are referred as ”fair” and provide the
benchmark for our investigations.

One reason that QoS-scheduling proposals are only moderately popular in the wireline
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

world is the problem of scalability. In large scale broadband networks the amount of con-
current data flows is high and the effort of QoS handling in the routers often exceeds the
multiplexing gain. Network design for Quality-of-Service is therefore often done by over-
provisioning of network resources rather than applying intelligent scheduling algorithms.
Promising fields for QoS scheduling are wireless systems, where radio resources are scarce
and excessive dimensioning of resources is no option.

This work considers an important class of wireless systems: Mobile wireless systems
consisting of cooperative wireless cells. The radio link conditions in a radio cell may vary
significantly due to varying radio effects (shadowing and fading) and user mobility.

Early wireless systems were not built to adapt to changes in the channel conditions. As
a result data transmission was either possible (good link) or impossible (bad link). The
link alternates between the two states so we term this channel model binary. Early wireless
scheduling disciplines were designed for such binary channel to suspend the radio trans-
mission during periods of a bad channel and resume transmission afterwards. The binary
channel model introduced a new objective to scheduling, where temporarily suspended users
should receive a controlled amount of compensation for their previous loss.

In this work we replace the binary channel assumption, which is no longer valid for recent
physical layer transmission technology with dynamic forward error correction. Methods
of the like of adaptive coding or power control offer efficient mechanisms to compensate
for the variation in the channel quality. In this work we explicitly address two technical
different approaches for link adaptation. These are coding scheme switching for TDMA
and power control in CDMA. Both concepts resemble a principle of generic nature for this
class of adaptive wireless systems. They enable data transmission under a wide range of
radio conditions for all users at any time. Opposed to the simplified ON-OFF binary
channel model we consider an advanced channel model that theoretically allows unaffected
transmission at all time. An adaptive channel has the tremendous advantage, that we no
longer face the problem that we technically cannot transmit to certain users. Whenever
the system wants to schedule a packet for fairness reasons, it is able to do so, just as in
the wireline case. Many types of QoS fairness guarantees become feasible, particularly the
popular Max.-Min.-Fairness from the wireline world.

On the other hand the improved capabilities of the adaptive channel coding introduces
new challenges for QoS scheduling. All considered techniques for link adaptation result in
variable transmission efficiency/cost. For QoS scheduling adaptive techniques imply that -
although a scheduler may have technically the option to transmit over a bad channel - it
may not prefer to do so. The bad channel condition requires either increased forward error
correction and hence allows for less payload, or the transmission of the same amount of
payload requires more radio resources per bit and hence reduces cell capacity. A scheduler
may be able to transmit data, but still prefer to delay transmission in order to save system
resources for competing users. We call this reasoning ’opportunistic scheduling’.

The special function of an opportunistic scheduler is to dynamically adjust a scheduling
decision to exploit the time varying channel condition. The objective of system optimization,
typically throughput maximization, could be trivially achieved by always scheduling the
user with the best performance, e.g. the least power requirement per bit. However, this
inevitably will starve users without the best channel and lead to high-levels of unfairness.
This undesirable phenomena is eliminated by limiting the scheduler’s flexibility by fairness
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constraints. Our novel objective for wireless scheduling targets at a reduced level of fairness
in order to increase system efficiency.
The contribution of this work are:

• We introduce the implications of forward error correction and link adaptation on QoS
scheduling.

• We identify the fairness-efficiency trade-off for opportunistic scheduling.

• We propose metrics to measure, compare and optimize opportunistic scheduling al-
gorithms by the criteria of fairness and system efficiency under long and short time
scales.

• We propose and analyze the novel opportunistic scheduling algorithm Wireless-Credit-
Based-Fair-Queuing (WCFQ).

• We run an extensive set of simulations for various channel and mobility models over
a wide range of different opportunistic system behavior. Here we compare a fixed set
of four, always active users.

• We evaluate a large scale mobile network setup with 36 radio cells and 250 users.
The radio channel properties are based on a UMTS DSCH channel model for the
mobility models of pedestrian, urban and rural mobility models. The scheduling data
is triggered by a Pareto-based web traffic model and a simplified emulation of TCP
and RLC protocol influences.

• We evaluate the impact on end-to-end performance with a prototype for a UMTS-
DSCH system, where actual protocol influences including application layer influences
are monitored on a real time system.

The results of this work are summarized as the following. The proposed opportunistic
scheduling disciplines achieve for the considered scenarios significant performance improve-
ment compared to traditional non-opportunistic, QoS-only scheduling approaches. The
predictable and limited loss of fairness in our system is rewarded by a significant overall
system performance gain of approximately 10-30% for low mobility scenarios. A perfor-
mance of more than 30% can be achieved for high mobility scenarios, when a temporary
loss in short-term fairness is acceptable. The potential loss of fairness is provably of limited
(statistical) nature. We conclude that opportunistic scheduling is a promising scheduling
approach for mobile users in cellular wireless systems. The quantified performance improve-
ment is significant at acceptable levels of fairness degradation. The results of this work are
part of the product development of the telecom manufacturer Lucent Technologies.
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1.2 How this Report is Organized

Chapter 2) System under Study: We introduce the most relevant properties of cellular
mobile wireless systems. We then summarize essential properties of two important
technical standards from the TDMA and the CDMA world. We motivate that current
and proposed cellular radio systems for data transmission have suited properties for
opportunistic scheduling.

Chapter 3) Introduction to Quality of Service: We recall the terms for QoS param-
eters and the basics of QoS signaling. We introduce the traditional concepts for wire-
line QoS scheduling disciplines. Finally we structure QoS enabling techniques into
the current standard assumption of a QoS architecture comprised of the core building
blocks: Service-Level-Agreements, network dimensioning, call-admission-control and
scheduling. We show that our assumption of a weighted single hop scheduler fits into
all common end-to-end QoS architectures.

Chapter 4) Casting Opportunistic QoS scheduling as a Trade-off Problem:
Adaptive transmission technologies significantly alter the objective of wireless schedul-
ing for binary channels. We generalize the examples of cellular radio technologies to
the concept of a continuous channel model. From there we derive the problem state-
ment for opportunistic scheduling: The fairness - efficiency tradeoff for opportunistic
scheduling. We define suited metrics and channel models to be able to systematically
analyze the resulting fairness-efficiency tradeoff problem.

Chapter 5) WCFQ scheduling: We propose a specific opportunistic QoS scheduling dis-
cipline and analytically derive certain fairness properties.

Chapter 6) The Performance Studies : With our metrics we illustrate the benefits
and flexibility of WCFQ from systematic simulation for a broad range of operation
conditions and system settings.

Chapter 7) Application to UMTS-DSCH: We show the benefits for end-to-end per-
formance in a proprietary complex multi-cell system model of UMTS-DSCH. We sum-
marize dedicated studies including RLC- and TCP- protocol influences and application
requirements.

Chapter 8) Outlook and Conclusion

Appendix: Glossary, abbreviations, list of figures and an extensive set of figures from the
systematic simulation studies

We use the following conventions: important phrases to note and core concepts are
printed in a bold font. Commentary terms are written in ’parentheses’. Where we add
comments to citations these are printed in [brackets].



Chapter 2

System under Study

Our work is based on the assumption of an adaptive wireless channel. This assumption is re-
flected in the properties of cellular wireless transmission technologies and radio propagation
properties.

In this chapter we:

• introduce general properties of cellular systems (cellular architecture, hand-over) and

• system properties of two different types of current wireless transmission technology
(TDMA,CDMA)

As example we use the standards GPRS [24] and UMTS [7]. These two wireless stan-
dards are selected, because of their commercial importance and their fundamental technical
differences. GPRS uses Time-Division-Multiple-Access (TDMA) while UMTS is based on
Code-Division-Multiple-Access (CDMA) technology. Other important wireless standards
(3G1x, CDMA2000) can be mapped to these examples in all important aspects of this
work, particularly their dynamic resource consumption for wide range mobility support.
We will focus our introduction to the radio techniques and protocol properties that are
related to this work. We summarize important system properties, particularly on OSI layer
1, the physical layer, and OSI layer 2. Layer 2 includes the radio link control (RLC) and
the media access control (MAC).

2.1 Cellular Mobile Architecture

Cellular mobile systems are a class of wireless systems, comprised of a cluster of cooperat-
ing fixed Base Stations. Base Stations1 (BS) are connected by a fixed wireline backbone
network. Every base station covers a certain, not necessarily static, area, which is called
cell coverage. In this area radio transmission is technically possible to mobile stations2(MS).
Coverage in cellular mobile systems is dominantly dependent on two criteria. Radio propa-
gation is e.g. dependent on distance and terrestrial influences3. The radio propagation and
the resulting receive level can be influenced by altering transmission parameters, as e.g.,

1Also referred as Node B (UMTS) [5].
2Also referred as mobile terminals or terminal equipment (UMTS) [5].
3Terrestrial influences are e.g. geological formations or large buildings

9
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adapting transmission power. However there are technical (cf. sec. 4.3.4) and often legal
limits that prevent unconditional increase of coverage.

For many cellular scenarios there is a second phenomenon limiting coverage: interference
from neighboring cells which operate on the same frequency. Interference limited systems
have their roots in the scarce availability of radio frequencies and hence the need to reuse
the same frequencies in multiple cells. A limited level of interference is generally accept-
able for state of the art radio transmission technologies. For urban scenarios interference
is often the limiting factor for coverage and cell capacity. The history of interference lim-
ited systems started in TDMA networks and remains a serious challenge for recent CDMA
networks. Most wireless systems (GSM,UMTS) are designed for the assumption that ev-
ery BS (cell) may transmit independently of any other BS. This avoids to synchronize and
coordinate transmission among several cells and hence simplifies implementation. In the
TDMA domain a popular approach for base station decoupling is frequency separation. Be-
cause the availability of distinct frequencies is limited this implies the reuse of frequencies.
For example the usage of 12 distinct frequencies is suited to cover a geometrical pattern
with 4 hexagonal cells with three sectors/antenna [71,83]. Such clear separation of frequen-
cies requires a large set of radio frequencies. To achieve smaller frequency reuse factors,
interference between antennas is accepted, but results in suboptimal isolation among cells.

Broadband CDMA requires an enlarged frequency spectrum and frequency separation
is no option. This is technically feasible because CDMA deals with inter-cell interference
(interference from neighboring cells) in the same forgiving manner as with intra-cell interfer-
ence (interference from regular user traffic within a cell). As long as the interference levels
remain in controlled limits, it is considered a valid working assumption that data transmis-
sion in a cell is independent of neighbor cells’s traffic. Because of its practical importance
we explicitly consider such interference limited systems throughout this work. Nevertheless
it is important to note that all discussed opportunistic scheduling techniques also apply to
other types of cellular schemes.

Mobility and handover

Individual cells provide only a limited coverage. Global coverage is achieved by cooperation
of cells, that switch ongoing calls following user mobility. Such switching process is called
Hand-Off or Hand-Over (HO). In this work we assume that all HO procedures are entirely
dependent on the position of the MS. As the mobility of users is hard to predict, we assume
that the amount and timing of Hand-Overs are out of control from the wireless network.
There are advanced approaches, as e.g. hand-over due to traffic load, to balance the load
between cells. This effect can be used in combination with a wireless scheduler to reduce the
risk of overload situations in a cell. We do not explicitly address this beneficial effect in our
studies. Sectorized cells are considered as individual cells. Hierarchical cell concepts [48]
are not explicitly considered. They are particularly suited to support fast moving users in
a macro cell and balance load among micro cells. The decoupled micro cells carry the bulk
of data traffic to maintain the original purpose of cellular systems, its wide area broadband
coverage. Two traffic directions are distinguished. The traffic direction from the BS to the
MS is called downlink (DL), and uplink (UL) for the reverse direction. We assume these
directions are independent and do not interfere with each other. This is possible when, e.g.,
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using different radio frequencies.
For the network layout we do not consider a particular topology. Current 2nd- and 3rd-

generation mobile networks use a hierarchical topology of core network elements to feed the
BS. We assume dedicated signaling for network driven mobility management [5,71]. Network
transparent mobility support, as e.g. proposed in the IETF Mobile IP RFC 2002 [28], is
also suitable for the mechanisms presented in this work.

2.2 Cellular Wireless Standards

In this work we abstract from particular wireless standards to a generalized channel model in
sec. 4.6.2. We use the channel parameters to modulate the experienced amount of channel
fading. Here we introduce the system properties of two actual cellular standards. To
cover TDMA related properties we consider GPRS, for CDMA properties we focus on
UMTS. Throughout this work we stress whether certain wireless properties are of general
or standard specific nature.

2.2.1 Wireless Standards for TDMA: GPRS

General Packet Radio System (GPRS) [24] is the extension for packet data transmission for
GSM [71]. GPRS inherited the time-slot structure from GSM and adds its own addressing
structure for extended flexibility in dynamic resource sharing.

GPRS uses the same frequency and time division multiple access (FDMA/TDMA)
scheme from GSM including the same physical layer structure and modulation. GSM di-
vides the frequency spectrum into several bands. A user is allocated permanently to one
frequency for the duration of the call respectively until a handover is performed to a new cell.
Advanced concepts like frequency hopping are not considered, as they statistically improve
radio performance, but logically maintain a static frequency structure. Each frequency is
further divided in a time division manner into 8 time slots, each able to host one single
GSM voice user4. The future extension Enhanced-GPRS (EGPRS) is based on a different
modulation [2] providing higher data rates. The GSM resource structure, signaling and the
basic radio properties remain the same. Issues of link adaptation with adaptive coding is
presented in sec. 4.3.4, where GPRS and UMTS properties are jointly summarized.

The GSM TDMA structure of 8 users per frequency is not suited to dynamically balance
throughput among users, a property highly desired for bursty packet data applications.
Therefore GPRS extends the underlying TDMA scheme by a flexible time slot allocation
scheme. This extension form the GPRS-specific MAC addressing. The increased addressing
flexibility benefits the load balancing to assign more or less load to a time slot. The
flexibility from GPRS is (semi-)fixed during call setup and defines the possible combinations
for the time slot allocation per mobile. During data transmission this flexibility can or
cannot be used by the scheduler.

The MAC-addressing increases the maximum amount of possible service provided for a
single MS. It also allows to decrease the service in order to share a GSM time slot resource
among more than a single user to be able to support more than 8 users simultaneously.

4The smallest time-slot entity in GPRS has an approximate duration of 20 ms and is composed of 4 time
slots used in GSM circuit switched mode. In future we will refer to GPRS time slots as an atomic unit.
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Both cases are depicted in fig. 2.1. In the first case the offered amount of time-slots is
virtually increased compared to the GSM-structure, where 8 mobiles share one slot in a
TDMA manner. In the second case a single user utilizes all slots.

Several time-slots get utilized by a single MS, i.e. the MS reads more than one time-
slot. This requires that the GPRS enabled MS has the so called multi-slot capability [1] to
simultaneously decode multiple time slots. This is organized as the following. At call setup
for packet data transfer a logical relationship between BS and MS is established, called
Temporary-Block-Flow (TBF). The network assigns more than a single GSM time slot to
the mobile. The mobile will then listen to these predefined time-slots during data transfer
and hence receive up to eight times the data of a GSM-CS-switched user.

What, if the user has temporarily nothing to send? In a classic GSM (circuit-switched)
time slot allocation these time slots are not available for competing users. This case forms
the second case of GPRS time-slot allocation, where a time slot is available for several
users. When we multiplex several MS to a time slot in a dynamic manner, which requires
additional addressing to distinguish traffic on every time-slot. GPRS-specific enhancements
provide such extended MAC addressing. Every RLC/MAC packet carries a 5 bit Temporary
block Flow Identity (TFI) in the RLC-header, able to uniquely identify up to 32 MS per
time slot.

Fig. 2.1 illustrates on the left hand the multiplexing of 8 MS multiplexed to time-slots
2 and on the right hand side a single MS is set up to receive data on all eight time-slots
simultaneously. The TDMA usage of the frequency spectrum is depicted in fig. 2.2.a.

Summary
We summarize that GPRS addressing extends the fixed GSM allocation structure in a
powerful manner. In our work we can assume that the scheduler has enough flexibility
assigned for each mobile that scheduling data within a significant range of variable data
rates is possible.

multiplexing

TS 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

multislot assignment

TS 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 2.1: GPRS Multislot MAC multiplexing

2.2.2 Wireless Standards for CDMA: UMTS-DSCH

CDMA transmission - unlike in the GSM/GPRS case - operates with Code-Division-Multiple-
Access. For CDMA all transmission is ’spread’ on a broadband frequency spectrum, which
results in a fine grained and different kind of resource division among users.

In this section we first compare the essential CDMA properties with the GPRS/GSM
world to stress the important CDMA properties for this work. Later we explain the deeper
technical details of CDMA and of a UMTS network to support our claims.
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The CDMA principle compared to the GSM/GPRS approach is depicted in fig. 2.2. The
GSM scheme (fig. 2.2.a), divides the total frequency spectrum into fixed slices and overlays
a TDMA scheme of 8 time slots on top of it. The nominal capacity of each slice is constant.
In the CMDA case (fig. 2.2.b) the different size of the slices represent the consequences of
UMTS-power control. Power control leads to variable power consumption per user and its
purposes and mechanism are summarized below. The consequences for scheduling is the
variable efficiency for data transmission. The implications from power control on scheduling
form a central working assumptions of this work and will be covered in detail in sec. 4.3.3.
The core message of this section is:

• the signal quality is power controlled, which makes ’power’ the shared (limited) re-
source.

• For our application studies in chapter 7 we in particular consider the ”Downlink-
Shared-Channel” (DSCH) from the UMTS-CDMA standard [7]. We highlight two
particular properties which will be relevant system constraints for the scheduling ap-
plication:

– UMTS-DSCH transmission offers variable data rates by using variable spreading
factors.

– UMTS-DSCH scheduling allows to schedule multiple users simultaneously.

8

time

frequency

capacity

(a) TDMA: fixed resource allo-
cation

9

time

frequency

capacity

user #1
user #2

user #3

5 MHz
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Interference

(b) CDMA: variable power re-
source allocation

Figure 2.2: Frequency multiplexing structure

UMTS network architecture

The UMTS-DSCH technology is part of the general UMTS architecture. Only the most
relevant components are explained in the following. Generally the architecture is of little
theoretical influence for the scheduling design, as long as some kind of channel measure-
ment is possible and the data communication between scheduling unit and base station is
reasonably fast.
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The scheduler resides in the Radio-Network-Controller (RNC) network element, which
controls several base stations (Node B), see fig. 2.3. The Node B acts as a synchronized relay
for the remote scheduling decisions. The Node B manages the actual radio transmission
and performs measurements that can be signaled to the RNC with no significant delay.

Based on e.g. the Radio-Link-Control (RLC) buffer occupancy reports, channel condi-
tions and QoS requirements, the scheduler in the RNC manages the traffic on the DSCH
channel and decides for every radio frame which transport channel of which mobile (UE),
if any, is granted a fraction or the whole of the DSCH resource. Precisely the RNC entity
controlling the shared channel is referred by the standards as MAC-c/sh (common channels
and shared channel). We refer to a MAC-sh scheduling entity as (UMTS) scheduler. User
traffic is transported via the core network and/or from other RNC5.

As the name downlink shared channel implies only the downlink direction is scheduled.
The uplink traffic is allocated to a dedicated channel (circuit-switched) with a lower data
rate.

core
network

RNC

UE

UEUE

Node-B

traffic

UE

UE UE

Node-B

MAC-sh MAC-sh

(S-RNC)

a single scheduling entity
per cell / sector

Figure 2.3: Scheduling architecture for UMTS-DSCH, where each Node-B scheduler resides
in an RNC and receives data from the CORE and/or other RNC

The CDMA coding principle: orthogonal spreading codes

Different encoding of each parallel transmission is the multiplexing technique used in Code-
Division-Multiple-Access (CDMA). Variable spreading codes, as described below, provide
a powerful mechanism for a scheduler to multiplex users in a flexible way. For our studies
the details of the coding is not particularly important. We may assume that the additional
coding flexibility allows the system to vary the data rate on the physical layer by assigning
more or less resources to a certain user on the expense of other users. This assignments have
the character of scheduling itself. The details will be discussed in the application scenario
in chapter 7.

5Data traffic is forwarded, when a handover is performed into a cell, which is controlled by another RNC.
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On the CDMA air interface each users information is coded. This ensures that the
originally sent information can be retrieved at the receiving side, even though several users
are using the same frequency at the same time. In CDMA the predefined, unique code for
each user consists of the following two components spreading code and scrambling code. At
the receiving side the air interface is continuously decoded and for assigned codes data bits
are received. If several users are operating on the air interface at the same time, the code of
each user will interfere with the codes of the other users. Therefore the codes are chosen in
such a way that they appear as fading (interference) to the other users. On the air interface
the total signal is a summation of all the transmitted codes.

This type of coding is also referred as spreading. After a code sequence has been applied
to every bit that is sent for a UE 6, the actual bit rate on the air interface increases. So,
when a code is applied to the original bit stream, the original information is ’spread’ over
the frequency band. The original narrowband signal not only widens its frequency spectrum
but also spreads the power over the frequency band (the total signal energy remains the
same). The application of the despreading procedure at the receiving end restores power
and the spectrum of the original signal. This is the CDMA’s principle to increases the
signals resistance to interference on the transmission path.

The length of the coding sequence is called the spreading factor (SF), where a numerical
value of a SF determines the number of spreaded bits. There are several different algorithms
that produce suitable codes that meet the required conditions of low cross-correlation. In
ideal cases the code sequences are orthogonal, which means that the auto-correlation is one
and the cross-correlation is zero. UMTS uses Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factors codes
(OVSF codes) to spread the signal. The OVSF codes have been chosen in such a way that
they have high auto-correlation and as low as possible cross-correlation.

Fig. 2.4 depicts a CDMA code tree of different SF. The framed part of the code tree is
allocated for DSCH usage. The remaining codes are e.g. used for CS traffic over DCH. The
code resource configuration withing the DSCH sub-tree can change every radio frame (the
scheduling interval). The code tree shows that either a few users get high data rates (a low
spreading factor) or that several users receive data in parallel transmission with different
(higher) spreading factors. If a user is scheduled with a certain factor, no code below this
node may be assigned to other users. The tree visualizes the case where approx. 50% of
the code resources are assigned for scheduling. 7.

Note that OVSF focused on single cell transmission encoding in the downlink. Within a
certain cell OVSF codes are used to distinguish between the information of different users.
By applying a scrambling code on top of the OVSF code the same OVSF codes can be
reused in neighboring cells. A total of 512 scrambling codes are available. This amount is
sufficient to impose no limitation on network design and scheduling. Therefore we assume
transmission in neighboring cells are decoupled8.

The required signaling of OVSF selection is performed in UMTS-DSCH via a dedicated,

6a mobile station is called user equipment(UE) in UMTS terminology
7In this example the code resource can be used as a single DSCH using spreading factor SF = 4. Alter-

natively the resources can be allocated two DSCHs with SF =8 each. This allows to transmit to two users
at a time at half the rate from the SF=4 case. It continues to four DSCHs with SF = 16, and so on, up to
32 DSCHs with SF = 256. Combinations of different SF are possible.

8This holds particularly for our constant cell power resource allocation which is described in chapter 7.
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Pilot,
etc...

SF=1

SF=2

SF=4

SF=8

SF=16
SF=32

SF=64, 128

DSCH code resource

Figure 2.4: CDMA Code Tree for UMTS-DSCH scheduling: variable spreading factors
assign variable assignment of ressources to scheduling.

low bitrate dedicated channel (DCH) for signaling. The advantage is its low resource con-
sumption and the fast power control available for this channel. The DCH control channel
is no further considered in this work.

UMTS-DSCH: Code and power constraints

Let us recall the system properties for orthogonal variable spreading factors (OVSF). Trans-
mission over DSCH is performed over a part of the downlink OVSF code tree. This code
tree is reserved for the usage for one or several parallel DSCH transmissions. It can be
flexibly assigned to multiple users, cf. sec. 2.2.2 fig. 2.4.

The Downlink shared channel (DSCH) concept for UMTS scheduling targets two prob-
lems in CDMA radio transmission. There is

(a) potential shortage of address space (spreading codes) and

(b) a limited amount of radio resources (power).

Problem (a) addresses the limited number of downlink spreading codes to support a large
number of users simultaneously with a high maximum data rates in CDMA. Although it is in
principle possible to re-use a particular OVSF code tree several times by employing multiple
downlink scrambling codes, this is not a very efficient method since the orthogonality of
downlink transmissions is sacrificed [77]. This problem (the potential shortage of spreading
codes) is softened by the dynamic OVSF code allocation in DSCH. The dynamic OVSF
allocation helps to improve the channelization code limitation problem, because multiple
users may use parts of the OVSF tree in a TDMA manner9. This benefit is one argument
to use UMTS-DSCH instead of DCH.

The other problem (b) is the dominating and more challenging task due to the absolutely
limited power constraints in interference limited scenarios. This problem is summarized next
and elaborated in chapter 7.

9TDMA refers to the serialzed usage of a cartain part of the code tree. The transmission technology
remains CDMA.
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When signals are sent over the air interface they need to have a certain signal level so
that they can be decoded at the receiving side. An autonomous power control algorithm
adjusts transmit power according to the experienced channel conditions. This issue forms
the core assumption of ”Link Adaptation” of this work. It is thoroughly discussed in the
problem statement in sec. 4.3.3.

Summary
We summarize that scheduling for UMTS-DSCH allows flexible resource allocation (OVSF)
and that the resource usage for data transmission is variable (power control). Multi-cell
effects are be neglected (scrambling codes).
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Chapter 3

Introduction to Quality of Service

”Quality of Service” (QoS) is a popular field with a broad meaning in data networking. We
motivate which aspects of fairness are considered helpful for creating Quality of Service for
data networks. In this chapter we give an overview of:

• QoS terminology,

• QoS signaling,

• the history of QoS scheduling, with its focus on fixed networks and

• the considered QoS architecture with Service-Level-Agreements, load control and di-
mensioning.

The basic definition of QoS is ITU’s recommendation E.800 [41], which defines QoS as:

”The collective effort of the service performance which determines the degree of
satisfaction of the end-user.”

A more precise definition is adopted from the EU’s RACE programme [23]:

”QoS is a set of user-perceivable attributes of that which makes a service what
it is. It is expressed in user-understandable language and manifests itself as a
number of parameters, all of which have either subjective or objective values.
Objective values are defined and measured in terms of parameters appropriate to
the particular service concerned, and which are customer-verifiable. Subjective
values are defined and estimated by the provider in terms of the opinion of the
customers of the service, collected by means of user surveys.”

This type of QoS definition is end-to-end focused. Subjective QoS investigations are
briefly addressed in our prototype studies in sec. 7.3. In the rest of this work we focus on
objective QoS parameters.

3.1 QoS Parameters and Signaling

A QoS implementation requires to know the technical requirements for a service to func-
tion and/or the users’ preferences. This requires standardized QoS parameters and their
signaling. QoS parameters are typically, but not necessarily, specified by

19
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• a set of network performance parameters or

• by aggregate traffic class specifications.

For a structured approach we first quote a set of generic QoS characteristics adopted from
[23]. We structure the terminology of QoS parameters to a packet and a service level.

Packet attributes are:

• Delay is the QoS characteristic that represents the difference in time between two
related events, in our case between packet departure and packet arrivals. The time
delay characteristic is quantified in units of time and often specified as mean delay,
e.g. 95% percentile delay.

• Delay variability is the QoS characteristic representing the variability of a time or
a time period. It relates to the dispersion or jitter that a service can tolerate.

• Throughput represents the amount of service that can be provided in a specified
period of time. Popular token-bucket descriptions are specified by peak and mean
throughput1 requirements. Values are measured over a defined duration, cf. our
monitoring window (t1, t2) in the fairness definition in sec. 4.4.1.

• Packet loss represents the relative amount of lost packets. Loss is in most networks
due to buffer overflows, but can also occur due to transmission errors that cannot be
recovered and lead to packet discard.

Service attributes, accompany the packet attributes and are of less importance for
scheduling. Nonetheless they are important for other QoS components, e.g. Call-Admission-
Control (CAC) and Service-Level-Agreement design (SLA), cf. sec. 3.3).

• Availability is the QoS characteristic that represents the proportion of time when
certain satisfactory service is available.

• Reliability is the QoS characteristic that represents the probability of certain packet
attributes (accuracy) will remain above a defined requirement. Accuracy is the QoS
characteristic that represents the correctness of an event, a set of events or a condition.
Accuracy can be applied to other QoS parameters. For example a system may be
considered reliable with regard to available throughput, if a certain minimum rate
throughput accuracy of is achieved during 98% a day.

• Protection is a QoS characteristic that represents the security afforded to resources
or to information. Protection is quantified as a probability of failure of the protection.

• Cost is the QoS characteristic that represents a means of assigning value to an object.
Cost is measured in terms of a currency unit. The cost of a service is often a function
of the QoS options selected and must be calculable by the user.

1In the field of data scheduling the terms of throughput and bandwidth are used synonymously.
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Note that many of these are conflicting objectives, particularly cost versus performance
metrics. To illustrate this consider the parameter ”availability”. Under peak load situations
the availability is intentionally decreased by Call Admission Control. Admission Control
on the other hand is the only effective method for load control without degrading ongoing
calls to achieve deterministic QoS performance guarantees, cf. QoS architecture issues in
sec. 3.3.

Traffic Classes

A large set of individual parameters as listed above are often considered to be too spe-
cific. For many applications it is sufficient to classify the requirements by a set of selected
attributes, called a Traffic Class. Definitions of traffic classes are proposed by various
organizations. The ATM-Forum [10] focuses on traffic sensitivity to the throughput. Our
fairness definition and scheduling analysis is in large parts guided by this approach. The
following examples illustrate the common approach to distinguish coarse levels of QoS in
all traffic class definitions.

In ATM there are traffic classes for guaranteed services named constant bitrate (CBR),
variable bitrate (VBR) as well as for the best effort services called arbitrary bitrate (ABR)
and unspecified bitrate (UBR). The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF [28]) has a
traditional focus on traffic sensitivity to delay. Its rather imprecise definition foresees for
guaranteed services those with hard delay bounds, equivalent to CBR and VBR in ATM, and
those tolerant to ”occasional” jitter. For the best service traffic class there is the interactive
burst class for asynchronous services with qualitative, but tight bounds. Next there is the
interactive bulk class, e.g., for FTP, where a person is waiting for results. Finally there is
the asynchronous bulk class, for e.g. a service called ”netnews”.

The prominent wireless standards GPRS and UMTS utilize the same QoS traffic class
definitions [4] as the ATM-Forum. It specified a total of 8 classes. There are two times
four classes, one set of four classes for protected data transmission and one set for the error-
tolerant case. The four classes comprise four levels of delay sensitivity forming the services
entitled:

• conversational: services with real-time requirements, e.g Voice over IP.

• interactive: for a human waiting for data, e.g. for web-browsing.

• streaming: moderate delays and small amount of jitter.

• background: delay insensitive services, particular for machine to machine communi-
cation.

QoS signaling

QoS-signaling is important to inform the network (elements) of the user specific require-
ments. Signaling consists of two tasks, the transport of signaling messages and the
definition of their semantics.

For our work we assume that signaling is implemented, e.g. by one of the following major
proposals. QoS signaling transport is generally foreseen in today’s networks, e.g. Signaling
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System 7 (SS7) for telephone networks, ATM standard Q.2931, Internet standards from the
RSVP family and the QoS framework for GPRS/UMTS [4,25,49,81].

We will use the reference to QoS signaling later in this work to argue that Service-Level-
Agreements (SLA) can be implemented with certain signaling techniques (e.g. RSVP). Also
note that in our work the wireless link forms the dominant bottleneck. This is the reason
why signaling with the core network is not elaborated here.

Usually signaling is sender initiated and typically contains (acknowledged) setup after
Call-Admission-Control and tentative resource reservation and confirmation2. Another issue
is resource reservation, which is particularly demanding for a multi-hop network, where end
to end requirements need to be mapped to individual, autonomously operating, network
elements. The task of mapping is not considered in this work.

Mobile wireless signaling standards e.g. for GPRS and UMTS are well defined
within the wireless network [4, 25]. Interoperability with other networks, particular with
the Internet, is subject to definition by the wireless operator. A common approach is a
Service-Level-Agreement (cf. sec. 3.3.1) defined mapping at the administrative edges of
each network.

For these other networks we summarize the conceptually different approaches for QoS
signalling: IntServ, Diffserv and Middleware concepts. The IETF Integrated Services
Model (IntServ) is designed for guaranteed QoS, RFC 2212 [28]. Maximum latency is
guaranteed with the requirement that the sender must not exceed requested rate controlled
load. Once a connection is accepted, the data will be handled, as if on an unloaded network.

The IETF Differentiated Services Model (Diff-Serv) is designed for coarse service
level classification. It is based on simplified network backbone signaling in a type-of-service
(TOS) byte jointly travelling with the data. The TOS indicator may include priority,
packet discard preference (Assured Forwarding) or leased line approximation (Expedited
Forwarding). In IETF notation the Per-Hop-Behavior (PHB) is described e.g. in the RFC
for assured forwarding (RFC2597) or expedited forwarding (RFC 2598) [28], where the latter
is for premium services. The controlled concatenation of PHB-capable routers, coupled with
admission control and known link latencies, can create scalable guarantees. Diff-Serv can
inter-operate with RSVP with appropriate mapping of RSVP signalled QoS requirements to
Diff-Serv parameters. This technique is considered useful for handling the scaling problem
with RSVP-signaling in large scale networks. Similar approaches are found for ATM and
MPLS for QoS signalling on OSI-layer 2.

An advanced concept of signaling is the implementation of a common communication
platform between sender, network and receiver. This architecture is also referred as middle-
ware. QoS middleware is understood as means for explicit QoS signaling between applica-
tions and network entities. An overview of its application to QoS signalling is found in [8].
The middleware defines the required standardized interfaces (API). The IETF references
middleware concepts in RFC 2768. Particularly the Open Service Architecture (OSA) [89]
is designed for telecom network applications and has recently been brought to the stan-
dardization bodies such as ETSI and 3GPP. Conceptually these concepts are promising, as
they allow unified, fine grained and fast signaling and the potential for active integration
of network elements into adaptation decisions. Due to their early state in development,

2QoS renegotiation can be understood as a sequence of traditional CAC procedures of opening several
sessions with modified attributes based on the traditional signaling.
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the difficulty to establish as widely deployed standard and little prospect for scalability, we
assume there will be limited importance for cellular networks in the near future.

Summary
There are numerous proposal for QoS-parameters, QoS-classes and QoS-signaling propos-
als. The majority is considered to be applicable to QoS scheduling systems.

3.2 QoS Scheduling

The (dynamic) process of sharing resources results in contention. A scheduling discipline
resolves contention in a defined manner. In this section we recall the state of the art schedul-
ing disciplines for fixed networks. The particular implications for wireless transmission will
be addressed later in the problem statement in chapter 4.4.

The term scheduling describes the process of ordering a number of tasks according to
defined rules for further processing. The rules that dictate the process are called a scheduling
discipline. We follow the classification in Keshav [49] of packet schedulers by the following
criteria:

Differentiation: We say ”a scheduler offers service differentiation”, when it allows to al-
locate differentiated level of experienced service to competing users. For example in
a differentiated scheduling discipline one flow may in average receive twice the ser-
vice/throughput of a competing flow, which is similar to assigning a circuit switched
line with twice the capacity. When the requirements for relative service differenti-
ation are met, the scheduling is considered weighted fair. Find more details on
absolute/relative fairness definitions in 4.4.1.

Flow isolation: A QoS scheduler can provide flow isolation. This is emulating a service
no worse than a circuit switched system, where every flow receives a fixed share of
the resource. In an isolating discipline every flow shall receive some minimum service
regardless of traffic arrivals in other flows (or other events).

Aggregation: Aggregation of traffic without distinction of individual flows is particular
important for wide area networks (WAN), where a large number of concurrent inde-
pendent flows may reduce the scalability of a scheduling algorithm. Traffic aggregation
is no important goal for wireless applications with its limited cell capacity (10-50 flows
per cell) compared to wire-line networks (more than 107 flows for WAN traffic).

Work-conserving vs. non-work-conserving disciplines: For bursty traffic sources a
scheduler’s operation mode during idle (inactive) periods of a subset of flows is an
important criteria. Schedulers that do not transfer idle capacity to competing flows
are called work-conserving. They do not distribute the shared resource although
competing flows are queued and ready to use the resources. This circuit-switched
type of behavior results in very deterministic performance, but does not provide the
beneficial multiplexing gain. Non-work conserving scheduling disciplines achieve a
multiplexing gain to increase system efficiency. Only these disciplines are considered
in this work.
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Single- / multi-hop strategies: Packet routing typically requires the traversal over sev-
eral network elements (hops). A multi-hop scheduling discipline describes a scheduler
that is aware of the actions in previous or subsequent hops. We do not consider
scheduling disciplines that explicitly address multi-hop issues. This is justified by the
assumption, that the radio link is the dominant performance bottleneck.

In our work we investigate the most popular class of schedulers with the properties:

• service differentiation (using relative weights)

• flow isolation, in terms of individual queues per flows (no flow-aggregation)

• non-work-conserving (shifting service to from idle flows to competing flows)

• single-hop

GPS - an idealized scheduler for Max.-Min.-Fairness

Max.-Min.-Fairness is the central concept of QoS scheduling for relative service differ-
entiation in a non-work conserving matter [49]. Max.-Min.-Fairness precisely defines how
competing flows should be scheduled, when some of them become temporarily idle. The
underlying idea is, that every flow reserved enough resources (by specifying relative require-
ments) to receive some minimum service. Max.-Min.-Fairness defines how spare capacity
shall be distributed among competing users during moments where flows are idle. Active
flows (with packets queued) are called backlogged. Idle flows with no packets queued are
called non-backlogged.

The example in fig. 3.1 depicts how the offered load of three flows is distributed to
available link capacity, where the QoS requirements are specified by relative weights. Let
all flows be equally weighted so every flow should receive 1/3- of the link capacity, given that
all flows are constantly backlogged. The long white bar at the very left represents total link
capacity and the dashed line depicts the ideal fair share (1/3) for each flow. In step one we
assume a certain limited amount of load for the three flows. The grey colored bars represent
the offered load of flow A, B and C. Notice in step 1 that flow A has less traffic buffered
than it shall receive as its fair share. Flows B and C offer more traffic than they would
receive service in a work-conserving allocation of 1/3 the link capacity. Max.-Min.-Fairness
defines how the available capacity is distributed.

First the remaining capacity of flow A is given by equal share to the competing users
B and C. In step 2 we see the result. With the additional offered resources from flow A,
the demand of flow B is fully satisfied and even has spare capacity. In step 2 the excess
share from user B is transferred to user C. For this flow not all offered load can be satisfied
and some load remains queued for flow C. Note that Max.-Min.-Fairness is defined also for
the case, where flows are weighted. In this case each step of load distribution is done in a
weighted manner [49].

The Min.Max-Fairness goal is described by the ideal General Processor Sharing
(GPS) scheduling discipline. This algorithm operates as described above and requires
infinitively small packets and therefore cannot be implemented for packetized data traffic.
No packet discipline can be as fair as GPS. While a packet is being served, we are unfair to
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Figure 3.1: Max.-Min.-Fairness example

others. GPS is therefore only a reference system. There are many proposals to approximate
this fairness for packetized traffic [49].

Weighted Round Robin (WRR) is a scheduling discipline, that serves a packet
from each non-empty queue in turn. WRR is unfair, if packets are of different length.
Its extension Deficit-Weighted-Round-Robin allows for different weights with a per flow
compensation counter. As an emulation of GPS, WRR can be unfair for long periods of
time, particularly when serving a large number of flows [37].

Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) further improves WRR as it considers the poten-
tially variable size of the packets [69]. Longer packets will experience an extended trans-
mission time. The WFQ algorithm internally simulates the idealized GPS behaviour and
then serves packets in order of their simulated finish times. Bennet [14] proposes WF2Q
(Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queueing) as a further improvement in scheduling quality3.
It is the best known algorithm to approximate GPS. The difference considers certain pattern
arrival scenarios that were not considered in WFQ. For our work the difference is negligible
for this work.

Note that the differences among WRR, WFQ and WF2Q matter for systems with a
large number of flows. In the context of this work with relaxed fairness definitions the
subtle differences of wireline schedulers are of no interest for us. Cellular wireless systems
have only limited bandwidth and hence can only support few users. Therefore we consider
all GPS-emulations as a sufficient fair GPS emulation throughout this work. Emulations
of GPS provide isolation among flows and can obtain end-to-end delay bounds given in the
Parekh-Gallager theorem [75, 76]:

• Let a connection be allocated weights at the WFQ scheduler along its path over one
(or several) hop(s), so that the least bandwidth it is allocated is g.

• Let it be leaky-bucket regulated with sustained token rate ρ and peak rate σ such
that ”the number of bits sent in time [t1, t2]” ≤ ρ(t2 − t1) + σ

3The time complexity of implementing WF2Q is high, because its based on a virtual time function which
is defined with respect to the corresponding GPS system. It leads to considerable computational complexity
due to the need for simulating events in the GPS system.
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• Let the connection pass through K schedulers, where the k-th scheduler has a rate
r(k).

• Let the largest packet allowed in the network be P .

then the end-to-end-delay is bound by:

end-to-end-delay ≤ σ

g
+

K−1∑

k=1

P

g
+

K∑

k=1

P

r(k)
(3.1)

Note that in this approach the delay is coupled with rate requirements and thus may
lead to significant over-engineering for low-delay and low-data-rate applications. Further
enhancements, e.g. rate-schedulers, overcome the delay-throughput coupling [49].

Beyond GPS scheduling

There are alternative scheduling approaches that are not derived from the ideal described
by GPS. In this section we briefly list the prominent examples of each class and argue, why
these are not relevant for our work.

1. In (strict) priority scheduling, prioritized flows receive precedence over other traf-
fic and thus deterministically lower delay than any other traffic in lower prioritized
classes. Priority scheduling is a simple and sometimes suitable mechanism for high-
level traffic separation, if e.g., some real-time traffic must be isolated from a bulk of
best effort traffic. It implies the risk of starvation for the less prioritized traffic and is
therefore not explicitly considered in this work. A possible extension of this proposal
is the hybrid combinations of a few priority scheduling classes with some dedicated
scheduling schemes within each class.

2. Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [63, 96] is a dedicated scheduler for delay-sensitive
traffic and its particular advantage is its throughput-delay decoupling. Finally there
are regulator-controlled schedulers, which add a regulator in front of the actual
scheduling process in order to control eligible packets to the scheduler. The regulator
shapes the traffic and again allows throughput-delay decoupling. Particular regulators
are a delay-jitter regulator to compensate for variable delays from previous hops [49].
None of these additional scheduling properties are further considered throughout this
work, where we concentrate on the opportunistic aspect in scheduling and neglect
subtleties in the fairness of multi-hop scheduling.

3. A throughput equalizing discipline (TPequal) is a trivial scheduling discipline. It
assumes that all active flows are constantly busy over the monitoring period, which is
unrealistic for actual traffic sources. This discipline is only introduced for benchmark-
ing purposes in this work only. Its simple and intuitive character provides a natural
basis for performance comparison. The algorithm works as the following. The flow
with the smallest aggregate throughput is scheduled. This results in having all flows
scheduled with the best approximation of the aggregate throughput (equalization).
The difference for wireless applications to a WRR-discipline is investigated in detail
in sec. 6.3, where we show that throughput matching can lead to severe performance
loss for all mobiles in a cell.
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4. CIF-Q [73] defines ”Channel condition Independent packet Fair Queuing” and is one
representative for a class of wireless schedulers. This class of schedulers addresses
wireless system with a binary channel model, cf. sec. 4.3.1. The algorithm summa-
rizes the key properties for all previous wireless schedulers known to the author that
consider ON-OFF channel conditions. The concept of the algorithm is the following.
During an OFF-channel period a user transmission is completely halted. Trans-
mission is resumed after the channel has completely recovered. The algorithm defines
how such a user is compensated during an ON-channel period for previous loss during
an OFF-period. Because we investigate a system with an adaptive channel, we do
not consider this class of wireless schedulers. To the knowledge of the author none of
these wireless algorithms are implemented in actual wireless products.

Summary
We conclude that schedulers like WFQ, which are implementing the well defined Max.-
Min.-Fairness, can provide deterministic isolation and service differentiation. Scheduling
disciplines derived within the idealized concept of Generalize-Processor-Sharing provide
deterministic performance guarantees, while at the same time allowing for a implemen-
tation of packet multiplexing gain with a non-work-conserving strategy. When combined
with token-bucket traffic shapers, GPS-type schedulers are applicable to multi-hop sce-
narios and can provide certain throughput guarantees and support delay-sensitive ser-
vices (Parekh-Gallager theorem). This justifies our approach to only focus on a weighted
scheduling discipline (approximating GPS) in the single hop case.
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3.3 Building-blocks of a QoS Architecture

In this work we suggest optimized scheduling algorithms for cellular scheduling under fair-
ness constraints from QoS requirements. In this section we relate the scheduling problem to
other common building blocks of a QoS architecture. The bottom line of this section is that
for a reason all these building block do not interfere with the actual scheduling discipline.
On the other hand it is important to understand their role, because certain QoS guarantees
may no longer be expected from the QoS scheduler, but instead from other components.
This helps to simplify our goals in QoS scheduling.

The described network QoS building blocks are widely adopted in the wireline world
[27, 68, 96] and inline with proposals for 3rd generation mobile networks [54]. Lu stated
1999 for the wireless QoS architecture [65]:

”In wireline network, quality of service requirements are typically satisfied by a
combination of resource reservation (at the flow level) and fair resource alloca-
tion/packet scheduling (at the packet level). However, in packet cellular environ-
ments, user mobility and wireless channel error make it very difficult to perform
either resource reservation or fair packet scheduling.”

The purpose of this section is to put the scheduling design and its requirements for other
network functionality into perspective. The QoS architecture is important to understand
our core assumptions for a wireless scheduler, particularly

1. how the QoS parameters are defined (Service-Level-Agreements),

2. how the offered load is controlled (Call-Admission-Control) and

3. how the network resources are dimensioned (dimensioning).

It is important to understand that the core scheduling performance is separately opti-
mized regardless of the performance of CAC, load control, dimensioning and SLA-design.
The bottom line is: A scheduler can only (fairly) distribute resources. Substantial dif-
ferences in offered load and resource capacity have to be solved separately as described
below.

The section is structured into the following parts:

• Service Level Agreements describe the QoS specification and requirements be-
tween network operator (provider) and the user.

• Load Control regulates the offered load on a medium time scale (minutes). We
divide Load Control into three aspects, cf. fig. 3.2:

– Call-Admission-Control regulates the amount of incoming new flows during
call setup

– End-to-End flow control regulates the offered load for certain types of traffic
sources (elastic traffic, e.g. TCP, RTP streaming) based on the experienced
network performance.
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– network load control regulates the offered load in the congested network ele-
ments, e.g. by dropping calls.

• Dimensioning adapts the provided network resources to the long-term resource re-
quirements

Admission
Control
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control

flow control

call setup
network 
control
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Figure 3.2: The three elements of Load Control

3.3.1 Service-Level-Agreements

Service Level Agreements (SLA) define QoS traffic classes and parameters between the
network operator and the customer, as well as among different administrative boundaries
of individual network operators. SLA are defined by the network operator and offered to
the users. For 3G networks, we expect that large mobile networks are operated by a single
operator [6]. For cooperative networks SLA have to be jointly defined by the cooperative
elements, either on a static or dynamic basis. SLA definitions act as a contract on how QoS
has to be delivered by the network and as such are defined for long periods, e.g., over years.
There are several major implications from an SLA:

• A SLA is important to define the interaction of cooperating networks. The
implication is best illustrated for a DiffServ network, where the SLA specifies how the
packet tags have to be translated from one QoS service class in network A to network
B, cf. IETF signaling in sec. 3.1.

• A SLA precisely defines QoS parameters and QoS traffic classes. In particularly
these include the type, amount and availability of QoS performance that a customer
may request from a network operator.

• Part of every SLA definition is the associated pricing model. We argue that econom-
ical issues are important for every QoS design. As an analogy consider the following
thought: ”If first-class upgrade tickets were free, everyone would fly first-class”. This
illustrates, that for a proper balance of QoS, users must be willing to use a reduced
individual level of QoS guarantees where applicable. In a competitive system, such
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as public wireless networks, monetary reasons motivate users to request a moderate
QoS level instead of always using the ”platinum-package”. Pricing thus helps to bal-
ance between QoS requirements and available resources. Pricing models for QoS are
therefore implicit part of the SLA definition. Also note that the pricing model can
be related to load balancing strategies (see below). For example a revenue sensitive
Call-Admission-Control could preferably admit a well paying user.

• A conceptual clean approach in SLA design includes the specification of QoS per-
formance measurements, e.g. measurement durations. Unfortunately the speci-
fication of measurements adds further complexity to a SLA definition, a reason why
today’s SLA definitions omit this specification. For our evaluation we apply our uni-
fied metrics as defined in sec. 4.5. If there were SLA specified measurement criteria
available, these would directly dictate the metric definitions, particularly measurement
intervals for short-term fairness analysis. Given the availability of such specifications
our metric definition would be simplified in sec. 4.5.

3.3.2 Load Control by Call-Admission-Control

Call Admission Control (CAC) is the most prominent mechanism to provide load control.
CAC is a dynamic decision to grant access during call setup. In a CAC-controlled system all
packet transfer has to be initiated with a call setup procedure, where the user, respectively
the application, has to specify the QoS requirements. Then the CAC algorithm estimates,
whether there are sufficient resources to maintain an acceptable performance for the new
and existing calls.

Fig. 3.3 depicts the top level process behind a general CAC procedure. The client
initiates a new data call together with its QoS requirements (according to some SLA spec-
ification). When the network admits the client’s request, it tries to guarantee that the
specified performance requirements will be met provided that the client obeys its traffic
specifications.

admit

Admission
Control
(CAC)

QoS
scheduling

reject

new data 
call request + service level 

agreements

Figure 3.3: Call Admission Control during call setup

Note that the purpose of this work is not to improve particular CAC algorithms, but
to optimize the scheduling performance for a given load situation. If the CAC performs
sufficiently this implies that the load for the scheduler is controlled such that the end user
QoS requirements can be fulfilled.
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The tradition of wireless CAC

Let us first recall the requirement for CAC from wireless circuit switched experience. For
the load distribution over a day we expect mobile packet traffic jobs to arrive with similar
distribution as circuit switched traffic. For circuit switched traffic we currently experience a
significant load-time dependency for individual cells. This phenomenon is known as busy-
hour. Every cell has typically peak-hour traffic at one or two times a day, where full load
is reached for a typical duration of one to three hours. When the capacity is exceeded
for circuit-switched traffic new requests are blocked or existing calls need to be dropped.
Blocking/dropping is unavoidable, because circuit-switched traffic cannot be buffered.

In our work we consider the packet switched mode of operation, which is more forgiv-
ing to queuing delays than the circuit switched operation. When the offered load of packet
traffic is temporarily larger than cell capacity, data flows do not need to be immediately
dropped as in the circuit-switched case. During a congestion phase data packets are queued,
hence there is no direct translation to call dropping.

Nevertheless a CAC is essential, because infinite packet buffering leads to infinite delays
and hence leads to unacceptable performance (at least for some of the users). This statement
holds regardless of the considered scheduling discipline. We conclude that packet switched
traffic requires suited CAC algorithms to maintain some predictable level of QoS for busy-
hour scenarios.

Advanced Wireless CAC

The following challenges in resource management deserve consideration in (cellular) CAC
design:

Resource prediction: A CAC algorithm estimates the overall resource requirements based
on the (signaled) QoS requirements. A conservative approach is to summarize max-
imum rate requirements. Improved versions use heuristics to estimate the average
amount of multiplexing gain for N traffic sources. An advanced approach is the sta-
tistical service envelope concept to study inter-class resource sharing, where every
source is described in a unified notation [79]. For known traffic sources there are spe-
cific proposals exploiting particular traffic characteristics [19, 52]. Another challenge
in cellular systems are the small number of users per cell (10-50). Less aggregation
means less statistical balancing of load compared to fixed networks.

Mobility/capacity impact: Wireless CAC additionally faces a very dynamic environ-
ment due to mobility, which raises additional challenges for CAC design. Cellular
networks perform hand-over operations between cells, driven by user mobility. We
follow the paradigm that Call Admission Control (CAC) is performed on a per call
basis and not on a per cell basis [53]. We consider accepted calls, that are subject to
a hand-over (HO) process, as of equal importance as the existing calls in the new cell.
This is justified by the wireless paradigm that mobility effects shall be transparent to
the mobile user. Hand-Over calls are are not subject to a CAC-procedure (ongoing
calls shall not be rejected). Therefore they may be a source of load variations in the
receiving cell, that cannot be be CAC controlled.
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The scope of mobility oriented CAC is either of local (per-cell) character [53] or
mostly of macroscopic, multi-cell nature. In simple cases this can be for relatively
large cells respectively relatively large per cell camp time [91]. Recent trends in
mobile networks towards smaller cells to support increased network capacity result in
increased HO-rates and additionally challenge CAC algorithms. Existing proposals
in literature to predict hand-off traffic [95] bear the risk of unacceptable low overall
system utilization. In [19] Das et. al. investigate wireless HO scenarios and optimize
for admission probability and call dropping probabilities, where the admission criteria
is based on available resources. When mobility issues are considered, some papers try
to predict mobility [95]. Other papers implicitly model mobility by monitoring and
adapting to the experienced fluctuations between cells [84].

Load measurements: Adaptive traffic sources (see section 3.3.4) are difficult to handle
for load measurement based CAC [52]. Explicitly notifications to CAC about the re-
quirements and features of adaptive traffic sources are promising but require enhanced
signaling. We propose some enhancements in [54]. In the next sec. 3.3.4 we discuss
load control in detail.

Summary
Call-Admission-Control is an important and difficult task, depending on the individual
goals of the operator. Admission Control is responsible to provide the scheduler with
a controlled amount of traffic load such that the QoS scheduler can maintain the QoS
requirements. Because of the different operational time scales of scheduler and CAC, we
assume CAC works properly to provide the scheduler with manageable load situations.

3.3.3 Network Load Control

Network load control accompanies CAC during the scheduling phase and is an essential
function of multiplexing networks with QoS requirements. The amount of offered load for
the network has to be controlled. The previously discussed methods have controlled the
incoming traffic load via CAC. We summarize all other methods of network driven load
control (during scheduling operation) as ”active load control” [33], because ”active” refers
to the actions taken in the network. The last component in load control is end-to-end
control, which is out of control for network system design.

The principle is show in fig. 3.4, where measurements from the scheduler indicate the
need for active load control. This could either result in methods to reduce the actual load
while maintaining all active users or simply by dropping calls (the classic wireless scheme,
known from circuit switched traffic).

Example mechanisms for network driven load control are, cf. fig. 3.5:

Transcoding One option for local traffic load control is content transcoding, as e.g., pro-
posed in [29, 38]. The application data is decoded by the network and coded with
a higher compression. A popular example is the modification of image resolution or
the color-encoding for video data. Transcoding requires known data formats and sig-
nificant computational power opposed to simple packet forwarding. Also the service
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Figure 3.4: Network load control during scheduling operation is based on measurements

level agreements need careful design, as the network operator actively changes the
content of the data, which may be considered a legal difficulty for public networks.
The advantages of transcoding are the fast interaction to load fluctuations and the
direct network control of user perceived QoS. Please note that only known formats
without encryption are accessible for transcoding.

Multi-layer coded traffic Transcoding can be explicitly supported from application en-
coding. Here the various levels of encoded details are transported in distinct flows.
A reduction of information then can be implemented without knowledge of the data
format by simply dropping (parts) of the flows.

E.g. streaming services can be regulated when they are multi-layer encoded and
transported with differentiated service. Consider a MPEG-1/2 [87] video codec that
uses two connections, one for the base layer encoding and one for the enhancement
layer. Signaling higher QoS importance for the base layer should prioritize this traffic.

Without the knowledge of the traffic source, congested routers will partially drop less
prioritized traffic and hence reduce load.

transcoding
(compression)

Multi-layer
filtering

Examples of network load control

receiversender

Figure 3.5: Prominent network load control mechanisms
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3.3.4 Flow Control: End-to-End Load Control

End-to-End load control describes flow control mechanisms, which are implemented in many
transport protocols. In this case the network (elements) itself do not necessarily have to
control the offered load, because the traffic sources itself adapt to the available network
resources.

These mechanisms work in an open loop fashion, i.e. their actions are based on expe-
rienced performance. Open loop congestion mechanisms rely on end-to-end handshaking,
as e.g. found in TCP or in the Real Time Protocol (RTP) [86] for streaming applications
via UDP. Network performance is monitored by the receiver and returned to the sender, cf.
fig. 3.6. If End-to-End measurements indicate that network performance is insufficient, the
sender reduces its offered load appropriately, cf. fig. 3.6.

For delay insensitive traffic this is achieved by flow control. For conversational traffic
classes, the reduction is typically achieved by altering the coding, e.g. lower video resolu-
tion/higher compression, or by termination of parts of the total service, e.g., omitting video
in favor of acceptable audio performance. End-to-End open loop control does not require
any explicit standardization between application and the network and is therefore widely
used in current Internet applications.

receiversender

end-to-end load control

QoS scheduling

network
performance
measurement

offered load

Figure 3.6: End-to-End flow control: the sender regulates the amount of offered load with
respect to experiences network performance

A traffic source is called elastic, if it is able to adapt its offered load to match network
resources. Open loop elastic traffic sources form the majority of today’s packet data traffic.

Please note that elastic traffic sources can also be controlled by the network (closed loop)
instead of open-loop measurements. Closed Loop control, i.e., explicit signaling, requires
the standardization of a protocol between network and server/terminals. These concepts are
also referred as middleware concepts [8], where particularly the Open Service Architecture
(OSA) [89] is designed for telecom network applications.

In our studies in [35, 36] we show that today’s open loop elastic traffic sources do not
perform well in non-QoS systems, respectively wireless systems with significant performance
variations. Therefore QoS enabled wireless systems are important even for (open loop)
adaptive traffic sources. For further issues of adaptive load control with regard to scheduling
the reader is also referred to our discussion in [33].
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Summary
A QoS scheduler is key to support End-to-End flow control. The scheduler tries to best
allocate network resources and ensures fairness among the users. User applications that
use End-to-End load control are able to utilize all provided network resources, without
causing the network to be overloaded. This is the classic application for QoS scheduling
over the internet. Later in our work we assume that these End-to-End requirements will
provide the statistical fairness requirements for our system design.

3.3.5 Cellular Network Dimensioning

Network dimensioning for fixed networks is the task to provide sufficient network re-
sources for a specified level of traffic load to enable the fulfillment of a defined level
of QoS. There are two types of dimensioning work,

• network planning prior installation (long term, middle term) and

• online resource optimization (short term).

In network planning the amount of the estimated traffic volume is associated with
assumptions on the required QoS (classes) during periods of peak load4. The estimated
amount of traffic is then mapped such, that the planned resources can handle the load in a
defined manner. Typically no individual flows and/or scheduling disciplines are considered
at this aggregate level. This is justified by the coarse estimations on traffic volume and
associated QoS requirements. As an engineering guideline the system resources are planned
to be utilized at 80% during averaged peak traffic load [42].

Dimensioning:
add new sectors

2 omnicells load separation into 6 sectors

Figure 3.7: Dimensioning radio resources: additional sectors resolve overloads in an over-
loaded hot spot

Online optimization is the task of continually monitoring and adapting the network
resources to the offered load. Opposed to network planning in this case the exact perfor-
mance bottlenecks are known. To resolve experienced bottlenecks one may either reduce
the offered load (cf. load control) or increase resources5.

Increasing resources is a matter of scalability. The fixed network part is generally
considered scalable. Examples are the addition of new packet routers or hop-to-hop link

4cf. busy-hour phenomenon sec. 3.3.2
5The third option in fixed network is adaptive routing. This is no option for cellular networks, where the

mobile location primarily dictate the associated radio cells.
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capacity to increase the resources. Here we cover the more challenging dimensioning problem
of radio resources.

The optimization problem in wireless dimensioning is typically two-fold. Some
operators prefer to optimize a network for coverage, other for capacity. Networks are
optimized and operated at a suitable trade-off region defined by the operator. The opera-
tor’s preference drives the radio parameter settings and is often oriented towards capacity
in urban scenarios, and optimized for coverage in rural scenarios. For (urban) online di-
mensioning the coverage is usually sufficient, while there may be cells with particular high
load/congestion. During online optimization the network capacity is increased by altering
cell coverage, thus that coverage decreases for highly loaded cells. Less coverage for a cell
means less geographically covered area and hence less users, respectively less offered load.
This (online) approach shifts traffic from the congested cells into neighboring cells. Once
this balancing scheme is fully exploited, capacity can be further increased by additional
cells. For broadband wireless networks this leads to the so called concept of Pico cells.
New cells are either new locations for base stations or additional sectors to an existing base
station. TDMA systems additionally offer to utilize extra frequencies, while (broadband)
CDMA usually utilizes the whole licensed frequency spectrum for every cell.

Also note the technology specific aspects for TDMA and CDMA:

• The circuit-switched traffic in GSM networks provides a good example for dimension-
ing, where instead of actual load measurements, the call blocking/dropping probabil-
ities are monitored. High dropping probabilities indicate that network resources are
insufficient for the offered load. Dimensioning is then understood as controlling block-
ing probabilities to moderate levels, typically in the order of 2% for GSM voice traffic.
The principle is applicable to cellular data traffic when a violated SLA is interpreted
as a dropped call.

• It is known that CDMA coverage is dominated by dynamic effects from (outer-loop)
power control procedures which leads to so called cell-breathing effects [46, 67]. This
is no conflict with the described principles. Cell breathing describes the CDMA phe-
nomenon that a cell may dynamically increase its coverage to reach users, that would
otherwise be covered by neighbor cells. This (CDMA implicit) effect helps to dynam-
ically balance load among cells and eases network dimensioning between cells. This
effect supports our view of a well dimensioned network for QoS scheduling. It is re-
lated to the (slower and network controlled) approach of load balancing by actively
varying the cell coverage in GSM networks.

Dimensioning a real network

As an outlook let us summarize a typical approach how a real network is optimized
[42]. Experience from circuit-switched wireless networks has shown promising results for
measurement based optimization for various levels which are separated by several time-
scales.

Fig. 3.8 shows an example of such an approach. The time axis at the left hand roughly
divides the scope of each optimization step into minutes, hours, months and years. While
the scheduler performs over a short time scale (minutes) to achieve short-term fairness,
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a CAC design is evaluated for its performance over days. If a higher element performs
suboptimal, e.g. a CAC algorithm admits an excessive amount of load to the system, the
results are noticeable in the performance of the lower element. I.e. the lower element relies
on the quality of the higher elements.

overload ->
improve load control

time scale

cell-scheduling

CAC-Design

Dimensioning

SLA-Design

dropped calls
-> increase resources

resource requirements
-> taylor SLA

call
level

packet
levelminutes

hours/
days

months

years

Figure 3.8: Different layers of measurement based optimization in a real system

Insufficient performance in the CAC, e.g. too many rejected calls, are then due to
the dimensioning element, i.e. more resources would be required. The top-level element is
the service-level-agreement, which defines the ’contract’ between the user and the network
provider. An SLA may be an explicit commitment of the network operator, or an implicit
assumption about the base performance that a user expects from the network and that
should be fulfilled. The SLA constitutes the reference for CAC-performance on call-level
and for the scheduler performance on packet level.

Time scale

In the considered architecture the individual building blocks are decoupled for optimization
by different timescales. In this work we consider a bottom-up design approach. We start
with the definition of a scheduler that supports generic fairness properties to implement
common QoS requirements. This approach has two advantages. The QoS scheduling design
can be done at an early stage of network design. There is no need for a complete (simulated)
network for performance analysis. The majority of simulation studies are performed for the
isolated scheduler entity. In chapter 7 we also investigate End-to-End setups. The isolated
optimized opportunistic QoS scheduler is then integrated into a QoS architecture based on
its fairness and efficiency properties.

Summary
The QoS architecture of a system and its dimensioning influences the QoS experience.
The optimization problem in wireless dimensioning is typically two-fold. Some operators
prefer to optimize for coverage, other for capacity. For absolute QoS guarantees the whole
network needs sufficient design and constant monitoring and optimization. This happens
over long time scale. Because of the different time scales these issues are out of scope for
our QoS fairness analysis and are not further considered in this work.
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Chapter 4

Casting Opportunistic
QoS-Scheduling as a Trade-off
Problem

In this chapter we provide the problem definition for opportunistic scheduling and explain
why and how our work differs from previous wireless QoS scheduling proposals.

We begin with a comparison of the wireless channel assumptions and show why early
wireless channel models resulted in a binary channel model, a channel model only applicable
for systems without link adaptation. Next we provide examples of link adaptation for
TDMA and CDMA systems, namely Coding Scheme Switching for TDMA systems and fast
power controled CDMA systems. We unify the concept of link adaptation to a continuous
channel model with a variable cost function. Based on our advanced channel model we
motivate why such channel model requires an advanced scheduling approach. We cast the
problem of opportunistic QoS scheduling as a trade-off problem between fairness objectives
and system efficiency. Finally we define the fairness and associated metrics as well as the
overall system assumptions for this work.

4.1 Definition of Terms

In this section we define the terms for an opportunistic wireless scheduler. In particular we
extend the dynamic decision criteria to the wireless channel prediction c(t).

See fig. 4.1 for the considered scheme of an opportunistic wireless scheduler. Let the
total number of flows be N and denote an individual flow by i. The scheduler’s input
consists of two types of data:

1. There is the semi-static configuration of fairness requirements. Whenever a new flow
gets added to the system, the scheduler gets set up with the fairness requirements.
Inline with previous packet schedulers, cf. sec. 3.2, we assume this is done by a relative
weight φi ∈ <+. Extensions to absolute requirements, i.e. minimum or maximum data
rates are possible. Minimum rates for all users are only implementable by a scheduler
in combination with appropriate load control.

39
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channel prediction
ci(t)

scheduler

output

N users
flowi

scheduling decision
xi(t)

iφweight 

Figure 4.1: Wireless scheduling scheme

2. The second type of parameters are dynamic values. For all investigations we consider
a finite horizon T and index all dynamic data by t. We index flows1 by i and j.

• The (prediction of the) channel conditions for user i at time t are denoted as
ci(t).

• The output of a scheduling decision2 at time t for every flow i is the scheduled
data rate xi(t).

Further note the usage of the term backlogged. As in the wireline case this describes the
availability of data for transmission in a flow’s queue. Only backlogged flows are considered
for scheduling, as we do not consider work-conserving scheduling disciplines for efficiency
reasons, cf. sec. 3.2. See table 4.1 for an overview of terms. The service related definitions
(lower items) in the table will be used in the metric definitions in sec. 4.5.

Table 4.1: Summary of Notation

Term Definition
N Number of flows
T Simulation (evaluation) time
t time slot 1 ≤ t ≤ T
i user i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N

ci(t) channel condition of user i at time slot t
φi the weight of user i defining its (relative) fairness requirement

xi(t) scheduled data rate of user i at time slot t

1We use the term ’flow’ and ’user’ synonymously, while in real applications a single user may have multiple
flows with different QoS requirements (weights) scheduled over the same channel conditions.

2We do not restrict the scheduler to schedule a single flow only at a time instance, i.e. unlike in other
schedulers we allow xi(t) ≥ 0 and xj(t) ≥ 0 for any t. This notation is suited for wireless standards (like
UMTS-DSCH), where multiple flows can be scheduled simultaneously.
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4.2 Terminology for the Wireless Channel Quality

In literature Bit-Error-Rates (BER) and BLock-Error-Rates (BLER) definitions may vary
for different scopes of a wireless system. In our work we generally abstract to a relative term
”wireless channel quality” c(t). When we refer to particular aspects of a wireless channel
quality we divide between:

Signal-to-Interference Ratio, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (C/I3) expresses the channel qual-
ity experienced on the physical layer. High C/I values represent good channel quality.

Interference describes all undesired phenomena during radio transmission, which are
caused by other mobile transmissions, by neighboring cells or other effects.

Bit-Error-Rate (BER) is the relative amount of successfully decoded bits at the output
of the physical layer decoder at the receiver. From the perspective of this work the
BER is only and entirely related to the experienced C/I and cannot be improved (by
any optimization within the scheduler). The relation of C/I and BER is typically not
linear and highly dependent on the utilized radio transmission technology. Higher
(=better) C/I values always result in equal or lower (=better) BER4. In the following
paragraphs we will use the terms interference (as an indication of the wireless channel
quality) and BER (for the quality of the decoded transmission) synonymously. High
interference means high BER.

Block-Error-Rate (BLER) is the relative amount of successfully decoded data blocks
(RLC blocks). We consider (reliable) packet data transmission, which is typically
achieved in combination of an ARQ scheme. Bit errors are detected by some con-
trol information (CRC check). As a result the Block-Error-Rate is the criteria of
dominating importance for our work, as a lost block causes the same consequences
(retransmission overhead, delay) regardless of the actual amount of lost bits within it.
We conclude that increased BER result in increased BLER, but the relation between
BER and BLER can be controlled, e.g. by appropriate Forward-Error-Correction
(FEC, see 4.3.2).

Also note that above’s structure does not contradict with advanced PHY layer concepts
of incremental redundancy or chase combining. Such mechanisms improve BER to BLER
mapping for retransmissions. We consider such concepts as hidden within the physical layer.
The overall BER to BLER mapping will improve, but the described principles of this work
remain valid.

Summary
We conclude for our work: better channel quality means improved system efficiency. The
BLER-function of BER and the BER-function of C/I conditions are technology dependent
and the details are considered unimportant for this work. We will appropriately abstract
the channel condition to discuss opportunistic scheduling regardless of the different channel
quality definitions.

3speak: ”C over I”, where C stands for signal and I for interference.
4If this assumption would not hold, the receiver could always add synthetic interference to improve the

BER.
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4.3 Wireless Channel Conditions

The key difference between wireless and wire line networks is the nature of the time varying
channel conditions. This special characteristic of wireless transmission is related to three
basic phenomena, namely

• fast fading due to multi-path propagation effects in the order of ms,

• shadow fading5 in the order of tens to hundreds of ms and to

• user mobility resulting in relatively slow distance variation over seconds to minutes.

The type of fading effects and the time scale of fading are dependent on the utilized radio
frequencies and physical layer transmission technology. The interested reader is referred to
research from Boyd [47] on details of fast/shadow fading.

In this work we assume that a considered adaptive radio transmission technology is able
to address at least one of the above’s phenomena. Adaptivity to the (slow) user mobility
is applicable for all adaptive technologies. Recent technologies also support the adaptation
to the fading phenomena, e.g. CDMA fast power control. This is the reason why we put a
focus on the dominating and important mobility effects and summarize the channel
fading effects as fading, cf. sec. 4.6.2. In the following sections we introduce two dominant
mechanisms of link adaptation for two particular technologies, TDMA and CDMA.

4.3.1 The Binary-Channel Model

For wireless scheduling Bharghvan provides a good summary of the state of the art research
at GlobeCom 2001 [30]:

In wireline networks, fair queueing has long been a popular paradigm for pro-
viding throughput, fairness and bounded delay link access [...]. However, adapt-
ing fair queueing to the wireless domain is non-trivial because of the unique
problems in the wireless channel access, such as bursty channel errors and the
location-dependent channel capacity and errors. Consequently, there have been
a number of fair scheduling algorithms proposed to realize the fairness among
mobile users in a wireless cellular network environment. In general, these al-
gorithms [...] approximate fair queueing when the channel is clean. When
the location-dependent channel error happens and only a subset of flows are able
to be scheduled, these algorithms defer sending packets for a mobile flow during
the error bursts, and use the time slots of this flow to transmit the packets of
flows with clean channel. For the flow having channel errors the transmission
is resumed only when the link quality improves to an acceptable level. In order
to achieve certain fairness characteristics among flows, some of the algorithms
also supplement the mobile station with additional throughput for the time pe-
riod that it was skipped. In this way the flow which is denied service because of

5Shadowing is caused by obstacles, but does not always mean that no signal is received. Radio waves
may bend around obstructions to a certain extent. This effect is called diffraction. The diffraction effect
depends on the wavelength in relation to the size of the obstacle.
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channel error is guaranteed to eventually receive service of its fair share after
its channel becomes good.

The assumptions on the wireless channel and its implications on radio transmission are
such, that transmission is either possible (channel-ON) or absolutely impossible (channel-
OFF). We use the term binary channel model to describe this assumption. Early wireless
schedulers, e.g. [16, 20,64,73,82], are all based on a binary channel model.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the principle. With decreasing channel quality the BER increases
both depicted over the abscissa. Wireless transmission is prone to errors and hence from
early technologies there is some means of redundancy for Forward-Error-Correction (FEC)
provided. This (fixed) amount of FEC supports successful decoding up to a certain level of
interference. The amount of FEC translates the experienced BER into an effective BLER
figure. The BLER value indicates the likelihood for a successful transmission on a radio
frame basis. In the graph this is indicated as a steeply rising shelf, where the FEC fails
and yields high (close to 100%) block error probabilities depicted at the right hand of the
figure. Low BLER values are associated with an available channel (ON) and high values
means the channel is considered unavailable (OFF).

Short distance wireless technologies experience a limited range of distance variation and
hence a limited range of radio conditions. For those applications a single type of FEC is
sufficient to achieve tolerable BLER values over the whole operation range. We conclude
for the binary channel: For fixed FEC encoding there is a single translation function and
there are no means to influence the BER to BLER translation.

BLER

100%

Channel

ON
Channel

OFF

channel conditions (BER)

good bad

Figure 4.2: Binary Channel

4.3.2 Adaptive Coding Scheme Switching

A prominent example for Link-Adaptation is Coding Scheme Switching (CSS). Coding
Scheme Switching (CSS) overcomes the limitations of the binary channel model. CSS
provides different levels of FEC by altering the coding for radio transmission. The
motivation for various levels of FEC by altered coding schemes is derived from the problems
in the binary channel case.
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Adaptive coding extends the operation range

As said in sec. 4.3.1 there are radio conditions, at which the resulting block-error-ratio
drastically increases and makes data transmission statistically impossible. Opposed to the
systems considered in the binary channel case we do not restrict the FEC to a single
coding scheme. We consider systems that are able to dynamically switch between
alternate coding schemes. The amount of FEC can be controlled by the selected coding
scheme. For each coding scheme there is a range of radio conditions at which the block-
error-ratio (BLER) transits from a perfect channel (BLER is virtually 0) to a bad channel
with statistically sure loss (BLER=1).

A prominent example from the TDMA world is (E)GPRS. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the
basics of link adaptation. A fixed number of discrete coding schemes, four in this case, are
designed to have different transition points at the interference scale. Hence by choosing
the appropriate coding scheme for a given radio condition, we extend the operation
range for radio transmission over an increased range of radio conditions.

CS-3 CS-2 CS-1CS-4

BLER

100%

Channel
OFF

channel conditions (BER)
good bad

Figure 4.3: The Principles of Link Adaptation

Coding-scheme-switching design

Why would we not always utilize CS-1, the coding scheme with the best FEC protection
and hence with the least problems under any radio conditions? The drawback of heavy
FEC is the reduced amount of payload per RLC-/MAC-block. Compared to a CS with less
FEC, a strong protection reduces the throughput for the benefit of increased transmission
reliability.

The algorithm that dynamically solves this tradeoff for a predicted channel quality is the
Link-Adaptation (LA) algorithm. Depending on the perceived channel quality the algo-
rithm tries to find the coding scheme with the least amount of FEC, where data transmission
is still possible6. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the design principle. From BLER measurements over
interference the effective throughput is analyzed for each CS. The bounding dashed line

6In reality CS-selection algorithm have to use previous measurements to estimate the channel condition.
Too optimistic CS-selection results in increased FER. Although errors will be compensated by appropriate
RLC retransmissions it will waste system resources and thus potentially become suboptimal. Too conserva-
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forms the optimal operation point for the LA algorithm. When we speak of coding scheme
switching, we refer to a link adaptation algorithm that adapts coding such, that a variable
amount of payload is coded to a uniform radio resource block, e.g. a TDMA time-slot
resource.

throughput

weak FEC,
high throughput

strong FEC,
low throughput

CS-4

CS-2

CS-1

CS-3

conditions / BER

Figure 4.4: Optimal Link Adaptation with 4 GPRS coding schemes

Note that the GPRS LA alters the CS not more than 1-4 times per minute. The
GPRS-LA algorithm does not receive explicit channel measurements and estimates the
channel quality from the amount of requested RLC retransmissions. A large number of
retransmissions indicate that the previous coding scheme did not provide enough FEC and
a stronger protection will be used for the future. It is possible to extend TDMA systems with
explicit channel notification in order to improve the feedback speed of channel reports and
measurement quality. An example for explicit notification is the High-Data-Rate (HDR)
proposal from Qualcom [13].

The GPRS example uses 4 coding schemes to adapt to the channel quality [1]. The
proposed extension of GPRS to the updated modulation scheme EDGE will be called EG-
PRS and it will provide a total of 9 different coding schemes [2]. EGPRS has an extended
granularity of Link-Adaptation, but otherwise follows the same principles.

A few comments on power control in GSM. Power control features in GSM/GPRS are
limited for several reasons. Power control for individual TDMA time slots is used to limit
inter-cell interference and to allow scaling of GSM cells for a variety of environments. Power
is no shared resource itself as it is in CDMA, hence there is no room for optimization of
system performance. Furthermore fine grained power control is problematic due to slow
channel feedback and the typically discontinuous data transmission in GPRS. Therefore
CSS remains the choice for link adaptation in this TDMA system.

tive CS-selection implies that less payload than possible is transmitted. The throughput of such transmission
decreases and again suboptimal CS selection results in suboptimal throughput. The design of suitable link
adaptation algorithms are therefore of significance.
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Summary
We conclude that the LA algorithm by Coding Scheme Switching is an isolated optimization
problem. CSS algorithms are typically designed based on link-level simulations and channel
measurements. The objective is to optimize the algorithm to estimate the optimal CS for
a wide range of experienced radio conditions. Note that the adaptation thresholds may be
adaptive and that the adaptation may include other physical layer aspects beyond coding,
as e.g. modulation. For scheduling the consequence is, that a scheduled MAC-entity
may carry more or less payload due to the LA-determined coding scheme. Hence the
scheduler finds dynamically varying values for ”throughput per media access slot”. From
a scheduler’s perspective the channel conditions are not binary (available/unavailable),
but in fact offer a discrete set of conditions with variable throughput (unavailable, very
bad, bad, good, very good). This is the principle of dynamically varying link capacity -
opposed to the varying cell capacity in CDMA.

4.3.3 Variable Resource Consumption (CDMA)

Data transmission in CDMA requires a minimum signal level to allow for successful decod-
ing. A power control algorithm’s objective is to dynamically adjusts the power of a channel
to ensure sufficient quality at the lowest possible power level.

power

t

average resource 
consumption

during one scheduled 
transmission

1 Radio Frame
= 15 slots

Figure 4.5: Variable resource consumption in CDMA

In UMTS the signal strength is controlled by fast power control (PC). If a signal level
is insufficient for decoding the fast Power-Control (PC) algorithm at the sender receives a
’fast’ feedback and increases the power (send level) such that the signal level increases and
the decoding is successful, cf. sec. 2.2.2 and [83,88].

While a radio frame gets transmitted the receiver instantly feeds back the perceived bit
quality per slot to the sender. There are 15 slots for a 10 ms frame transmission. The
feedback is called ’fast’ because the adaptation is performed multiple times during a frame
interval. The UMTS encoding (interleaving) is designed such that the average received
power is more important for successful decoding than the actual level at a single power
control slot. This helps to deal with fast varying radio conditions.

When quality is insufficient the transmit power is increased at the sender. Power control
depends on several fixed requirements, depending on the sensitivity of the receiver, the
amount of fading that is generated in the receiver and the amount of fading that is generated
on the air interface by external sources. The received signal level is expressed in relation to
the current interference level and is called Eb/No for CDMA (an equivalent to the signal-to-
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interference ratio). Minimal Eb/No requirements also vary with the data rate, environment
and mobility. CDMA power control algorithms take care of optimized power adaptation
with regard to these effects.

Note that there is a total power limit for technical and legal reasons, but usually this
single user power limit is not exhausted from a single user’s power requirements, so a single
user’s transmission can be supported over a very wide range of radio conditions.

The principle of UMTS Power-Control for a single user is illustrated in fig. 4.5. The
physical layer entity of a radio frame is transmitted in 15 slots. The length of the bars
indicate the transmit power, which is individually adjusted by power control for every slot.
The effective interference during a transmission is some averaging process over the duration
of transmission.

Note that power requirements can be optimized with advanced techniques, e.g. Space-
time transmit diversity can reduce power requirements. Code reuse technologies have similar
advantages on spectral efficiency for high data rates [39]. We do not explicitly consider such
effects, nonetheless the potential physical layer enhancements would manifest in our channel
model in sec. 4.6.2. These effects are studies using the parameters in the channel model.

Power control for multiple users

The CDMA cell capacity is related to the power consumption of all active transmissions in
a cell. If the maximum power per cell capacity is exceeded, the link adaptation with power
control fails. This is the reason why we speak of a power-limited resource.

resource consumption: power
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Figure 4.6: Channel estimation by previous power requirements

In fig. 4.6 we illustrate an example of 3 users in an interference limited system (dashed
line). All three users’ power is controlled independent of each other. At one instance in
time all three users require more power than available. Excess power requirements may clip
the signal or cause the amplifier to excess its specifications. This may happen a ’few’ times
and still result in acceptable transmission thanks to e.g. code interleaving techniques. Once
the signal constantly clips at the maximum power level the signal is substantially distorted
and transmission fails. Continuous clipping leads to transmission failures. Therefore the
estimated total resource consumption must be controlled. In circuit switched mode (DCH)
this adaptation is controlled by radio resource control over long time frames (seconds).
When the total power is exhausted, adaptive (over-)load control algorithms take action.
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In a scheduled environment we want to optimize the power allocation such, that the
total limit is approximated, but exhausted. A maximum power level (per cell) is specified.
The aggregate power requirement for a flow can e.g. be estimated from the utilized power
in the previous time slot. Other issues with regard to CDMA capacity are:

CDMA capacity limit Increased load in a CDMA cell results in a non-linear increase of
noise-rise (interference), the power required to support transmission to several users.
At maximum load in a CDMA cell the noise rise is enormous and a stable operation
is no longer possible. This is also referred as ’pole capacity’. We assume cell capacity
is (power) limited below pole capacity such that a stable operation is possible. For
our studies it is sufficient to assume such maximum load level.

The relation of channel condition and throughput The advantage of PC opposed to
coding-scheme-switching is the constant size of the user payload. Consider the exam-
ple where a time slotted radio frame carries a fixed amount of bits. This fixed amount
of user data is transmitted regardless of the control mechanism, respectively regardless
of the experienced radio conditions over a wide range. There are some limiting factors
which determine the operation range of the cell. These are maximum power limits
from the mobile (the uplink transmit power), the maximum power limit per cell (down-
link), power limits to control inter-cell interference and potential control algorithms
to stabilize the power fluctuations for load control purposes7. The Coding-Scheme-
Switching in the TDMA example does not share the advantage of a constant size of
the payload. The difference of both principles is listed in Table 4.2.

Channel estimation from power requirements Throughout this work we assume that
the average power requirement for a user can be estimated. If there is no online
measurement available, the power can be estimated from previous power control
requirements8.

7functionality of Radio-Resource-Management
8For fast fading effects that are below the control resolution there is a small additional fast-fade margin

(or power-control margin) reserved. A common engineering guideline is to assume about 1.5 dB error for
fast-PC predictions (fast-fade margin) [42]. Additional channel quality indications, as e.g. the associated
DCH for DSCH, can be combined with this measurement. When the sum of all predicted power requirements
exceeds a certain threshold it is indicated to remove load from the cell to avoid excessive clipping at the
maximum power value.
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Summary

• CDMA power control allows for fixed user payload over broad range of radio condi-
tions c.

• The power control algorithm implicitly leads to variable power consumption per flow,
which is out of control for the scheduler after a frame transmission is initiated.

• Power is the share resource in CDMA. Users with high relative power requirements
are ’expensive’ for the system, because less other users can simultaneously transmit
data.

• In interference limited systems the total power limits the cell capacity. This implies
for scheduling, that the channel conditions c of all scheduled users dictates the overall
possible performance of a radio cell.

Table 4.2: Link Adaptation Mechanisms

LA mechanism: available data rate to scheduler radio resource consumption
TDMA: coding scheme
switching

variable throughput fixed (e.g. 1 TS)

CDMA: power
controlled, fixed rate

fixed throughput variable consumption(PC)

CDMA: UMTS-DSCH variable throughput (TFCS) variable consumption (PC)

4.3.4 From Link Adaptation to a Continuous Channel Model

We illustrated the principle of link adaptation in the previous two examples from the TDMA
and CDMA world. The aim of a link adaptation scheme is to maximize the rate of infor-
mation that can be reliably transmitted for a range of varying channel conditions. We only
consider a class of link adaptation algorithms that (statistically) lead to an improved system
performance (other schemes would not be implemented). The two essential functions for
Link-Adaptation are:

1) Channel quality prediction. The prediction is estimated based on current and past
measurements. Best results are achieved with explicit channel measurements. Such
measurements are done in the mobile and (instantly) signaled to the network. Where
such measurements are not available the channel conditions may be estimated by
other indicators, e.g. the experienced block-error ratio from previous transmissions.

2) Link-Adaptation. The algorithm adapts to the predicted channel condition. The goal
of the Link Adaptation is to adjust FEC appropriately to enable communication. We
have presented two examples: Coding-scheme-switching for TDMA and power-control
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for CDMA. Other mechanisms of link adaptation are possible, while all known tech-
niques known to the author can be related to either of the two examples with regard
to the adaptivity. Either the payload is varied at constant resource consumption or
the resource consumption itself varies. Combinations are possible, cf. tab. 4.2

The implications from link adaptation on our work are such that the previous assump-
tions from the binary channel are no longer valid. The channel offers more than an ON/OFF
state transition. We call the channel model continuous as the channel is continuously
available to all users. The channel may have an arbitrary number of states that allow
transmission, while some of them allow ’better’ transmission than others.

The term continuous relates to the availability for transmission, which gets not inter-
rupted for transmission as in the binary channel case. The continuity of the channel refers
to the time-axis.

Channel condition notation

Different link adaption influences the efficiency of the transmission. We want to describe
the channel condition such that the efficiency and its implications on scheduling decisions
is expressed.

We describe the effects of LA by the notation of the channel condition ci. A large c-value
indicates a channel condition for a bad channel that results in larger resource consumption
for the transmission of a bit, where small c-values indicate more efficient LA for transmission.

We assume the channel conditions c are normalized for a given radio technology to the
range of (0,1). The system efficiency - typically the aggregate statistical throughput - is
dependent on c and described by a system specific function. A better channels leads to
higher efficiency.

For the TDMA and CDMA case, both means of channel adaptivity can operate at
better and worse channel conditions. It is in both systems always more beneficial for overall
system capacity to transmit during the better channel conditions. See sec. 5.3.5 for a
detailed example.

Summary
Unlike in the simplified ON-OFF binary channel model, a wireless transmission with
link adaptation allows transmission to any user at any time over a wide range of radio
conditions c. In our model c defines the experienced channel conditions, regardless of the
underlying physical technology.
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4.4 Problem Statement: The Fairness-Efficiency Tradeoff

Bad channel conditions require either increased forward error correction - and hence allow
for less payload - or the transmission of the same amount of payload requires more radio
resources per bit - and hence minimize cell capacity. We summarize the wireless channel
properties as the following:

• The radio propagation conditions in cellular networks vary significantly.

• Today’s radio transmission technologies have means to adapt to these varying condi-
tions. The adaptation mechanisms can be classified into two types.

• When the FEC is adapted on the expense of payload (TDMA), the effective through-
put per radio link becomes variable.

• When the adaptation maintains a fixed throughput for a radio link (CDMA), the
adaptation mechanism has a variable consumption of radio resources. Hybrid combi-
nation of both approaches are possible (UMTS-DSCH).

The consequences of adaptive radio transmission are twofold:

• From the objective of QoS scheduling this is attractive. It means that a higher level
of QoS becomes feasible beyond the restricted fairness definitions of the simplified
binary channel case.

• On the other hand the definition and analysis of fairness becomes a new challenge.
The advantage of improved fairness conflicts with the objective for system efficiency.
Transmission during a ’bad channel’ is more ’expensive’ than during better radio
conditions. Is a deferred packet transmission acceptable to ’wait’ for a better channel?

Shroff [60] states:

Actually, it is challenging to even define a good optimal criterion in the situation
where there exists the tradeoff between short-term performance and the overall
system performance.

Motivational example: best-channel-scheduling vs. fair-scheduling(GPS)

The Weighted-Round-Robin scheduling discipline, cf. sec. 3.2, achieves pure fairness objec-
tives without consideration of efficiency. Let us motivate above’s statements by an example
of an opportunistic scheduling discipline purely targeted for efficiency instead of fairness.

The best-channel scheduling discipline is simple and its description is part of recent
wireless standards [3]. A best-channel scheduler always selects the backlogged user with the
best channel condition. In the context of link adaptation (GPRS), a best-channel scheduling
discipline selects the user(s) that are operating at a coding scheme with the least amount of
forward error protection, hence with the best expected effective throughput. In a CDMA
environment the user with the best signal to noise ration (C/I) requires the least amount
of power for reliable data transmission and hence consumes the least of the shared system
resource.
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Obviously such strategy may be far from fair. Static users with bad channel condition
only receive data by chance. The purpose of the standard is to provide a benchmark for the
maximum cell capacity. Best-C-I scheduling can not be seriously considered for any wireless
system with minimal QoS requirements.

See 4.7 for an example. We compare the results from two different scheduling algorithms.

• Scheduled order a) schedules two flows in alternating order (WRR) and hence achieves
optimal (media access) fairness.

• Scheduled order b) implements the best C-I discipline, where the scheduling algorithm
picks the user with the best channel throughput. The best-channel algorithm violates
the high fairness standards of WRR and leads to packet bursts for a single user, which
are not a result of fairness consideration, but solely dependent on the experienced
channel conditions.

In fig. 4.7 we visualize the varying channel conditions for two users in the top graph. The
varying channel conditions in this example are reflected by the possible throughput this user
receives, given that the flow is being scheduled. In the left subgraph, we show the results of
WRR. The alternating order is considered more ”fair” for each user. On the right hand we
see the result of the best-channel scheduling, which leads to less fairness but higher overall
throughput in the cell.

The example was chosen such that discipline b) offers less fairness yet appears as a de-
sirable option. There is minor unfairness over a few time-slots, but a substantial efficiency
gain compared to WRR. What we need to develop in this work are suitable mechanisms
how to limit the amount of unfairness with regard to possible channel conditions. This is
not possible with a pure best-channel discipline. The goal of this work is to help finding
such advanced algorithm to achieve both: sufficient fairness for every user, while at the
same time optimizing the overall system efficiency.

Summary
We conclude that the consequences of link adaptation are the variability in system
efficiency. This variation is subject to optimization and forms the considered problem in
this work. When QoS (fairness) is jointly considered with efficiency (resource utilization)
we speak of opportunistic QoS scheduling.
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Figure 4.7: Conceptual comparison of WRR (left) and best-channel (right) scheduling dis-
cipline:
Order a (left): Packets are scheduled in alternating order (WRR) regardless of their
throughput. This leads to ideal short term fairness.
Order b (right): Packets are scheduled that always the larger bars (higher throughput) are
scheduled. The clustered order of best channel scheduling ensures ideal throughput with
no fairness guarantee.
Opportunistic scheduling tries to find a balance of these extremes.
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4.4.1 Fairness Definitions

In this section we introduce various fairness definitions. Fairness relates to a certain under-
standing of service, either in terms of medium access of effective throughput, and it relates
to the overall view, which may be ’relative’ or ’absolute’. In this section we try to introduce
the generalized definitions for service and fairness. Later in this work we will apply the two
dominating views as the following:

• a proof of genral scheduling behaviour (algorithmic) is generally based on a relative
fairness definition. Here we want the abstract view, where the number of active flows
is irrelevant for the system analysis.

• The visualization of simulation data on a per flow basis is well presented using some
absolute fairness definition. Here the comparison of any pair of flows is less descriptive
than actual experienced service with the perspective of the actual user.

Lu mentions the problem of a wireless fairness definition [65]:

”However, in packet cellular environments, user mobility and wireless channel
error make it very difficult to perform [...] fair packet scheduling. [...] the prob-
lem of fair packet scheduling in wireless networks has remained largely unad-
dressed. In fact, even the notion of fairness in shared channel wireless networks
has not been precisely defined.”

Bharghvan states 2001 at GlobeCom [30]:

”One problem is that the fairness in the wireless area is neither well defined nor
well solved when FEC coding is used to protect the packet transmission”.

The citations refer to the problem of variable ’cost per bit’ in systems with variable FEC
(link adaptation). This particularly implies that even for a simple non-opportunistic WRR
scheduler the previous fairness definition becomes unclear, because of the lack of correlation
between the medium access and the effective throughput.

For adaptive systems we need to distinguish between access share and throughput share.
In wireline literature the term service is always understood as an equivalent of ’throughput’.
Recall Bharghvan statement that for the considered problem of continuous radio channel
conditions throughput usually will not be equivalent to the media access share! Both criteria
are important measures, hence we will study both aspects.

Beyond this known phenomenon mentioned in the above’s citations there is another
source of difficulty in fairness definition. The unfairness in Bharghvan statement relates
to inherent unfairness in a wireless environment. This is: you either schedule in order to
equalize media-access fairness or in order to equalize the throughput fairness. Both cannot
be achieved simultaneously, because the relation of both service aspects is entirely dictated
by the radio technology and the experienced channel conditions. This level of fairness
”discrepancy” between both aspects is ususally moderate and in this work is not what we
consider a fairness problem.

Our new concept of opportunistic scheduling additionally introduces another level of
potential unfairness beyond the previously mentioned (inherent) fairness discrepancy. As
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the scheduler tries to opportunistically exploit the channel conditions, it has to (temporarily)
ignore QoS criteria. This itself introduces a new and potential significant source of unfairness
to the system. Therefore in this work we stress the importance to consider, measure and
optimize fairness beyond the classic approach for the simple wireline case. The details of
various popular fairness definitions will be given in the following sections.

Motivation for fairness definitions

A QoS-scheduler receives its ”QoS” attribute for its guarantees of certain fairness criteria.
Below we define and refine classic fairness definitions. The principle of the fairness criteria
is to define a bound on the service discrepancy that a flow may experience under a certain
scheduling strategy. The strategy with the lowest bound achieves the ’best fairness’ under
such definition. Note that it is sufficient to derive a bound for any two flows i and j, which
implies that the fairness properties hold for the global system (all flows).

Let us recall traditional fairness definitions designed for the wireline case. Wireline
transmission has a beneficial system property for fairness design. For a static number of
backlogged users there is no variation of system parameters that influence the throughput
for the link. Hence for the static case, where all flows are backlogged, there is a bound
on maximum unfairness. An example is the Max.-Min.-Fairness approximation of GPS, cf.
sec. 3.2. A scheduling discipline is regarded a good approximation of GPS, if it provides a
lowest bound on the fairness discrepancy.

Please note that in our case of wireless scheduling in general and opportunistic schedul-
ing in particular the requirements on suited fairness definitions are more complex. An
extremely tight fairness bound is of no use, because this implies no flexibility for the sched-
uler to optimize the system performance.

We identify two new issues for the fairness definition for wireless fairness:

• the time horizon of a fairness definition requires definition. Traditional fairness
definitions are intentionally designed for tight horizons. To allow for the required
flexibility in opportunistic scheduling we need to appropriately relax the fairness def-
initions. One approach is introduce statistical fairness bounds.

• the reference criteria needs definition. Traditional fairness definitions in literature
are dominantly relative, because the performance of a quality scheduler is dependent
on offered load only (the link capacity is static). To address these issues we define
the difference between relative and absolute fairness definitions. Note that the
relative definition is the more important variant for this work.

Definition of the term ”Service”

To unify the subsequent fairness and metric (sec. 4.5) definitions we introduce the abstract
term service. A scheduler provides a defined amount of service to flows. There are two
service aspects for media access in number of time slots and throughput :

Definition 1 Service:
servicei(t) ∈ {TSi(t), TPi(t)},
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where service is one of the two service aspects media-access (TS) or throughput (TP). The
two service aspects are defined for a scheduling output xi(t) as:

TPi(t) = xi(t), where xi(t) is the scheduled data rate for user i at time slot t

TSi(t) =
{

1, if xi(t) > 0
0, if xi(t) = 0.

When observing a sequence of scheduling events (t1, t2, · · · , tn) let
servicei(t1, tn) =

∑tn
t=t1

servicei(t)

Note that TP stands for ’ThroughPut’. TS stands for ’Time Slot’ and relates to the
fact that media access fairness is particularly important for time slotted (TDMA) systems.
We investigate the implications on the different service definition on the achieved fairness
in sec. 6.3.

a) Relative service objectives

Relative Fairness is the most commonly used fairness definition. The definition formalizes
a fairness bound for Max.-Min.-Fairness, the proportional fairness index [49]. It char-
acterizes the service discrepancy between two flows i and j over any interval (t1, t2) during
which the two flows are continuously backlogged.

The following definition of the service discrepancy Fp(i, j) is derived from the weighted,
absolute difference of experienced service for two given flows in the interval (t1, t2). The
weights φi, φj are predefined values and reflect the relative(!) service objectives. Namely
flow i should receive φi

φj
times the service than flow j.

Definition 2 Relative Service: the proportional fairness index
the proportional fairness index Fp for two flows i and j is defined as:

Fp(i, j) = |servicei(t1, t2)
φi

− servicej(t1, t2)
φj

|, (4.1)

where servicei(t1, t2) denotes the service that flow i receives during (t1, t2) and φi denotes
the assigned weight for flow i.

The purpose of this index is the following. If a scheduler is provably able to keep this
index below a deterministic upper bound for any time interval, it is considered fair in terms
of weighted proportional throughput9.

The principle of the formula is illustrated in fig. 4.8. First the service of flow one is
weighted (φ1 = 2). In an ideal world this value should equal the service of another flow
(weighted φ2 = 1). In a real system the absolute difference forms the discrepancy of the
weighted service. This is an indication of the amount of unfairness.

There are numerous proposals [37, 75, 96, 97] for relative fairness definitions. They are
formulated by a fairness bound bound(i, j) on the fairness index F (i, j). The bound has
typically the format of a hard upper bound:

9in the wireline world service equals throughput
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Figure 4.8: Example of relative fairness bound

Definition 3 A proportional fairness bound
A QoS scheduler is said to be ’proportionally fair’ with regard to fairness bound, if

Fp(i, j) ≤ bound(i, j) (4.2)

We call a system ’proportionally fair’, if the fairness objective in form of a relative
fairness bound holds for any pair of flows and over any (reasonably long) time interval.
Note that the service objective is called ’relative’ because the objective has to hold for
any pair of flows unlike in the absolute case, where a single flow is compared against a
benchmark. Throughout all fairness definitions the service is weighted by its flow specific
QoS requirement φ.

Remarks

Note that the bound(i, j) function could relate to the specific flows i and j, but usually
all schedulers are mathematically proven to be fair for any pair of two flows in the system
(regardless of individual flow properties). In fact most schedulers for fixed networks are
bounded by some general system properties, e.g. the maximum packet length.

Note that in practical applications10 the bound is small (in the order of the number
of flows and the maximum packet size) for quality scheduling disciplines. Also note that
for investigations over short time intervals, fairness cannot be optimal bounded due to
the inherent packetization in data networks. Precisely, in a packet scheduler there can be
only a limited amount of packets transmitted simultaneously over the link. Therefore the
granularity of the packets drive the fairness over short timescales during which other flows
unavoidably get queued. This is the reason why typically the maximum packet length is
part of the fairness index bound. These bounds are of magnitudes smaller than bounds for
opportunistic objectives, a reason why we refer to this kind of bounded fairness as perfect
fairness.

Note that the fairness goal is deterministic and hard bounded. For small bounds there is
no room for opportunistic behavior. We conclude that the traditional proportional fairness
index with tight bounds is less suited for our purpose of opportunistic scheduling.

10The packet size is reasonable short compared to the number of flows and the monitoring interval (t1, t2).
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b) Absolute fairness objectives

Absolute fairness guarantees are not popular in scheduling literature. The reason are their
strong dependency on system assumptions. Absolute guarantees are therefore not consid-
ered as a suitable metric for the evaluation of scheduling algorithms.

Definition 4 Absolute Service: the absolute fairness index
A QoS scheduler is said to be ’absolute fair’ with regard to fairness bound, if

Fa(i, j) ≤ bound(i, j);with

Fa(i, j) = |benchmark(t1, t2)∑
j φj

− servicei(t1, t2)
φi

|, (4.3)

(4.4)

where benchmark(t1, t2) is a reference for the absolute fairness definition, e.g. the average
total cell capacity benchmark(t1, t2) =

∑
i servicei(t1, t2)
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Figure 4.9: Absolute fairness example

Note the fundamental difference to the previous definition, where we were comparing
two different flows i, j with each other. Here we compare a single flow against an
absolute reference (hence the name absolute fairness). Because the reference is not
easily defined for wireless system, where the nominal cellular throughput is dependent on
the wireless conditions, this fairness definition is less popular in analytical evaluations. For
the same reasons we do our analytical analysis using the relative fairness definition. In
the experimental analysis we will validate our results against both metrics, in particular
we will introduce the Diff -metric, cf. sec. 4.5 to visualize absolute fairness properties. The
particular benefit of this fairness definition lies in the focused analysis of a single flow,
which supports the visualization of a single flow’s fairness.

Let us give an example for the computation of absolute fairness including the definition
of a reference. In fig. 4.9 we show a system with three flows. The total service delivered
in the system is shown as the long bar. From the weights we derive a reference labelled
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base. The absolute service discrepancy for every flow is then computed from the absolute
difference between the base (the expected service from the weighted definitions) and the
actual service.

Table 4.3: Example of absolute fairness computation

received service
service1(t1, t2) [a.u.]

absolute discrepancy
Fa(1)

clipped discrepancy
F̂a(1): shows only the loss of
’fairness’

7 1.5 1.5
8 1 1
9 0.5 0.5
10 (absolute fair) 0 (no discrepancy) 0
11 0.5 0
12 1 0

Consider the example application, where we aim to achieve access share fairness (equalize
the amount of time slots). The normalized value for all flows (the benchmark) is 1 for a
single time slot. For a considered duration of n time slots (t2− t1) the benchmark is n time
slots.

We compute the absolute fairness Fa(i) from eq. 4.3 and list some example values in
table 4.3 for flow 1. Let the monitoring duration (t1, t2) be 20 time slots. Let flow 1 be
weighted φ = 2, where the other flows are both weighted 1. In table 4.3 we list the values
for the actual received service (sample cases) and the resulting absolute fairness values F
for 5 different scheduling cases, where the flow received various levels of service ([7 − 12]
MAC events).

The inner column list the values of the absolute fairness discrepancy Fa(1). Value 0
(no fairness discrepancy) stands for perfect fairness for this flow, because 10 units of MAC
service are twice as much as the competing flows received. This was required from the
weights and matches our natural understanding of ”fairness”.

For practical applications we note, that the absolute fairness discrepancy does not dis-
tinguish between over and under-provisioning of service. Later in our work (sec. 4.5) we
are only interested in the loss of fairness and therefore extend the definition by a ’clipped’
version F̂a = max(Fa, 0). The clipped value represents a relaxed fairness interpretation,
where we require the benchmark to hold as lower bound only. This view is shown in the
right column and is preferable for visualization of perceived fairness in practical applications
where over-provisioning of resources is not considered a fairness problem.

c) Statistical fairness relaxation

An alternative fairness definition is to define tight bounds, but making the objective a statis-
tical one. In this approach we require a given deterministic fairness measure to statistically
hold. The fairness measure may be any of the previously mentioned objectives including
the traditional objectives known from the wireline case.
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The statistical fairness approach is suited to implement and compare traditional fairness
objectives F in an opportunistic context, where a limited amount of violations are accept-
able. Therefore we put a bound on the probability for an excess of the service discrepancy
over a discrepancy level of d. We consider statistical bounds in the format:

Definition 5 Statistical fairness bound:
For fairness objectives F and any service discrepancy x we require:

Pr (F ≥ d) ≤ f(d), (4.5)

where f(d) shall converge to 0 for large d.

Such statistical fairness index provides the scheduler with the flexibility to exploit short-
term channel variations and select users with ’better’ channel conditions. On the other
hand the fairness bounds may reach practical relevance, when we can define systems with
a fairness bound f(d) that converges to small probabilities for increasing violation d.
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Figure 4.10: Statistical Fairness

Consider the example application to the previous proportional fairness index from eq.
4.1. We make the bounding function f(d) a function of d and the bound inherited from the
proportional fairness index:

Pr

(
|servicei(t1, t2)

φi
− servicej(t1, t2)

φj
| ≥ d

)
≤ f(i, j, d) (4.6)

For sensible results (where high levels of unfairness should be unlikely to occur) the
bounding function f(i, j, d) should for increasing unfairness d converge to 0. Hence we
potentially allow the amount of service discrepancy between two flows to become large (d),
but the probability is bounded by the system requirement f(i, j, d). In chapter 5 we design
an algorithm to exploit such fairness definition.

d) Fairness horizon

The previous definitions contain a monitoring duration specified as interval (t1, t2). The
purpose of this interval in the traditional fairness analysis has been the following. If an
algorithm can provably maintain a certain bound for any interval (t1, t2) it is considered
fair with regard to the applied fairness index. For an application to fairness definitions for
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opportunistic scheduling this approach also applies to our statistical fairness requirement
above.

When proportional fairness guarantees are used in literature without a temporal lower
bound [17,59], we speak of asymptotic fairness. The intuition behind asymptotic fairness
is that the scheduling system will eventually converge to a state, where the fair requirement
is met. There is no temporal bound when this will happen. Although there may be no bound
on the speed of convergence it is noteworthy that asymptotic fair schedulers can achieve
sufficient performance in actual applications. Consider the example of a file download.
Imagine the user’s QoS requirement is to complete the download within a certain duration.
As a consequence the user may require an average data rate over the whole download
duration to be satisfied11. Fluctuations within this period may be of no relevance to the
user. An asymptotic fairness with a horizon similar to the practical asymptotic fairness of
an actual system is hence acceptable.

Opposed to asymptotic fairness with no temporal bound, we also care about short-
term fairness. Short-term fairness is preferable for interactive services 12. If we are able
to guarantee absolute throughput fairness over a short-term horizon, the user will experience
a constant level of quality of service. For many applications this is more important that
the average service levels measured e.g. over an hour.

Note that duration of a short term fairness requirement could theoretically be as short as
a few time slots. Although this is a possible requirement for some schedulers, this extreme
interpretation is not recommended for opportunistic schedulers, as we loose the required
freedom for efficiency optimization. A suitable short duration for recent radio technologies
is e.g. 0.1-1 second.

4.4.2 Related Work

We distinguish two phases of literature on wireless scheduling. The early phase addresses the
binary channel model [16, 20, 64, 73, 82]. Since 2001 wireless scheduling literature acknowl-
edges advanced radio technology. Primarily the later phase is relevant for our work. We
compare the different fairness objectives, the different service definitions, their benchmark,
the temporal aspects and the general algorithmic design types.

The history of the binary channel model

Traditionally the wireless channel was modeled as an ON-OFF channel. For the binary
channel model the obvious scheduling strategy is to avoid any transmission during a bad
channel state, because there is a very high probability that the transmission would be lost.
The Block Error Ratio (BLER) dramatically increases for bad channel conditions, cf. 4.2
labeled as ”Channel OFF”. This channel characteristics with rapid BLER increase for a
certain channel conditions made early wireless QoS scheduling work focus on compensa-
tion strategies. Users in a bad state were not scheduled in order to allow competing users
to utilize the extra capacity. The interrupted users became lagging users, i.e. users that
have cumulated a right to transmit data, that yet has not been executed. Once users leave

11This view is also referred as stretch (of a job).
12where a person is waiting for a network response
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bad channel conditions, e.g. by mobility, and once they enter a good state for transmission
they receive excess service to become compensated for the former loss. This strategy will
allow to balance the received service among flows and hence allows for limited, long-term
fairness objectives. The compensation of lagging flows is done on the expense of competing
users, hence on expense of their fairness. Consider a lagging flow enters a good channel
state and at the same time a new flow enters the scheduler. In this context the related work
questions, how much of its fair share does the new user have to sacrifice to the lagging user?
It is generally agreed that compensation must not be excessively provided, while at the
same time some amount of compensation is sensible. Accounting for leading and lagging
users and implementing an appropriate compensation strategy was the main contribution
of wireless QoS scheduling research for the binary channel model.

The result of the binary channel model was the definition of an altered fairness ob-
jective compared to the wireline case. When fairness cannot be achieved during conditions
of an unavailable channel, it is no longer sensible to apply a fairness definition of the dis-
cussed types. As a consequence, previous wireless channel schedulers only aimed to provide
fairness to the subset of flows with available channels. The reduced fairness goal is a direct
effect of the binary channel model, as a flow’s fairness cannot be improved by scheduling
its data to the (infinitely) bad channel. A detailed discussion of binary channel centered
algorithms can be found in [18]. For our work the traditional wireless fairness objectives
have little relevance.

The continuous channel model

The recent phase of literature on wireless scheduling addresses modern radio technology.
We model the various types of radio technologies as e.g. link adaptation, variable coding
or power control as a continuous channel. Influential early works using such a model for a
specific technology are Whiting [17] and Shroff [59]. The channel model in these papers is
the same as our assumptions of the continuous channel, i.e. an adaptive channel that poten-
tially allows for transmission to almost every user and hence that allows for a large variety
of fairness guarantees. This channel model is since widely applied in wireless scheduling
literature.

The difference in recent wireless literature are primarily the different service definitions
and the temporal fairness objectives in scheduling design. We discuss the aspects in the
following paragraphs and give an overview in table 4.4.

The Service Definition: Access Share vs. Throughput

The first difference in recent scheduling literature is the service definition. Most traditional
schedulers work on packet level. In the wireline case there is traditionally no difference
in the channel access share (the time of access) and its throughput equivalence. There is
no such correlation for the wireless case, when we face a time varying continuous channel
model. Hence there is a difference in literature on the fairness aspect whether the fairness
objectives are applied to either the access share of the wireless channel or the (expected)
throughput. Both approaches have their merits.

See table 4.4 for a comparison on service definitions in literature. Shroff [59] uses the
access share service definition, while Whiting and Kulkarni [17, 50, 51] use throughput. A
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different service definition is one reason why different scheduling designs can often not
be directly compared in their performance behavior. We present our generalized service
definition in the following section 4.5 and discuss the influence on scheduling design. For
the scheduling design we use the access share for its beneficial properties when tuning for
opportunistic behavior. The simulation analysis will be performed for both definitions and
the difference of both service definitions will be discussed in detail.

Besides the service definition on packet level, there are proposals for higher protocol lev-
els. Wireless scheduling usually works on Radio-Link-Control (RLC) level which transports
larger higher layer packets like IP-Traffic. An Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling
strategy could e.g. be targeted for IP level. A practical approach is to consider the RLC
queue length to optimize for packet delay on higher levels. Johnson proposes explicit delay
optimized scheduling [44]13. Unlike our approach the authors sacrifice classical Max.-Min.-
fairness towards specific higher level packet delay performance. From this service definition
the algorithm is therefore closer to a kind of opportunistic version of a earliest deadline first
scheduling than to the class of WFQ scheduling. The different service definition makes it
hard to compare the results. This approach is optimized for realtime services and there-
fore is classified as short term in 4.4. Note that such types of schedulers require dedicated
policing against abuse from excessive users.

Another example for a service definition on higher protocol levels is found in Hu [40]
on application level. The proposed ”traffic aided scheduling” uses a service definition for
web sessions or file transfer on on application level. Here the user’s only requirement is
the completion of a job. We classify this approach in table 4.4 as an extreme interpreta-
tion of the asymptotic fairness objective applied for the service ”file size”. Note that Hu
requires explicit knowledge of application information (file size) in the scheduling entity.
This information is usually not available for a scheduler. Also any kind of streaming or real
time service does not fit into this approach. Nonetheless the approach has its benefits, as
it directly addresses the user’s expectations of the file transfer itself.

Another example of service definitions on application level is the work of Wu [94]. Other
than Hu, short term fairness objectives are considered on application level. Wu is citing
our WCFQ approach and argues that the service definition on application level is of more
practical relevance. We argue that our guaranteed low level performance is superior for
protocol independent system design. The application level investigation was recently added
to our research and is incorporated in this report in section 7.3. The results indicate that
our performance improvements are also relevant on application level. A direct comparison
of both approaches requires specific application scenarios and is difficult.

The Benchmark: Short Term vs. Long Term and Relative vs. Absolute Fairness

The early works of Whiting, Shroff and Kulkarni [17,50,59] consider the traditional fairness
objectives of wireless scheduling, which are asymptotic fairness, i.e. long term fairness. This
approach is in line with the legacy wireless fairness objective inherited from the previous
work done for the binary channel paradigm.

The need for short term fairness is acknowledged by Shroff and Kulkarni in [51,60]. An
ad hoc modification to the Shroff algorithm is proposed as follows [60]: a parallel tracking

13Note that they also address both fields of scheduling and admission control.
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of each users’ experienced access share drives the continuous modification of the asymptotic
system. There is no analytical approach to show its effectiveness and influence on the
algorithm’s properties. This is the advantage of our credit based approach, where the short
term fairness tracking is implicit part of the algorithm.

Another aspect in fairness interpretation is the benchmark to compare a singles flow’s
performance to. Do we compare the relative performance between two or more flows or do
we measure against an absolute benchmark? As in the wireline case the relative fairness
objectives from WFQ is the popular field of interest in literature opposed to the field of
absolute fairness. The favorite benchmark in literature is relative fairness. It has the
benefit, that relative performance between flows yields valid fairness properties independent
of overall traffic load or individual traffic arrivals. Note that for our studies we will also
define the diff -metric in order to measure and analyze absolute performance data, cf. 4.5.

Table 4.4: Fairness definitions in related work on opportunistic scheduling

service definition asymptotic fairness short-term fairness
access share Shroff [59] Shroff [60]
throughput Whiting [17], Kulkarni [50] Kulkarni [51]
higher protocol levels Hu [40] Wu [44,94]

Algorithm Design

Wireless scheduling algorithms also differ in their algorithmic design. We currently identify
the following three relevant classes and additionally list a type of algorithms for specific
wireless system properties.

1. Constraint modelling from explicit objectives

In this class of algorithms the fairness constraints are modelled as explicit objectives
in scheduling design. The scheduling algorithm then periodically tries to solve the
scheduling task with an opportunistic approach while ensuring that the fairness con-
straints are (hard) guaranteed.

Provided that there is a solution to the scheduling problem, this class of algorithms
explicitly solved the fairness constraints and hence the proof of analytical performance
behavior becomes part of the problem formulation. The disadvantage is usually that
such algorithms very explicitly solve specific requirements, while they lack general
behavioral properties. Also their behavior is unclear in a situation where no problem
solution can be found. This seems particularly critical for overload situations, where
a defined system behavior is particularly desirable.

The recent work of Kulkarni [51] provides a generalized framework for their scheduling
approach, which is now extended to short term fairness. The authors are citing our
WCFQ approach. They judge the statistical fairness as a limitation and implement
their short term fairness as deterministic constraints. These constraints are considered
explicitly as deterministic constraints in their algorithms. Their application example
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for short term fairness is a defined service of an operator which applies to a very spe-
cific time window. Then this specific requirement forms their optimization constraint
during scheduling operation. Given that the constraints can be fulfilled, the remain-
ing flexibility of the scheduler can be used for opportunistic behavior. The benefit
in their approach is their hard, and as such trivial to prove fairness properties, given
a solution for the fairness requirements does exist. We expect that our approach
of relaxed fairness constraints yields higher average system performance. Also our
algorithm naturally covers short term fairness without prior definition of a specific
monitoring horizon. A comparative simulation study particularly for situations of
system overload would be of future interest.

A conceptually similar approach where fairness constraints are part of the explicit
problem formulation is found in Lee [56].

2. Stochastic processes

There is a class of algorithms with a design based on a stochastic process [17,55,59].
Here a stochastic process converges towards the target weights while the actual channel
condition weighted against the stochastic process dynamically drives the performance
optimal scheduling decision. Given such stochastic process has converged it can be
claimed that such system would perform statistically optimal in term of efficiency.
The practical challenge is to ensure the convergence in such a dynamical environment
of numerous wireless channels. The main disadvantage seems to incorporate short
term fairness as part of the algorithm.

3. Using cost functions to balance the tradeoff problem
The use of a cost functions is the classic approach to weight conflicting targets, in our
case system optimization vs. fairness. Every scheduling decision is about picking the
”best” user, while every users rank is computed from a cost function to weight the
conflicting objectives against each other.

Hu [40] also uses the cost function approach to weight the fairness against the channel
quality. Their service definition is application based and uses the total or remaining
file size. Johnson [44] uses a cost function on the queue length to directly optimize
the delay experience. We track the experienced fairness in a credit count per flow.
This approach is known in literature in various scheduling designs. Our approach
directly descends from the CBFQ wireline algorithm approach [15]. Recently a credit
based wireless algorithm was proposed in [26]. Here a distributed algorithm is using
credits for long term fairness and is specifically targeted for improving WLAN 802
algorithms.

4. Designs for specific wireless properties

Note that specific wireless properties may be integral part of the wireless scheduling
design. There is a recent overview of various wireless opportunistic scheduling ap-
proaches with respect to specific wireless channel properties in Entrambasaguas [22].
It underlines the recent academic interest in opportunistic scheduling with a focus in
multichannel diversity on the physical layer. This radio specific component of system
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optimization is not considered in our work. Their fairness analysis is based on a simu-
lative mean delay analysis on packet level instead of the traditional WFQ objectives.
This application level service definition does not allow for a direct performance com-
parison. An approach of opportunistic scheduling for asymptotic fairness is recently
proposed by Kulkarni in [50] with a water filling solution for multiple system outputs,
which is applicable for systems like the UMTS-DSCH, that we also consider in section
7. Other examples are the consideration of such UMTS properties by Knightly [61] or
OFDM properties in Lee [56]. Our scheduling approach on the contrary tries to use
a very abstract understanding of the wireless channel and does not implicitly address
particular transmission properties.

In terms of algorithm design note that most opportunistic algorithms are designed for
centralized scheduling. An exception is Qin [78] with a decentralized opportunistic
scheduling algorithm for the medium access channel. Here the challenge is the danger
of collision in combination with the time varying channel condition. There is no direct
relevance to our work of centralized scheduling.

Summary
Recent literature on opportunistic scheduling acknowledges the fact of variable channels
and their influence on system efficiency. The contributions are generally aimed at two
specific fields. Either the algorithms are tuned to support particular services (realtime,
download) or they are tuned to specific wireless radio technology.
Our abstract model of the wireless channel as a continuous channel model and the usage
of a cost function hides the wireless specific properties to the scheduling design. Other
than most proposals in literature we explicitly address the problem of short and long-
term fairness. Our metric definitions cover all 4 cases and beyond the traditional relative
fairness analysis we also include absolute fairness analysis in our simulations in sec. 6.2.
The application level investigations are performed by simulation in 7.2.
In summary we speak of the novel problem of an efficiency-fairness tradeoff for wireless
scheduling.
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4.5 Fairness and Performance Metrics

Opportunistic fair scheduling is a trade-off problem of two conflicting objectives: fairness
and efficiency. To evaluate the quality of a particular scheduling discipline and to measure
and compare different disciplines among each other we need to agree on how to measure
the performance of such systems. This is a long section, because we have to motivate and
precisely describe what we measure and how we plan to apply the measures for comparison
of actual (simulation) data. The precise metric definitions are - besides the generic channel
models - important to allow for the academic verification of our experiments.

We follow the methodology of Eiffel [21], where

”A metric theory is defined as a set of metric definitions accompanied with a set
of convincing arguments to show that the metrics are relevant”.

This means that the decision for a metric is an empirical choice and needs discussion of
why such a metric is a correct choice for the considered problem. In this section we introduce
several metrics to address the overall system efficiency as well as individual fairness criteria
over different timescales. See Quadros [80]:

”An effective metric to quantify the offered QoS and to assess the performance of
communication systems is essential. Such a QoS metric should be able to produce
comparable measures, independently of the nature and scope of the objects to
quantify, that is, should turn possible uniform QoS measures. Nevertheless, the
main difficulty related to the development of such metric steams exactly from the
disparate nature and scope of the things to measure.”

For example, we can evaluate the metric ”total throughput in the system”, by summing
over the scheduled throughput over users over (simulation) time. Zhang [96] stresses the
different scopes of a QoS metric definition:

”Overall deterministic and short-term performance bounds are more important
for real-time and streaming services, while average14 performance indices are
more relevant for best-effort services.”

service

TS

TP

or

Cum - Metric

Avg - Metric

Diff - Metric

throughput 
[bits]

average throughput 
[bps]

“unfairness”
[expected-bps]

Figure 4.11: The translation of experienced service (TP or TS) via a metric definition
towards three applications of fairness analysis

There are two service aspects relevant for a scheduler’s fairness evaluation. We define
our metrics for the two service aspects (cf. sec. 4.4.1)

14Note that ’average’ refers to our asymptotic Cum-metric.
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• media access in number of time slots and

• throughput

The following three metrics are all based on one of these two service aspects, cf. fig. 4.11.
They differ in the supported fairness definition (relative/absolute) and the supported

time horizon (short-term/asymptotic). Most importantly each metric has their own strength
for data aggregation, which is important for visualization of simulation results.

We need metrics to define how a single and/or multiple scheduling runs shall be eval-
uated for fairness and performance. Every metric has other advantages for the purpose of
comparison and visualization. The following section on metric definitions is structured as
the following:

Summary
We will describe a structured and broad set of metric definition. These will be the base
for our systematic evaluations by simulation.

• We start with a brief definition of the three basic metrics called Cum, Avg and Diff.

• We define the term ’scene’, our unified approach to structure multiple simulation
scenarios for comparison

• Based on the scenes we motivate and explain the value of the individual metrics with
regard to temporal and multi-scene analysis for large sets of simulation scenarios.

• Finally we show by example how to visualize the critical trade-off aspects of efficiency
and fairness based on our core evaluation functions.

4.5.1 The Cum-service Metric

Motivation: The Cum-metric expresses the cumulated-service for a flow over a specified
interval (t1, t2). Usually the metric is applied for the whole simulation time T . When
we consider the service aspect ’throughput’ (instead of media access), the Cum(T )-metric
expresses the total system throughput (which is subject for optimization). We define for
the discrete case (time slotted system):

Definition 6 Metric Cumi

Cum
(servicei)
i (t1, t2) =

t2−1∑

k=t1

servicei(k, k + 1), (4.7)

where i is the user, (t1, t2) is the applied interval, and service is either the output of a
scheduling decision measured in throughput (TP) or in media access (TS).

Example: See fig. 4.12.a) for an example plot of the Cum-metric over simulation
time. For reasonable fair scheduling disciplines, the non-decreasing Cum-function typically
approximates a more or less straight line for each flow.
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Figure 4.12: a) applied over simulation time, b) as scalar for each flow, c) as scalar for the
system efficiency

The advantage of this metric is its aggregation over simulation time, which is shown
in fig. 4.12.b). The Cum-metric reduces every flow’s performance over the whole simula-
tion time T to a scalar when (t1, t2) = (1, T ). When we further summarize every flow’s
Cumi(0, T ) we get the throughput service is summarized over all flows, as in fig. 4.12.c),
we get the total system throughput. There are more application examples in the appendix
C.2.

Application: The cumulated-service metric is traditionally used for QoS wireless re-
search over binary channels, where short-term fairness was naturally out of scope. Unlike
the following service metrics, this approach has the advantage of being an objective repre-
sentation of received service regardless of a predefined averaging process.

Summary
There is a notably disadvantage for visualization of the cumulated service metric. The
resolution on the ordinate is low, particularly for extended simulation durations. It is
hard to tell the amount of service variations between flows for a short-term horizon. We
conclude that the cumulated service metric provides good aggregation (over time), but is
not well suited for short-term fairness analysis.

4.5.2 The Avg-service Metric

Motivation: The Avgi-metric defines the average service rate (data rate, for service=TP)
for user i in an interval with a fixed window size. The purpose is the analysis of short-
term fairness. The window size limits the evaluation interval (t1, t2). The Avg-metric
is parameterized by an averaging window size twin, which spans symmetrically over the
evaluation time t.

Definition 7 Metric Avgi

Avg
(servicei),(twin)
i (t) =

Cum
(servicei)
i (t− twin/2, t + twin/2)

twin
, (4.8)

where twin is the averaging window size, which should be significantly larger than the number
of flows, but also significantly smaller than the simulation time T (N ¿ twin ¿ T ).
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Avg: the averaged service

t

flow 1: constant level

flow 2: quantified variation

short term horizon

Figure 4.13: Avg-metric Example

Example: Fig. 4.13 shows the Avg-metric for the previous example, where flow 1
receives a constant amount of service, while flow 2 is initially lagging and then catching up.
The Avg-metric supports the analysis during a short-term horizon. This aspect is difficult
to read from the Cum-metric.

Application: The averaging over a limited evaluation window prevents the disadvan-
tage of the Cum-metric, which is the low resolution on the ordinate for visualization. The
’normal’ Avg value should be in the range of the expected average fair service, hence
the name Avg-metric.

The Avg-metric is best suited to indicate variations in received service among flows.
The averaging process requires a predefined evaluation window twin. This window limits

the range of the Avg-metric between 0 and the maximum possible Cum-value for the given
window size (for the case where the scheduler provides all service to this user). The selection
of an appropriate window size is crucial for the quality of the evaluation. An excessively
small window may make a opportunistic scheduling discipline appear inappropriately unfair.
On the other hand an excessively large window size may not capture short-term fairness
fluctuations. In our simulations we found that values for twin in the order of 20− 100 times
the number of users (N) yield pleasing results.

Consider a time slotted system with 10 ms scheduling interval15. In our examples in
the simulations we will use an averaging window of twin = 80 slots. As a result the window
spans over a duration of 800 ms, a time that is shorter than human users will recognize.
For particular investigations on specific applications their short-term fairness requirements
will drive the selection of the window size.

Summary
The Avg-metric is suitable for short-term fairness analysis on a single flow basis.

4.5.3 The Diff -service Metric

Motivation: The absolute amount of short-term service is the most relevant case for a
QoS sensitive service. If we can (statistically) guarantee over a short-term period, that
every flow gets an absolute level of service, this directly addresses the service requirements

15as e.g. used in UMTS-DSCH
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of individual users. The Diff -metric implements an absolute metric by expanding the
previous Avg-metric with a reference value:

Definition 8 Metric Diffi

Diff
(servicei),(twin),(referencei)
i (t) = referencei −Avg

(servicei),(twin)
i (t), (4.9)

where t is the simulation time (in slots), twin is the size of the averaging window (in slots)
and referencei is the base value for comparison (and should be in the range of the expected
fair service, e.g. the weighted average fair share of the total system throughput).

Application: The Diff -metric is the service difference compared to a reference value.
It forms an absolute metric derived from the relative avg metric above. The Diff -metric
compares a particular flow’s avg metric to some predefined reference, which has two advan-
tages. The performance of a single flow becomes an absolute measure. This can be beneficial
for investigations of absolute fairness guarantees and it helps visualization of a single flow,
because no other reference is required in terms of a competing flow’s performance.

metric
transformation
from
avg to diff max(0,Diff)

Avg

t

t

reference = 64  kbps
(the expected performance)

visualize the loss in
‘expected’ performance

Figure 4.14: From the Avg-metric to the Diff -metric

Example: Consider the example QoS requirement of a 64 kbps service, which shall
be achieved over an averaging period of 1 second. We then apply the Diff -metric for
throughput-service with a reference of 64 kbps and the appropriate averaging window size
of 100 slots for a 10 ms slotted system. When this absolute requirement is not matched,
the Diff -metric will yield a peak indicating the amount of unfairness. The peak size reflects
the absolute lack of service and the peak’s duration describes the time span, where the
QoS requirement is not fulfilled. Consider the example in fig. 4.14. In the upper part we
show the Avg-metric and a reference. The derived Diff -metric is displayed below. For the
visualization we depict max(Diff, 0), i.e. negative values are not shown, where the service
is actually better than required by the reference. The importance of the Diff -metric is its
calibration to some reference. This eases the analysis of regions of unfairness with regard
to temporal extension and severity.
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Summary
The Diff -metric is suitable for short-term fairness analysis and allows higher levels of
aggregation than the Avg-metric.

Conventions for the notation of Cum, Avg and Diff

Throughout the following discussion we will omit some indices of the three metric definitions
to improve readability. All the following abbreviations should be intuitive (with obvious
meaning from the context) and are listed here for completeness only.

All metric definitions are defined for a particular user i’s servicei, which is either of the
two service aspects (’media access’ or ’throughput’). When we omit the service definition
and write Cumi(t) instead of, e.g. CumTP

i (t), we make a general statement for both service
aspects.

The same holds for the user index i and the time (interval) t. The term Cumi without
temporal indexing always refers to Cumi(T ), i.e. the cumulated service over the complete
simulation run T . We further allow the abbreviation (t) for (0, t). When we omit the index
for the user i, e.g. Cum instead of Cumi, we refer to the sum of all flows. Cum therefore
equals the total service achieved in the system (over all users and the whole simulation
time).

Also note the averaging definition in eq. 4.8. It includes those (t1, t2) outside of the
simulation bounds. Outside the simulation time (0,T) there is nothing scheduled, i.e. media
access and throughput is 0. This leads to a valid metric definition at the simulation bounds,
yet the average value decreases to 0 at the edge of the plots. Consequently we will focus the
interpretation of our analysis on the inner section (twin/2, T−twin/2), where the Avg-metric
yields sensible measures.

4.5.4 Scenes-structure for Multidimensional Data

An important aspect of metrics is, how well they are suited to support optimization and
design decisions. A certain scheduling run could be analyzed on a single case-by-case basis.
As an example consider the isolated question ”Does this particular scheduling run match
some deterministic fairness guarantee?”.

In most other occasions we need to do a performance comparison among several design
alternatives, where we need to evaluate and compare the performance of several scheduling
runs among each other. We structure those alternatives as a sequence of scenes. A scene
defines a parameter setting for a simulation run, including e.g.

• the setup of internal scheduling parameters

• the channel model,

• other influences (traffic model, cellular network layout, ...)

Therefore we divide the metric based evaluation into:

• the single-scene case (simple) and
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Figure 4.15: Scenes are composed from various fairness settings and/or channel models.

• the multi-scene case (requires suitable aggregation for comparison).

See fig. 4.15 on our proposed structure on how to compare several simulation runs in the
multi-scene case. We try to reduce the number of independent dimensions as far as possible
without loosing required flexibility for the analysis. There are at least the following two
dimensions to be evaluated from a single scheduling run:

Dimension 1: the scheduling decision per flow (1..N) to understand fairness among flows
and

Dimension 2: the scheduling decision at time t (1..T ) to understand the dynamic variation
of fairness for users.

We aggregate all other influences on a scheduler’s performance to a set of simulation
parameters called a scene. A scene - summarizing all other performance relevant parameters
- forms the third dimension for analysis and is depicted in fig. 4.15 as a layer of (N,T)-
matrices.

There are two main applications for scenes during our scheduling analysis:

• scenes, that investigate altered algorithm settings (algorithm internal fairness objec-
tives)

• scenes, that vary the environmental operation conditions for a scheduler (vary the
channel, mobility model or the offered load).

In general (opportunistic) QoS schedulers may be parameterized by multiple parameters,
each of them subject to optimization. In sec. 5 we will analyze a particular algorithm, which
is parameterized only by a single parameter β (ranging from maximum fair to maximum
efficient system behavior) 16.

16An alternative for other algorithms would be to use the scene-parameter as an index to a number of
distinct algorithms.
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The second major class of scenes are altered operating conditions for a scheduler. Ex-
amples are e.g. channel conditions or mobility scenarios, which play an important role in
our investigations. Therefore we will define dedicated models at the end of this chapter in
sec. 4.6.2. The individual models are indexed by a single scalar m (similar to he scheduling
behavior indexed by β).

We conclude that the abstraction to scenes results in an evaluation space of three (or
more) dimensions:

Dimension 1: the scheduling event xi for each flow,

Dimension 2: the scheduling event x(t) for each scheduling interval and

Dimension 3: the indexing of scenes over a varied system parameter 17.

The Motivation of Metric Aggregation

For any multidimensional space a metric should support an adequate level of aggregation
to support comparison (ideally as a scalar value for every scene). On the other hand a
high-level of aggregation lacks detail. Therefore we consider several metrics in parallel to
get a solid understanding of the overall system performance.

For example the cumulated service metric aggregates every flow to a scalar which is
beneficial for the multi-scene analysis. On the other hand cumulation over time is not
suited for the evaluation of short-term fairness variations. The question of aggregation is
particularly related to the addressed questions of an investigation:

• Do we compare several scenes among each other? Then we need a higher aggre-
gation due to the additional third dimension in a multi-scene analysis.

• Do we care about short-term fairness? Then we need to maintain the dynamic
effects of scheduling and may not aggregate metrics over time.

• Do we care about the relative performance between flows? Then we must not
aggregate individual flows.

These issues are addressed in the application examples below.

Summary
The main application of a metric is to support design decisions by comparison of alterna-
tives. The large number of influences for a performance study requires adequate structure,
where a low number of independent dimensions is preferable. The aggregation is done by
the concept of a scene, a set of system parameters subject for study.

17In some case we will investigate more than one dimension of scenes in parallel. How we deal with this
situation will be explained in the case studies.
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4.5.5 Metric Application to Fairness Analysis

Our three core evaluation metrics allow to analyze different aspects in fairness analysis. Here
we discuss the application of metrics to visualization. We start with a simple single-scene
evaluation in subsection (a) and continue with an advanced example for the multi-scene
case (b) including short-term fairness (c).

a) Single scene evaluation

The single-scene evaluation is about a (N,T)-Matrix evaluation (the two-dimensional case,
because we only have a single-scene). Both the Cum- and the Avg-metric yield a scalar for
every time t and every flow i. Both metrics are therefore suited to support visualization for
the single-scene case. No further aggregation is required. From the two options the Avg-
metric is generally more desirable for visualization, because of its aforementioned benefits
for the resolution on the ordinate.

For examples we reference the appendix, because of the required space. On the three
pages in fig. C.3 - C.5 there are is a page of subgraphs for three different levels of fairness.

The left row of the figures shows the Cum-metric. We first compare the message of the
first page. For β = 1 (good fairness) the media access is a straight line, while the cumulated
throughput depends on the channel’s condition. The fluctuations are better displayed in
the center column, where the Avg-metric shows that about 30 TS per flow is the average
number of media access for each flow. The figures show for each flow both service aspects
TSi and TPi. With the Avg-metric we visualize how the short-term fairness varies over
time.

In the following pages C.4 - C.5 for β = 10 and 1000 the accepted unfairness in the
algorithm increases and the influence of each channel condition on the scheduling decisions
becomes noticeable in the metrics.

b) Asymptotic fairness analysis for the multi-scene case

The multi-scene case is about comparison of at least two alternatives. For comparisons
among scenes we generally assume only the conditions in the scenes vary and the other
parameters remain constant, particularly the number of flows(load) and the simulation
duration.

One suitable aggregation comes with the Cum-metric. It supports the fairness definition
to the asymptotic case. We then aggregate over simulation time and ignore short-term
fairness. Every flow is associated with a scalar measure, either the relative amount of
access share or the total throughput. We find stacked bar graphs particularly beneficial for
visualization. A single bar represents two criteria at once, see fig. 4.12.c). The total length
of a bar for CumTP represents the total system throughput. Every individual segment of a
bar represents the fairness of a single flow. Perfect asymptotic fairness is achieved, when all
segments are equally sized (given that all flows have the same weight). Fig. 4.16 shows an
example of the access and the throughput metric for several different scheduling settings.
Every bar consists of 4 segment, each of them representing the Cum-metric of one out of
four flows. When the four segments are of equal size the asymptotic fairness is good.
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Figure 4.16: Example for an asymptotic fairness analysis: The upper graph shows the
TP-service (system throughput), the lower graph: the media access.

The relative access share sums to the total number of media access events. For a time
slotted TDMA system this equals the duration of simulation time in number of time slots
and hence remains constant among scenes. The media share therefore is always normalized
to 1. See the lower subgraph in fig. 4.16. The throughput on the other hand not does
not necessarily sum to the same value. Each of the stacked bars thus contains two mes-
sages. How is the relative distribution among the segments and thus how fair is the relative
asymptotic throughput distributed for each scene? The second answer is told by the total
length of the bar and represents the total system throughput. A larger bar (right side of
the figure) represents better system efficiency, see the upper subgraph. Different lengths
of the segments indicate the amount of asymptotic unfairness among flows. Note that this
view should always be accompanied with appropriate metrics on short-term fairness.

c) Short-term fairness analysis for the multi-scene case

The particular problem for this case is the large number of dimensions that needs integration
into the analysis. We use two concepts to visualize three-dimensional data: Animated
graphs and color encoding for one dimension.

Animation

A visualization over time is realized as an animation. A (gradually) altered parameter
produces a series of view-graphs, that are displayed as a movie comprised of a sequence
of static view-graphs. The consequence of a visualization over time is the unability to
depict any examples in this printed work. The visualization is recorded as a movie clip.
Every instance in the movie reflects a different parameter setting. Imagine a visualization
for the single-scene case, as e.g. in fig. 4.13. To extend the static visualization from
the single-scene case, we animate the same view-graph with altering data. The approach
yields pleasing results when the sequence results in gradually altering graphs. The reader is
referred to reference [34], where selected examples are available for download via Internet.
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With increasing time the β parameter of the scheduling discipline is continuously increased
between 0 and ∞. During movie playback the figure turns from a graph for absolute fair
scheduling into a scheme of pure opportunistic character.

Color encoded Diff -metric

The second approach besides animation is to shrink a dimension and transfer a measure to
a single color-encoded pixel. As the resolution of color is limited, we found the Diff -metric
well suited for its integrated ’calibration scheme’ from its referencei parameter. Consider
a reference of a - however defined - fair system behavior. As long as we compare reasonably
fair opportunistic scheduling disciplines, the difference from the actual scheduling and the
reference should be of limited range. Thus the Diff -metric returns for reasonably fair
algorithms ”low” values within a predictable range. Recall that the range of the Diff -
metric is automatically bounded by the utilized Avg-metric with its static window size. See
fig. 4.14 for an example. When we schedule 4 equally weighted flows we expect each of them
to receive an amount of media access of 10 time slots over a monitoring duration of 40 time
slots. To analyze the fairness of an actual scheduling run we set the reference to 10. The
Diff -metric yields the difference to this value. There are moments, where the Avg-metric is
below the reference. The corresponding Diff -metric (lower subgraph) yields positive values
that reflects the absolute amount of unfairness with regard to the reference. The benefit of
the Diff -metric is the limited range of values. The limited range of the Diff -metric allows
to define a transfer function to colors. We choose an encoding scheme that has to match
the experienced range of fairness. We use an encoding of dark(er) colors for high(er) values,
i.e. unfairness results in dark spots.

diff metric (non-negative)
single scene
Diff-metric

single scene
color encoded

multi scene
visualization

color code

High Diff-values
(=unfairness)

are dark coded

scene with 
ideal fairness

scene with 
periods of

bad fairness

Figure 4.17: How the Diff -metric supports color-encoded visualization in the multi-scene
case

A complete example of a short-term fairness analysis for 4 flows and a variety of scenes
is shown in fig. 4.17 and fig. 4.18. In fig. 4.17 we summarize the transfer of a single-scene
Diff -metric to a strip of color encoded pixels. These are be combined to a multi-scene
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visualization. In fig. 4.18 the scenes gradually relax the fairness from top (all flows are
white=good fairness) to the bottom of each sub-graph. It shows the result for four flows. A
single flow has two remaining dimensions. The simulation time is depicted on the abscissa.
Every row in the ordinate represents a scene.

In the example we recognize that flow 1 experiences little unfairness over the whole time
and for all scenes. The other flows experience moments of increased unfairness. The flows
experience the unfairness over different durations and at different moments. The previous
example in fig. 4.17 is flow 3 in fig. 4.18. The graph shows the moments of unfairness,
how long they affect a flow and the color gives some indication how severe the unfairness is.
Overall this presentation provides a good overview of short-term fairness for all flows and
for multiple scenes simultaneously.

One word on how to choose the reference value: The Diff -metric is defined as the
difference between the actual scheduled service and some reference value(reference). For a
fair system behavior, the values of the Diff -metric thus should be close to or better than 0.
In our examples of access share fairness for WCFQ, cf. sec. 5 we use the fair share from the
WRR-scheme as reference. For throughput fairness some nominal link capacity is defined
and e.g. the weighted proportional share is assigned to each user as the reference.

Note that the Diff(t) metric does not perform any aggregation over time itself, which
helps to maintain the dynamic resolution of the Avgt metric. What it does is to level the
values to a critical and limited range. The aggregation itself is performed by suitable color
encoding, which leads to sensible visible results due to the limited display range. As a
convention we consider negative values (the flow received more service than the reference
requires) as being fair. These cases are covered by a max(Diff(t), 0) statement, i.e. over-
provisioning results in white color encoding. This additional processing avoids confusion
as only a lack of fairness is depicted as ”unfair”. This process is referred as clipping the
Diff -metric.
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Figure 4.18: Example of diff metric: Dynamic short-term analysis of four flows in the
multi-scene case
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4.5.6 Metric Application to the Efficiency Analysis

When we study a system’s performance we questions how efficient an (opportunistic)
scheduling strategy is. Efficiency is defined as the total system throughput for all flows.
Therefore we only consider the service aspect throughput18.

All evaluations are done for the multi-scene case, because the efficiency improvement
for an opportunistic scheduler is always compared to the efficiency of a benchmark system.
Throughout our multi-scene studies the least amount of efficiency is associated with the
WRR-scheduling discipline. WRR is not opportunistic at all, but no worse than a simple,
fair, non-opportunistic QoS scheduling algorithm19.

Efficiency may be studied on a per flow basis as well as for the whole system. For a
global optimization for the wireless network we consider the total system throughput to
be more relevant than individual per flow metrics20. We define our performance metric for
(system) efficiency as

Definition 9 System efficiency

efficiency gain = CumTP =
∑

i

CumTP
i (T ), (4.10)

where CumTP is the previously introduced abbreviation for this popular metric.

This metric for system efficiency has the advantage that it aggregates a scene’s whole
simulation run to a scalar, called the total system throughput. The reader should be fa-
miliar with the Cum-metric from the previous section. This metric already occurred as the
total bar length in the example in sec. 4.5.5.b. The difference is the level of aggregation,
which now includes the summation over individual flows. For fairness studies we are inter-
ested in the individual share of each flow. This is no further relevant for efficiency studies,
where we solely analyze the aggregated service of all flows regardless of their relative share.
The underlying assumption is that asymptotic fairness over an extended time horizon is
usually well achieved by all considered algorithms.

The high-level of aggregation is beneficial for situations where we investigate a number
of scenes of multiple dimensions. Consider an example where we simultaneously alter the
scheduling internal behavior (by altering β) as well as the scheduling environment. An
application example is the question about an optimized internal scheduling parameter (β) for
a defined set of scenarios. For different channel models, there might be a different optimum
setting for β. To investigate the relationships between different channel models (dimension
1) and β-values (dimension 2), we create an overlay of several plots. For the visualization
we find it suitable to label the abscissa with the simulation parameter (dimension 2). For a
particular channel model this creates a line representing the efficiency of typically continuous
character. Then we overlay several of such graphs, cf. example in sec.6.4 fig. 6.11. In the

18the total amount of Media-Access events is always constant for a (typical) TDMA system and therefore
of no interest for efficiency studies.

19Note that WRR on access fairness is a conservative benchmark compared to an algorithm for throughput-
fairness among users, which would perform worse than the corresponding WRR-scheduler. See motivation
for access share fairness in sec. 6.3.

20Per flow analysis is supported in the Cumi metric, but not analyzed in later studies because of its
disadvantages for visualization.
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example every line represents a different channel model. The figure explores the influence
of the channel model on the efficiency for certain scheduling parameters.

Note that we relate efficiency solely on aspects of the opportunistic properties. Other
efficiency issues are not considered, as e.g. battery power lifetime in a mobile, or compu-
tational efficiency when computing the scheduling decisions. These issues are addressed
separately.

4.5.7 Other Metrics

In this section we summarize metrics that are not directly based on our core metric functions.
These metrics are used in related work on (wireless) QoS scheduling and we show examples
in our application study for UMTS-DSCH in sec. 7.2.

a) Service CDF

The service cumulative distribution function (CDF) combines performance and fairness as-
pects in one metric. The metric ”service CDF” is usually applied to throughput and answers
the question: ”What is the percentage of all users that have an average throughput of less
than X kbps?”. The CDF depicts that number for a range of possible throughput (0,max-
imum throughput) drawn on the abscissa. For every value at the abscissa (=asymptotic
fairness) we determine the capacity improvement of one scheme over another in terms of
the percentage increase in the number of flows for the same level of QoS. CDFs are by
definition for the analysis of asymptotic fairness.

”The user packet call throughput CDF [...] represents the fraction of users that
will experience a packet call throughput value smaller than the [value at the]
abscissa. The performance of different schemes may seem close when average
metrics are used for the purpose of comparison; but the schemes may not be
providing the same [asymptotic] QoS and this difference will manifest itself in
the CDF.” [92].

How do we read a service CDF? For a certain throughput on the abscissa, a good
scheduler yields a percentage of users that are dissatisfied. We found a good scheduler,
if the percentage of dissatisfied users is lower than that of an alternative scheduler for all
throughput values. The benefit of the serivce-CDF is the integrated view of total system
gain and how fair this total capacity is spread among flows. A scheduler that reaches
positions always on top of another scheme, is superior over all ranges as far as cumulative
metrics are concerned.

Note that we use an altered notation of a CDF in sec. 7.2, where the amount of ”load”
on the abscissa is alternatively described by the number of users (which simplifies the
interpretation in our case). The CDF is only of interest for bursty traffic sources. Note that
some schemes might have superior short-term fairness, which is not captured in the CDF.

b) Delay requirements

The definition of a delay metric is straight forward. Acceptable or preferred delays are
determined for each service, e.g. by Mean-Opinion-Studies (MOS). These values translate
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into requirement for packet delays (typically E2E).
It is noteworthy that delays are very sensitive to the offered load in a system. A delay

metric is defined for E2E traffic (from the moment the packet is sent until it is received, cf.
3.1). The overall delay is dominated by the queueing delay(s) and hence driven by the rate
of packet arrivals and the serving rate. Our system model focuses on the resulting serving
rate variations due to dynamic wireless conditions. When we use delay metrics, we need a
traffic model too. We do not find it appropriate to mask the wireless specific influences by
additional assumptions on traffic arrival characteristics. For a given traffic model though,
it is recommended to perform simulations/measurements and evaluate the delay metric for
its direct relation to service requirements. We show selected examples of delay studies in
sec. 7.

c) Probabilistic requirements

The most prominent example for probabilistic requirements are percentile requirements,
as e.g. asking for 95% of all packets being delivered with a delay less than a bound ε.
Probabilistic requirements acknowledge the fact that wireless systems are prone to a large
number of influences out of control from the wireless network [43]. Deterministic values
often go hand-in-hand with conservative resource planning and hence with a substantial
loss of utilization. Probabilistic requirements on the other hand are beneficial for system
design. It is a matter of SLA design and subjective prototype analysis whether certain
services perform sufficiently well with statistical guarantees.

Note that any metric may be studied for statistical influences, e.g. see fig. 6.13. These
phenomena are worthwhile to study to show the influence of random processes. We use
statistical analysis for fairness guarantees. In a statistical analysis we incorporate short-
term fairness effects. In our applications the statistical data is collected for fixed windows.
One disadvantage of statistical analysis is the loss of temporal relation to the channel
models. Explicit short-term fairness metrics are offer this temporal resolution. An example
of a statistical analysis is shown in fig. 5.8. The histogram shows the probability that an
event (certain kind of unfairness) is experienced. Details are provided together with the
analysis in the respective sections.

d) Queue length

We do not consider queue length as metric for a QoS scheduling discipline [85]. The objective
of a scheduler is to balance the available service with a certain fairness among users. It
is generally not considered fair for competing users, when a long queue length drives a
more aggressive service allocation for a competing flow. The reason is the following: The
queue length is primarily dictated by packet arrivals. One of our goals in QoS scheduling is
isolation. Stressing the queue length metric achieves the opposite goal and is not considered.

4.5.8 Metrics Application and Evaluation

In the remainder of this section we describe the considered evaluation methods and their
advantages for this work. These are the analytical approach, simulation and prototyping.
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Performance evaluation of packet data networks is a challenging task. The number of
potential influences on End-to-End (E2E) performance is large and consists of parameters,
as the network topology, the hop-to-hop scheduling discipline, the offered load, the load
control algorithms and the individual QoS requirements for every flow. There are several -
often overlapping - methodologies used for performance evaluation with different evaluation
scopes and techniques. We classify the considered methodologies into the following four
types, analytical evaluation, simulation, prototype and online measurement/optimization
with a real system.

Isolated QoS scheduling design has another advantage. A scheduling algorithm is op-
timized for a ’life-time’ operation. In the scheduler’s design we ensure a wide range of
possible performance by appropriate parameterization. In our case this parameterization is
done by cost-function design, cf. 5 to address specific requirements from dimensioning and
SLA design.

In this work we use the following evaluation techniques:

The analytical approach to investigate a scheduler’s performance properties is particu-
lar useful to prove general properties of a scheduler. Analytical results for a scheduler’s
performance are typically formulated as relative upper bounds for fairness properties,
cf. sec. 4.4.1.

Simulations are valuable to evaluate dynamic aspects and dependencies. Simulations help
to compare specific scheduling algorithms among each other under particular environ-
mental assumptions. For example consider very complex mobility models that result
in very specific statistical channel variation. The advantage of a simulation compared
to a prototype is the possibility to automate the simulation with altered parameter
settings. This allows us to study qualitative and quantitative system behavior in order
to find optimized scheduling parameters. Evaluation metrics are required, cf. sec. 4.5.

A prototype may further extend simulation studies. For today’s complex network archi-
tectures and feature rich protocols and applications it is difficult to bring all required
system assumptions into a single simulation model. We define a ’prototype’ opposed
to a simulation as a system comprised of ’real’ and ’modelled’ components.

Particular for End-to-End performance studies a combination with real protocols is
helpful. Figure 7.16 depicts the a scheme where a user communicates on application
level with a server over a network prototype. The prototype may be comprised of
real-time simulations, which are controlled by certain scenario settings. For example
the network transmission would be temporarily suspended after a simulated hand-over
procedure in the network prototype. The effect on end-to-end performance then can
be measured on application level. Our real-time prototype is presented in chapter 7 in-
cluding selected performance results for elastic traffic sources. General problems with
a prototype is the generation of load and the emulation of non-existing components
at an early stage of network design.

In this work we provide analytical performance bounds in chapter 5, analyze particular
channel models and system parameters by simulation in chapter 6 and validate the findings
by a real-time prototype in chapter 7.
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4.5.9 Summary of Metric Definitions

For our simulation studies we introduce 3 core metric definitions. With specific parameters
we will use these to fairness and efficiency studies. Our metrics are designed for:

system efficiency: total system throughput and

fairness analysis with 3 aspects:

• short-term analysis with the Avg-metric

• long-term (asymptotic) analysis with the Cum-metric

• absolute fairness analysis with the Diff -metric

Tab. 4.5 gives an overview of the considered metrics. The single-scene vs. multi-scene
analysis expresses, how a metric is suited for comparative analysis of several simulation
runs. The column ’per flow analysis’ expresses the ability to compare fairness among flows
and the column ’short-term analysis’ is about the temporal resolution of a metric. A well
suited metric is listed with one or two X-symbols, a o-symbol is neutral and a − symbol
means a metric is not suited.

We define the three metrics for later analysis:

Cum-metric: The Cum-metric is best suited for multi-scene analysis, when no short-
term analysis is required. Unlike the other service metrics, this approach has the
additional advantage of being an objective representation of received service, regardless
of any averaging process dependent on twin.

Avg-metric: The Avg-metric is our choice for the analysis of short-term fairness of
individual flows in the single-scene case. The averaging window size tunes the
horizon of the short-term fairness analysis. The increased resolution makes the metric
preferable over the Cum-metric for short-term analysis.

Diff -metric: The Diff -metric is most beneficial for the short-term analysis for the
multi-scene case. Other applications are the single-scene analysis for investigations
of absolute fairness guarantees. It further helps the visualization of a single flow,
because no other flow for comparison is required. The disadvantage are the required
assumptions on twin and a absolute performance reference.

With suited parameters our three metrics allow for quantified analysis of scheduling
scenarios in a structured manner. Together the three metrics are suited to analyze all con-
sidered aspects of this work: short term and long term fairness as well as system efficiency.
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metric single-scene
analysis

multi-scene
analysis

per-flow
analysis

short-
term
analysis

independent
of twin

assumption
Cumi(t) X - o o X
Cumi(T ) o XX o o X∑

i Cumi(T ) o XX - - - X
Avgi(t) XX - X XX -
Diffi(t) o X X XX -

Table 4.5: Applicability of service metrics

4.6 System Assumptions

In this section we summarize our system assumptions. We divide:

sec. 4.6.1: Assumptions on the scheduling properties, including

• System architecture (centralized-single-hop scheduling),

• Link Adaptation (the variable channel conditions),

• Traffic Model (full load scenario)

sec. 4.6.2: Assumptions on our generic channel model, which is used for our general pur-
pose performance studies.

4.6.1 Assumptions on System Architecture, Radio Technology, and User
Traffic

System architecture: We consider centralized, single-hop scheduling for a shared
channel. The central scheduling algorithm has global knowledge on all competing
users conditions, opposed to a decentralized random access scheme.

For scheduling on the downlink the media access is typically realized in the base
station21 and the system is ’centralized’. For the uplink case some other mechanism,
e.g. polling, is needed to collect transmission requests from mobile nodes. Distributed
scheduling algorithms are not considered due to their lack of control over global QoS
and the difficulties and overhead to distribute all channel conditions to all competing
users.

The following assumptions are not required for the principle of the opportunistic
scheduler, but to ensure sensible End-to-End performance guarantees:

• The air interface is the dominant performance bottleneck. This implies that
we can ignore core network performance for End-to-End delay studies (single-
hop scenario). This can be considered as a realistic approximation, because the
delays from the fixed network are negligible compared to the delays on the radio
interface.

21respectively a closely associated network element as e.g. the RNC for UMTS networks.
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• The traffic directions for uplink and downlink are decoupled, e.g. by radio fre-
quency division.

• There are means to signal the QoS requirements per flow. This assumption
holds for all recent wireless standards. We assume relative weights as primary
indication of the required service, cf. 4.4.1.

• The network is well designed by the criteria from the QoS architecture in sec.
3.3. In particular we assume Call-Admission-Control regulates the offered load
appropriately such that a user’s relative fairness requirement relates to some
minimum service.

• Traffic aggregation in order to improve the computational efficiency for the
scheduling algorithm is no goal in system design. This is motivated by the
limited traffic volume per cell opposed to WAN traffic, where aggregation is an
important aspect to improve computational efficiency, cf. 3.2.

Link adaptation: We assume the adaptive radio technologies operate at an optimal and
stable point, where they adjust properly in the sense that:

• the Link-Adaptation algorithm is designed optimal

– in terms of maximal (statistical) effective throughput (TDMA), respectively
– in terms of minimal resource consumption (CDMA).

• all flows experience (statistically) similar residual packet loss (the effective frame
error rate), i.e. LA operates at a stable point for each flow.

• the estimation of the channel condition is instantaneous and precise.

Wireless standards differ in how they predict channel conditions and what means
they provide to adapt to such variations. Ideally there would be instant and error-free
measurements for all mobiles available and the adaptation would match the conditions
at the optimal operation point. Actual standards do not provide ideal measurements
and the granularity of their adaptation mechanisms are limited. The speed and quality
offered by an individual standard is not subject of this work. Our perspective is the
question how to schedule over a continuous wireless channel at variable cost.

In particular we consider the following standard: In HDR and UMTS-HSDPA [3,
13] the underlying physical channel use explicit (fast and precise) channel notifica-
tion, thus the scheduler has best possible knowledge about the channel conditions.
In UMTS-DSCH there is a logical control channel assigned with every user, which
again allows a rough estimation of the broadband shared channel condition [7]. The
packet extension (E)GPRS to GSM-TDMA systems offer only implicit LA by Coding-
Scheme-Switching with the mentioned problems of measurement precision and adap-
tation delays [1].

In the future the link adaptation of wireless standards will improve [3,13] with faster
measurements and a more fine grained adaptation granularity. The algorithm for
channel quality estimation and adaptation is not part of this work. The loss between
the ideal channel prediction and the actual channel prediction from LA is modelled in
our simulations using different levels of ’channel fading’, i.e. a very slow and insensitive
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LA algorithm would be modelled by a channel model with low amount of fading, hence
less opportunities to optimize, cf. sec. 4.6.2. These assumptions are well approximated
by the considered wireless technologies.

Further note that the considered LA algorithms perform with a low average residual
BLER22. This justifies our approach to statistically ignore RLC retransmissions. By
ignoring retransmission, our performance analysis relates to the scheduled packets
rather than successfully received packets. For the simulation studies we furthermore
obey a fixed time slot structure, which applies for all considered cellular standards.
The fixed packet size of one unit per time slot matches one RLC block (GPRS),
respectively one transport format (UMTS).

Traffic model: We consider a traffic model with all flows continuously backlogged, e.g.
TCP traffic with long session durations and idealized flow control. This assumption
is motivated by the reasons:

• continuous traffic assures that our fairness definitions, defined over interval (t1, t2)
are applicable over the whole simulation time. For bursty traffic sources all
fairness evaluation become meaningless for horizons beyond the burst duration,
cf. Max.-Min.-Fairness definition sec. 3.2. With our assumption where the offered
load remains constant, the scheduling performance in terms of achieved fairness
is entirely related to the scheduling decisions based on channel conditions without
further variation from to traffic fluctuations.

• Particularly for CDMA networks it can be justified to omit a specific burst-level
Traffic Model. Simulation results indicate for UMTS-DCH that intercell averag-
ing effects level traffic bursts such that no noticeable performance difference can
be found compared to a burst model [42].

Nonetheless we also study the effects of realistic traffic models (including traffic bursts)
and for realistic protocol influences of TCP, RLC and streaming protocols in a separate
investigation in chapter 7.

We consider non-real-time traffic. Real-time traffic with stringent delay require-
ments (in the order of a few scheduling intervals) is not suited for opportunistic objec-
tives. The reason is that such tight requirements leave no freedom for opportunistic
decisions23.

4.6.2 Unified Channel Model

Here we summarize the assumptions for our channel model. The clear definition shall help
the reader to repeat the simulation work presented in chapter 6. The goal of the generic
channel model is to provide:

• a well defined set of channel models to allow the reproduction of the simulation results.
22in the order of approximately 1-5%
23If the channel access intervals can be reduced to orders below the service delay requirements - such that

opportunistic scheduling can exploit fast fading phenomena - opportunistic scheduling becomes applicable
for real-time traffic classes once appropriate standards are available.
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• a parameterized model that allows to scale the amount of mobility and the amount
of channel fading effects.

• a set of basic mobility patterns to emulate different types of mobility (from slow to
rapid changes).

As said before the quality of wireless transmission is related to the three basic phenomena
of fast fading, shadow fading and the distance variation due to user mobility. The type of
fading effects and the time scale of fading are generally highly dependent on the utilized radio
frequencies and physical layer transmission technology. In this section we define our unified
channel model comprised of two components to cover the radio channel variations. We
summarize the fading effects as fading. The other component is the distance related channel
quality driven by the mobility effects. Our channel model is composed by summarizing
both components, cf. fig. 4.19.

t
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joint
mobility 
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mobility variation: d

fading amount: w

Figure 4.19: Joint channel model comprised of mobility and fading effects

There are various theoretical models to derive a channel quality for a variety of scenarios.
Selected empirical propagation models to predict the ”path-loss” are the Okumura-Hata
model (quasi-smooth terrain with no obstacles) or the Walfisch-Ikegami model (Terrain
with obstacles modelling diffraction and scattering). We avoid the usage of particular
models but use a direct formulation of channel quality as input for the scheduler.

The free-space attenuation refers to the decay of the signal, which is travelling in free
space, as a function of the distance of the receiver from the transmitter. This are the
distance-related effects that we model as mobility. For practical applications the signal to
distance relation is roughly linear on a logarithmic scale [66]. We assume that mobility
is an independent influence for the overall channel conditions in addition to the channel
fading. The models are composed using the principle of super positioning of mobility
and channel fading. Both influences are scaled by a channel model parameter distance (d)
and fading width (w). Precisely d and w are the amplitude of the considered function for
every model. The channel model defines the channel condition ci(t) for user i at time t by
the following three independent components
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Definition 10 Joint channel model

ci(t) = Average + d ∗MobilityProcessi(t) + w ∗ FadingProcessi(t) (4.11)

In this work we consider three core mobility scenarios:

• One model shall capture smooth variation of distance-related mobility effects.
Such variation is associated with outdoor movement with varying distance to the base
station. This is modelled by a sinoid, where the frequency of the sine relates to the
mobile’s speed within the cell and the amplitude relates to the distance the mobile
travels, respectively how much the radio conditions degrade with the distance.

• One model shall support the comparison of static and mobile users. The goal of
this model is to address scenarios with some users having consistently bad channels,
others consistently good, and others moving between locations of different channel
conditions.

• One model is introduced to capture step type effects. Such effects may happen,
when users encounter drastically changing radio conditions, as e.g. due to switch-
ing between outdoor/indoor or after a hand-over into a new cell with altered radio
conditions.

Mobility scenarios

Below we derive whole cellular scenarios from the following basic mobility models. Each
user 1..N receives its own mobility process to control the correlation among the users’s
channel condition. Therefore the processes are defined over the number of flows N and over
the simulation time T . The random process for the MobilityProcessi(t) are defined out
of the following, cf. visualization in fig. 4.20:

Definition 11 Random mobility models

sinoid (t, i,N) = sin(iπt/T + θi);
const (t, i,N) = (2(i− 1)/N)− 1;
star (t, i,N) = −const(t, i,N) + 2 (t/T ) const(t, i,N);

mix (t, i,N) = { const(t, i, dN/2e) ; i ≤ dN/2e
star(t, i− dN/2e, bN/2c) ; i > (N/2)

step(t, i,N) = a(0, t1) + b(t1, t2) + c(t2, T ); 0 < t1 < t2 < T, with

t1, t2 = T · U(0, 1) ∧ a (t1) + c (t3 − t2) = b (t2 − t1); (4.12)

The mobility models have all an average of 0. When we use the models we add an
average value (e.g. 0.5) with the effect the resulting channel conditions range from (0,1).

The sinoid process consists of a sinusoid with altered frequency with regard to flow i.
The frequency of the resulting sines over T range linearly with from (π,Nπ). The phase
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Figure 4.20: Overview of mobility processes plus their core statistical properties

for each flow’s sinoid are independent and uniformly distributed θ1, θ2, · · · in [0, 2π] giving
the channel conditions statistically independent behavior.

The mix process is a combination of the const and star process. The step process
consists of three constant levels, which are chosen such that the channel condition over
simulation time T averages to 0.

Statistical properties of the Mobility Models

Note that the models are defined such that they all have beneficial (statistical) properties.
The idea is, that these models will all (statistically) achieve the same system efficiency in
combination with a classic WRR scheduling discipline. This helps to compare the models
for various opportunistic disciplines.

We intentionally have designed the models such that the average channel conditions are
comparable. We divide whether for a given model the average is the same for:

• The per flow average averaged of over the system time T or

• The system average averaged for all flows at every time t.

This is an important property of the channel model, as it allows direct comparison of
opportunistic scheduling performance among different scenarios. Non-opportunistic sched-
ulers will use a channel conditions and statistically use the average conditions for scheduling,
hence for all considered channel models non-opportunistic algorithms will yield the (statisti-
cal) same system gain. This supports the performance comparison across difference channel
models in sec. 4.5.

The average statistical system properties are also shown in fig. 4.20. Note that the
channel parameters d and w in the following subsection will be designed such that the
statistical properties do not change.
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Channel-Model for simulation studies

For the simulation studies in sec. 6 we define certain subsets of this general channel model
for easy reference in the simulation studies. These specific channel models are denoted as
CMk(m), k ∈ {1..6} and parameterized by single parameter m ∈ 1, 2, 3. Index k references
the type of model, and parameter m describes the model’s parameter setting.

The parameter m scales the importance of either mobility or fading effects in a model
(called the parameters d or w). Parameter m does not have a physical meaning itself and
is only introduced to simplify the large variety of possible combinations from eq. 4.11 and
eq. 4.12. Parameter m relates either to the amount of distance variation - the amplitude d
- or for other models it relates to the amount of fading effects - the amplitude w.

The additive fading from term FadingProcessi(t) represents a model of the effects of
Rayleigh and Shadow fading in the range [−w, w]. We use white (uniform) noise to model
the channel fading denoted as z(t). Note that for future technologies, where the radio
technology is able to exploit very short timescales, this model may need refinement.

Note that the statistical averaging effects are not influenced from a fading model that av-
erages to 0. For the considered timescales of opportunistic scheduling over several hundreds
of scheduling intervals the mobility model dominates the (fast) fading effects. Therefore the
statistical averaging properties of the mobility model determine the statistical properties of
the channel model.

The following models are defined for parameter m ∈ (1..6):

Definition 12 Generic Channel Models

CM1(m) = avg0 + w0 ∗ z(t) + 0.1 m sinoid(t, i,N);
CM2(m) = avg0 + 0.1 ∗ (m− 1) ∗ z(t) + d0 sinoid(t, i, N);
CM3(m) = avg0 + w0 ∗ z(t) + 0.1 m (mix(t, i, N));
CM4(m) = avg0 + 0.1 ∗ (m− 1) ∗ z(t) + d0 (mix(t, i, N));
CM5(m) = avg0 + w0 ∗ z(t) + 0.1 m step(t, i,N);
CM6(m) = avg0 + 0.1 ∗ (m− 1)z(t) + d0 step(t, i, N);

,m ∈ {0, 1, 2}; (4.13)

The channel models CM1 · · ·CM6 will be used for our simulation studies. The param-
eters are described for each type in tab. 4.6. Visual examples for various parameters are
given in fig. 4.21. Notice how the parameters influence the amount of mobility (d) and
the amount of channel fading (w). The complete set of channel models from eq. 4.13 and
m = 1, 2, 3 are depicted in the appendix in fig. B.2.

The influence of the parameters are depicted for all models in the Appendix sec. B fig.
B.2. The mean values for all channel models are also depicted in the appendix fig. B.1.
Unless otherwise mentioned, all simulations are performed with N = 4 competing flows.
The average channel condition avg0 is 0.5. Also note that throughout this work we choose
the parameters such that the channel conditions range between 0 (indication of a good
channel) and 1 (bad channel).
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Summary
For later simulation studies we need precisely defined channel models. Our 18 channel
models are complex enough to incorporate the dominant potential influence of a varying
channel.
We define three fundamental different mobility scenarios. These include continuous user
mobility, a mix of static and mobile users and rapid and substantial changes of the wireless
conditions. Each of them varies in terms of mobility influence (the distance parameter d)
and the channel fading properties (the w parameter).
By simulation we then can investigate a scheduler’s ability to exploit short-term channel
variations under various long term mobility influences. Models with little short-term
fluctuations resemble GPRS-alike technologies with slow channel feedback. UMTS on the
other hand provides increased measurement capabilities which are modelled by the channel
models with fast and shadow fading effects.
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Table 4.6: Summary of channel-model parameters

Model-
Name

Type description of eq. 4.12

sinoid
(t,i,N)

outdoor
mobility
(CM1,CM2):
sinusoidal
shaped

The phase, i.e. the starting points of a movement, for
each flow is uniformly randomized in (0, 2π). The fre-
quency ranges from (π, Nπ). The average is statisti-
cally 0 (for each flow and at every time t averaged over
all flows). Note that the variation is higher compared
with the other models, due to the randomized phase.

const
(t,i,N)

static user
(CM3,CM4):
constant
level

The average of each flow’s channel conditions is 0.
Flows are are spread with linear equidistant steps be-
tween -1 and 1.

star
(t,i,N)

continuous
mobility
(CM3,CM4):
linear
increase,
decrease

Except for the case of an uneven number of flows,
where the last flow is constantly EN (t) = 0, the flows
are spread in symmetrical pairs around the abscissa.
Every flow is a linear movement between +k and −k,
respectively −k and +k, where k ranges equidistantly
for all pairs from 0 to 1. The corresponding picture
looks like a star, with all lines running through point
(T/2,0).

step
(t,i,N)

substantial
changes
(CM5,CM6):
random
step
functions

Each flow is designed to spread the same ’volume’ in
the positive and the negative, i.e.

∫ T
0 Ei(t)dt = 0. Per

flow its base level in the positive and negative axis is
uniformly distributed. From a uniformly distributed
first time to jump between both levels, the second
time is computed such that corresponding end time
exactly matches an average of 0 for T. Thus the time
of changes and the two base levels are randomized.
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(a) Channel Model CM 1(3): d = 0.3, w = 0.2
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(b) Channel Model CM 4(2): d = 0.3, w = 0.1
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Figure 4.21: Three examples for different channel model parameters distance d and fading
width w
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Chapter 5

WCFQ: Statistical Fair Scheduling

In this chapter, we propose and analyze a specific wireless scheduling discipline termed
Wireless Credit-based Fair Queuing (WCFQ) [62]. WCFQ is designed to allow for oppor-
tunistic behavior and to allow for varying degrees of fairness. Its wide operational range
between the two extremes can be controlled by system parameter design.

This chapter focused on algorithm definition and analysis. We derive an expression for
WCFQ’s statistical fairness characteristics that allow WCFQ systems to provide statistically-
fair channel access guarantees. Next we explore the role of the cost function in enabling
network operators to trade higher levels of fairness against better system efficiency. We fin-
ish with an example of a particular channel model with the channel properties of a GPRS
mobile system.

5.1 Algorithm Design

Our goal in designing a wireless service discipline is to provide the rigorous fairness guar-
antees typically associated with wire-line networks, while simultaneously employing oppor-
tunistic scheduling strategies to increase the total system throughput by selecting users
with high-quality channels when possible. To achieve this, we incorporate users’ channel
conditions into the scheduling decision while also balancing fairness constraints via the
abstraction of credits.

The idea of Credits

In wire-line networks there is a scheduling discipline known as Credit Based Fair Queueing
(CBFQ) [15]. CBFQ achieves the proportional throughput fairness as WFQ . The technique
is to utilize a single status value per flow, termed a credit, and thereby to avoid the compu-
tationally less efficient per-packet tags used in WFQ and its variants [31,73,75]. In CBFQ,
flows accumulate credits when they are not scheduled whereas credits are decremented when
the flow is scheduled. By assigning a credit to each flow the history of scheduling decision
is reflected. Together with relative weights the CBFQ scheduling decision is to select the
packet from the head of the queue with the smallest value of a specially designed function
of

• credits,

95
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• weights and

• packet length.

In our approach we keep the established system notation of CBFQ and will further
extend them by a cost function. Consider N users accessing a shared channel. Users,
respective flows are indexed by i ∈ 1..N with user i having weight φi such that the weight
represents user i’s targeted share of the channel. Furthermore, let scheduling event p denote
the index of the pth packet transmitted over the channel.

Note that in this approach of CBFQ no opportunistic behavior is considered. Specifically
the varying channel conditions of the flows do not influence the scheduling decision.

5.1.1 The Cost-Function U

WCFQ extends CBFQ to incorporate both the channel condition and fairness into the
scheduling decision. Fairness is reflected by the credits as in CBFQ. The details will be
specified later.

The specific nature of channel conditions of a specific wireless transmission system shall
be irrelevant for our scheduling system. We use a cost function U to incorporate the system
specific channel measurements c into our generic algorithm. Therefore we always apply
the value of the cost function U(c) in our scheduling decisions instead of using the channel
measurements directly. This provides a powerful means to translate a broad range of scalar
channel measurement into our scheduler, as the like of C/I measurements, BER estimations,
etc.

Generic Definition: The generic definition of the cost function U is to allow a user
individual function Ui, which takes users i’s channel measurement ci(p) at event p and
transforms it to: Ui(ci(p)), with Ui(ci(p)) : {ci(p)|i ∈ (1..N), p ∈ IN} → IR+.

Because U is always defined as a function of the channel measurement c we abbreviate
Ui(ci(p)) to Ui(p). We use this term for the proof.

Global cost functions: Throughout all our simulations we only consider the same
global cost function for all flows. Therefore we always define such global cost function U(c)
as a simple function of a channel measurement c. U(c) : {ci(p)|i ∈ (1..N), p ∈ IN} → IR+.

Examples: Examples of such a cost function could be a linear scaling of a channel
measurement c by a fixed factor β. This would define a cost functions U(c) = βc, with
β ∈ IR. Then we would for example compare to systems with β = 1 and β = 10, i.e. a
system with a high cost function U(c) = 10c and a system with a lower cost function of
U(c) = 1c. In first case of a high cost function, the system is expected to show a more
opportunistic behavior, because the cost of the channel influence is exaggerated than in the
β = 1 case.

Later we will show that the extreme setting of U(c) = 0 will lead to the intuitively
expected performance. If the channel condition is not influencing the value of the cost
function, hence not the scheduling decision, there will be no opportunistic behavior, in
other words, traditional fairness will be achieved.

Summary
The cost function serves us the double purpose of abstraction to a specific wireless system
and also as a powerful means to drive various levels of opportunistic behavior.
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5.1.2 Time and Events

Temporal progress is indexed by events p, starting with p = 1. For ease of notation, we
assume WCFQ’s scheduling decision occurs at the end of a packet transmission epoch such
that p can also be considered to be a temporal index for all dynamic parameters including
channel conditions.

channel prediction
 ci(p)->Ui(p)

scheduler

N users

flowi

t

p-1 p p+1

credit
Ki(p)

backlogged
Bi(p)

dequeue packet,
update credit
Ki(p+1)

Figure 5.1: Conceptual operation of WCFQ.

The scheduling process for our considered credit based QoS algorithm in detail, cf. fig.
5.1:

1. The event p-1 finishes and we reach event p.

2. We read the four system values to indicate the current system state, all indexed by
event p:

• the channel conditions for all users ci(p),

• the credit associated to each user’s flow Ki(p) and

• the two traditional scheduling variables indicating whether a flow is backlogged
Bi(p) and the leading packet length Li(p) of each flow.

3. Now we perform the scheduling decision: We compute a scheduling function, which is
defined by the considered scheduling algorithm. The scheduling function’s output is
the flow which should be scheduled in the next event p + 1, denoted as flow fi(p + 1).

4. To balance fairness among flows, we use the credits to remember the scheduling deci-
sion and therefore update each flow’s credit Ki(p + 1) by a defined algorithm.

5. The cycle is finished after the p′s packet transmission and we continue with event
p + 1 in step 2).

The temporal aspect of the scheduling definition is sufficiently described by index p.
This is beneficial, because the transmission of packets may take variable durations. For
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most modern wireless mobile technology there are time slotted systems in use, where the
packet transmission always takes a defined time span. Therefore the reader may assume
that time t and events p occur synchronously and may be used synonymously for those time
slotted systems.

Note that in literature fairness is specified over a window of two time stamps (t1, t2) as
we will see later.

5.1.3 Definitions

All definitions are summarized in Table 5.1. The practical application of the primary
variables are shown in Table 5.2, where we stress that φi and U(c) are static variables
to setup the system behavior. The variable ci(p), B(p) and Li(p) are actual dynamic
measurements of the system. Ki(p) is the internal abstraction of credits that we constantly
update according to our own WCFQ-definitions as defined next.

Table 5.1: Summary of WCFQ Notation

Term Definition
N the number of flows (users) in the system
i index of flow (1..N)
p index of the packet in service, p ∈ IN
t temporal index, which matches p in a time slotted system.
φi weight of flow i
fp fp ∈ (1..N) denotes the flow scheduled for the p’th packet transmission.

Lmax
i maximum packet length for flow i usually defined by the protocol

Li(p) head-of-line (HOL) packet length, which is considered to be scheduled for the
p’th packet transmission for flow i

B(p) the set of flows at p which are backlogged (considered for scheduling) for the
p’th packet transmission.

Ki(p) credit counter Ki(p) ∈ <+ of flow i for the p’th packet transmission.
ci(p) channel condition (the measurement) for user i at event p, ci(p) ∈ (0, 1)
Ui(p)) The general definition for the cost function U which drives the scheduling

decision from channel conditions c. U expresses to the estimated cost Ui(p)
for user i to
transmit the pth packet, Ui(p) : {ci(p)|i ∈ IN, p ∈ IN} → IR+

U(c) The simplified notation of the cost function U , when U is globally defined in
the system for all users i and when U is static for all events p. Here we use
c to abbreviate the respective channel measurement ci(p) and formally define
U(c) : {ci(p)|i ∈ IN, p ∈ IN} → IR+, c ∈ ci(p)|i ∈ IN, p ∈ N

x Service discrepancy x ∈ N+ used in the statistical fairness guarantee.
f(x) The statistical fairness guarantee as a function of the service discrepancy x.
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Table 5.2: Classification of the 3 types of scheduling parameters

Term Type Interpretation
φi setup specifies the users weight (QoS service differen-

tiation) for flow i.
U(c) setup The cost function drives the fairness systems be-

havior as a function of the predicted channel
quality ci(p) and may be interpreted as a mea-
sure of expected loss in [bits].

ci(p) dynamic measurement of the channel condition.
B(p) dynamic set of backlogged flows as a boolean measure-

ment of traffic activity for each flow i.
Li(p) dynamic measurement of the packet length for the head

of line packet (next packet in each queue) to be
considered for scheduling for each flow i mea-
sured in [bits].

Ki(p) internal tracking parameter reflecting each flow’s accu-
mulated expectation to receive extra service in
[bits].

5.1.4 The Scheduling Algorithm WCFQ

We now define the WCFQ scheduling algorithm by describing how credits are initially set,
how they are used to make a scheduling decision, how they are increased when a flow is not
scheduled, and how a credit is decreased when a flow is scheduled.

The key difference between WCFQ and CBFQ is the scheduling criteria, where in WCFQ
we also incorporate the transmission cost in order to balance a flow’s accumulated credits
with the current channel condition, thereby balancing system fairness and total throughput.
In particular, if the current transmission cost of a user is high, the scheduler may postpone
its packet transmission despite its cumulated credits. However, this access delay is limited
as the user will eventually obtain sufficient credits (due to a lack of being scheduled) to
outweigh a poor channel condition. This characteristic is reflected in the following basis for
scheduling decisions, where we apply the cost function as a sum with the credits. That is,
the packet selection criteria is to select the HOL packet from the flow that satisfies:

Definition 13 WCFQ Scheduling selection criteria
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fp+1 = arg mini∈B(p)
Li(p)−Ki(p)+Ui(p)

φi
(a)

Read this as the following:
Select and schedule flow fp+1 for the next scheduling interval (p + 1) by
finding flow i out of all backlogged flows B, where the term is minimal:

(HOL-packet-length minus the Credits plus the-transmission-cost)
weighted by the weight φi.

Once the server finishes transmitting packet p, WCFQ will select flow fp+1 from the
backlogged set to decide the (p+1)th packet to be served. Following this scheduling decision,
all credits are updated as described via pseudo-code in table 5.3. When flow i enters
the system or becomes non-backlogged, its credit Ki is set to zero. The steps b) and d)
manipulate existing credits. Step b) increases credits for all flows that are backlogged, but
got not scheduled. Finally step d) decreases the credit for the scheduled flow f(p+1).

Definition 14 WCFQ Credit update procedure
After a scheduling decision the credits are updated as follows:

Table 5.3: Pseudo-code for Credit Update

for (i = 1; i ≤ N ; i + +)
if (i ∈ B(p + 1) & i 6= fp+1)

/* update all backlogged, non-scheduled flows*/

Ki(p + 1) = Ki(p) + max(0,
Lfp+1

(p)−Kfp+1
(p)

φfp+1
)φi (b)

elseif (i /∈ B(p + 1))
/* reset Credits for idle flows*/
Ki(p + 1) = 0 (c)

end
end

if (fp+1 ∈ B(p + 1))
/* Credit update for scheduled flow*/
Kfp+1(p + 1) = max(0,Kfp+1(p)− Lfp+1(p)) (d)

else
/* reset Credits, if idle*/
Kfp+1(p + 1) = 0 (e)

end

This procedure is reasoned as follows. As in previous WFQ algorithms, non-backlogged
flows are idle in the system and their credits are always set to zero in steps (c, e), i.e. they
do not accumulate any rights for future transmission.
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The currently scheduled flow decreases its credit count (d), as in CBFQ. In a classic
scheduler, the credits would always be reset to 0, because the credits should at maximum
rise to the packet length and otherwise it’s fairness requirements would be violated. In our
case, we want to allow unfairness and hence the credits could become larger. If the flows’s
credit (Kfp+1(p)) is larger than its current HOL packet length (Lfp+1(p)), it is only decreased
by the length of the selected packet. This allows backlogged flows to cumulate credits over
a longer period so that a flow with persistently poor channel conditions does not instantly
lose all of its credits when scheduled. If on the other hand a session is scheduled before
its credits reach the value of the HOL packet, we reset its credit to zero. Both cases are
combined in the max function (d). In step b) all non-scheduled flows increase their credit
counts in a weighted fair manner. The max statement in b) ensures that, if the selected
flow’s credit is larger than its current HOL packet length, we avoid a negative term and set
this increase to be zero. Hence credits may not decrease in step b). Otherwise the fraction
represents the approach from CBFQ and adds the φ weighted relative share to the credit.

Note that the design of the scheduling decision function (a) that combines credits and
channel functions requires that the unit of transmission cost matches the unit of packet
length. Selection of the transmission cost function balances fairness vs. the total system
throughput as discussed further in Section 6.

Summary
The scheduling decision is driven by both, the credits K and the cost function U(c) of the
experienced channel condition c. The design of U allows the system to be parameterized
to various grades of fairness. The second part of the algorithm is the credit update. Here
we only reflect actual experienced fairness for each flow. Therefore the previous scheduling
decision is part of the credit update, but not the value of the cost function U(c). This
means: There is a tendency to schedule flows with good channels. Meanwhile other flows
receive Credits until either their channel improves or their accumulated credits reach a
sufficient level.

5.1.5 Computational Complexity

A wireless scheduling algorithm is executed for every slot and needs to be of adequate
computational complexity. Due to RLC-segmentation the scheduled data packets are small
and numerous.

Complexity should not increase with the number of queue packets. This is the case for
WCFQ, where only a single parameter per flow (the credits) is maintained. Note that other
fair schedulers, e.g. WFQ cf. 3.2, do not share this advantage and require per packet tags
which leads to higher computational complexity than WCFQ.

Its operations consist of a flow selection and an update step. For a system with n
active flows, the former operation consists of the computation of the scheduling criteria
(L−K +U) ∗ (1/φ)) for each flow, with a per-flow operation at cost O(n) and the selection
of the flow with the lowest value at cost O(log(n)). The update requires one addition and
one division per flow again at cost O(n). Thus WCFQ shares the computational efficiency
of CBFQ and is feasible for all considered wireless systems with a moderate number of flows
per cell.
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5.1.6 Example of a Scheduling Process

Let us compute an example scheduling for three flows. Let the channel values be as defined
in tab 5.4. Let all flows to be active during all 10 scheduling cycles. A variable packet
length L shall be omitted in this example, which is realistic, as for modern protocols the
packet length on RLC level is small and usually identical for all flows. Therefore in this
example we simplify to a constant Li = 1. The weight φi is a constant value, and defines
the weight, i.e. the expected amount of service a flow should receive. The flow weights are
given by φ1 = φ2 = 1 and φ3 = 2 so that flow 3 should statistically obtain twice the service
of flow 1 and 2.

p= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
c1(p) 0,8 0,82 0,83 0,8 0,75 0,7 0,62 0,58 0,52 0,48
c2(p) 0,3 0,28 0,32 0,38 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8
c3(p) 0,4 0,38 0,39 0,55 0,65 0,8 0,75 0,55 0,4 0,25

Table 5.4: Sample channel values for 3 flows

p= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
K1(p) 0 0,5 1 1 1,5 0,5 1 1 0 0,5
K2(p) 0 0,5 1 0 0,5 0,5 0 0 0 0,5
K3(p) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
L1(p)−K1(p)+U1(p)

φ1
1,8 1,32 0,83 0,8 0,25 1,2 0,62 0,58 1,52 0,98

L2(p)−K2(p)+U2(p)
φ2

1,3 0,78 0,32 1,38 0,8 0,9 1,5 1,6 1,7 1,3
L3(p)−K3(p)+U3(p)

φ3
0,7 0,69 0,69 0,77 0,82 0,9 0,37 0,77 0,7 0,62

fp+1 3 3 2 3 1 2 3 1 3 3

Table 5.5: Example for Ui(p) = βc with β = 1
p= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
K1(p) 0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2 2 2,5 3 3,5
K2(p) 0 0,5 1 1,5 2 1 0 0,5 1 1,5
K3(p) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L1(p)−K1(p)+U1(p)

φ1
9 8,7 8,3 7,5 6,5 6 5,2 4,3 3,2 2,3

L2(p)−K2(p)+U2(p)
φ2

4 3,3 3,2 3,3 2 4 6 6,5 7 7,5
L3(p)−K3(p)+U3(p)

φ3
2,5 2,4 2,45 3,25 3,75 4,5 4,25 3,25 2,5 1,75

fp+1 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3

Table 5.6: Example for Ui(p) = βc with β = 10

Now let us compute the relevant values for two different cost function settings of U(c) =
βc with β = 1 and β = 10, cf. tables 5.5 and 5.6. Credits are initialized with 0.
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For each step we start by computing the scheduling term as in step (a) for each flow.
Then the minimum of these values defines flow f(p + 1) to be scheduled in the next cycle.
Finally we apply the credit updating rules to compute the new credit values for the next
cycle p + 1.

From studying the values f we see that in both cases flow 3 is scheduled much more often
as a result of its higher weight φ3. Table 5.5 has a much more repetitive scheduling pattern.
Its lower cost function results in this higher level of fairness compared to the example in
tab. 5.6. The reader will notice how the higher cost function influences the importance of
the smaller credit values in the scheduling decision for β = 10. This is the reason why flow
1 is not scheduled during the first 10 cycles. Short term fairness is crucified in this example
for flow 1. In future simulation scenarios we will find that this setting is rewarded with a
performance gain of approximately 15% under certain assumptions.

5.1.7 Visualization of the Scheduling Process

Now let us try to visualize this example for an extended window of 35 scheduling events
in figure 5.3. The large amount of dynamic variables makes the visualization difficult.
Therefore we simplify the graphic version by omitting the rather unimportant values for
packet length L in definition 13:

fp+1 = arg min
i∈B(p)

Li(p)−Ki(p) + Ui(p)
φi

where the scheduling decision is primarily driven by three criteria:

• the cost function Ui of the channel condition and

• the credits Ki.

• the static value of each flows’ weight φ

Our idea for visualization uses bar graphs for illustrating the simplified version for
L = 1 and all flows backlogged. For identical weights the flow is scheduled where the term
of U + L minus K is the smallest. We illustrate this by plotting the dominating value
U as the total bar length, cf. legend 5.2. The length of the solid black part of it shows
the value of the credit K. The remaining part of the bar represents the difference, i.e.
the graphical equivalent of the dominating part of the scheduling decision when ignoring
the small influence of the packet length L = 1. This part reflects the scheduling criteria
and is either shown in grey or in white. White indicates that this user is scheduled. We
summarize: every single scheduling decision is visualized by a stacked bar graph, with the
components of each bar representing the following, cf. fig. 5.2:

• the accumulated credits K(the black bar segment)

• the total bar length U(c) reflects the value of the cost function.

• the length of the light colored bar (grey, respectively white if this flow is scheduled)
reflects an approximation of the scheduling criteria (Li + Ui −Ki)/φi for L = 1 and
weight φ = 1.
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legend:
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Figure 5.2: Graphic notation for a simplified WCFQ example: The scheduling decision and
its dominating components is depicted as a color coded bar graph.

Please note that the visualization of the scheduling decision is only an approximation
because we ignore the L = 1 influence in the decision. Only if all weights are the same
the shortest of the grey bars is scheduled and shown in white. This holds for comparing
flow 1 and flow 2. In our case we deliberately set φ = 2. Here we see the influence of
the weight. This flow shall be scheduled twice as much, because its scheduling criteria is
always weighted by factor 0.5 and hence smaller compared to flows with less weight. This
is a constant influence on the scheduling process and omitted in the graph, where we focus
on the dynamic values of the credits and the influence of the channel variations from two
different cost function definitions.

For the same scenario of channel conditions and three competing flows we compare the
resulting scheduling behavior for the two cost function settings of β = 1 and β = 10 in
fig. 5.3. First of all notice when flows are scheduled by looking for white bars. The upper
scenario with the lower cost function results in quite good fairness (close to WRR, where
the result is a simple flow-1,flow-3,flow-2,flow-3 scheme1). Figure 5.3(a) illustrates that a
smaller β (less emphasized cost function) results in WCFQ scheduling the flows more fairly
(evenly), thereby achieving more stringent fairness over small time scales. Alternatively,
Figure 5.3(b) illustrates that for larger β, flows are not scheduled as periodically so that
the overall experienced service is 7/8/20 rather than the better service ratio of 9/8/18 for
β = 1. The assigned weights of 1 : 1 : 2 are statistically reflected in both examples (over
longer time scales), but the short term fairness is better for the smaller cost function.

Now let us compare the scheduling decisions with the channel conditions. The channel
condition for each user is depicted as black line besides the bar graph. For both scenarios

1Flow 3 is weighted twice as high resulting in twice the service.
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(a) Visualization for Ui(p) = βc with β = 1
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(b) Visualization for Ui(p) = βc with β = 1

Figure 5.3: Visualization of the scheduling process: Higher cost functions lead to a more
opportunistic scheduling pattern

(a) and (b) we have scaled the channel conditions by a normalizing factor to adopt the
graph to the length of the bar graphs for readability. Only their relative values are relevant
for this example. The reader will notice that the channel conditions influence the scheduling
decisions: When a channel condition is good, respectively is getting better (= lower values),
the chance of getting scheduled (=white bar) is higher. In comparison, the higher cost
function in (b) exaggerates this, where the white bars are grouped where the channel is
good.
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Summary
As expected higher cost functions lead to more opportunistic behavior. The influence
of the channel is more noticeable for higher cost functions (b) where we see a clustered
scheduling pattern of repeated scheduling of a good channel user. The reader will notice,
that higher cost functions U(c) lead to higher values of the bars (ranging from 0..10),
hence the influence of the credits is reduced (=less fairness) and as a consequence longer
scheduling periods may occur without a flow being scheduled. This is our intention when
selecting a higher cost function U(c).

5.2 Fairness Analysis

With WCFQ, we target to fairly allocate the media access share to flows according to their
predefined weight. Here we characterize the fairness properties of WCFQ. Therefore we
derive a statistical fairness bound in the format from the fairness definitions in sec. 4.4.1:

Pr (F ≥ x) ≤ f(x),

where the service discrepancy F is the weighted difference of allocated service for any flows
i and j that are continuously backlogged in (t1, t2). The analytical bound holds for a service
definition measured in allocated media share (allocated time slots). This particular service
definition will be abbreviated in this section as αi, αj :

F = |αi(t1, t2)
φi

− αj(t1, t2)
φj

| (5.1)

The key idea to derive a (statistical) fairness property is to characterize the fairness
bound as a function of the transmission cost. The transmission cost is a powerful mechanism
to design the scheduling behavior. The transmission cost is set by the network operator
and drives the system’s fairness properties. When set to zero, the channel condition has no
influence on the scheduling decision. Then WCFQ operates as in the wireline case of CBFQ
and achieves deterministic fairness guarantees. The larger the cost the higher the influence
of the channel condition.

Before analyzing the fairness of WCFQ, we describe the difference between the credit
counter in WCFQ and CBFQ, as it is crucial to understand the statistical fairness prop-
erty of WCFQ. CBFQ always limits a flow’s credit to be between zero and its maximum
packet length. This allows CBFQ to provide a hard bound on the weighted fairness index.
However, WCFQ allows a flow to accumulate credits without any hard limit. For exam-
ple, WCFQ allows the credit counter to become much larger due to a user having poor
channel conditions for several continuous scheduling intervals. This distinction provides the
flexibility to dynamically adjust scheduling decisions to channel conditions.
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Summary
The analysis is organized as follows. We first show the credit counter for a flow is upper
and lower bounded in Lemma 1, where the upper bound is related to the transmission
cost function. Then in Lemma 2, the received service of a flow during interval (t1, t2) is
expressed as a function of the credit values at t1 and t2. We then statistically bound the
proportional service discrepancy of any two flows in Theorem 1.

5.2.1 Lemma 1: Credits are bounded

The Idea for Lemma 1: We show the existence of a bound on the credits. The proof of
the lower bound (0 ≤ K) is trivial and follows directly from the algorithm (cf. table 5.3).
The upper bound is composed of the maximum packet length Lmax

i and the values of the
cost function Ui(p).

The intuitive approach is to look only at the single crucial step for the upper bound,
i.e. the single case where a flow’s credit is increased. In our proof this will be case I-i. Here
will will find the crucial bound of Ki(p + 1) ≤ Lmax

i + Ui(p). In all other cases credits are
either not modified, reset to 0 or decreased.

For the formal proof we have to show the bound holds for two flows and for multiple
events, hence we have to consider a range of scheduling events. Remember that the cost
function is a function of the varying channel conditions, hence the actual bound depends
on these dynamic values at all events. We address this by introducing the two events
p′ ≤ p. We show the existence of a p, p′ with the bounds as Lmax

i + Ui(p′). For the ease of
understanding the influence of the dynamic value U(p) the reader may image the special
case of a hard upper bounded cost function Umax. In a practical application there would
be a defined worst channel condition, where transmission is just possible at high resource
consumption. When using a constant cost function U(p, c) = U(c) for all events p and a
worst channel condition cmax, this defines Umax = U(cmax). This special case will be given
at the end of the section and we will see its deterministic bound. The proof is formulated
for the generalized case using Ui(p′).

Lemma 1 For any two flows i and j, ∃p′ ≤ p, such that their accumulated credits Ki(p+1)
and Kj(p + 1) are bounded for the events p and p′ by

0 ≤ Ki(p + 1) ≤ Lmax
i + Ui(p′)

0 ≤ Kj(p + 1) ≤ Lmax
j + Uj(p′)

To prove Lemma 1, we first show that bounds for an individual flow i exists, and then
prove that the inequality is synchronized for any two flows i and j from event p′.

Then proof is organized into four cases of potential scheduling behavior. We first dis-
tinguish the two cases (I and II) in the scheduling algorithm whether the considered flow is
scheduled or not and two subcases (i and ii) to resolve the max statement. The four cases of
credit manipulation are defined by the credit update rules and are depicted for an example
credit development of a hypothetical scheduling run in 5.4.

Proposition 1 For any flow i , ∃ p′ ≤ p, such that its accumulated credit count Ki(p + 1)
is bounded by

0 ≤ Ki(p + 1) ≤ Lmax
i + Ui(p′)
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creditsi

events p

case I-i case II-i case II-iicase I-ii

defined by credit 
update rules (b-d)

Figure 5.4: 4 algorithmic cases for the credit update rules (b-d)

Proof 1 The lower bound follows directly from the credit update rules. Credits are either
increased according to operation (b) in the scheduler specification of table 5.3, or decreased
to no lower than 0 according to operation (d). Thus 0 ≤ Ki(p + 1).

For the upper bound, the proof is separated into two cases (I and II) according to whether
or not flow i is scheduled after packet p’s transmission. In each of the two cases, we
distinguish two sub-cases (i and ii) regarding how the credit is updated. These sub-cases are
separated by the term Kfp+1(p) − Lfp+1(p), which drives the different interpretation of the
max statement in the two algorithm steps (b) and (d).

Case I - flow i is not scheduled: i 6= fp+1

This is the crucial case for the proof, because in this case, flow i’s credits may be
increased. We make use of the implications of the scheduling decision (a), where we
have

Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p) + Ufp+1(p)
φf

≤ Li(p)−Ki(p) + Ui(p)
φi

(5.2)

because we choose the scheduled flow fp+1 such that above’s term is minimal compared
to any other flow i. We next multiply by φi and add Ki(p) to obtain

Ki(p) +
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p) + Ufp+1(p)

φfp+1

φi ≤ Li(p) + Ui(p) (5.3)

We substitute Ki(p) by applying the credit update rule from step (b):

Ki(p) = Ki(p + 1)−max(0,
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p)

φfp+1

)φi
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Case I - i: max-interpretation Nr.1: Kfp+1(p)− Lfp+1(p) > 0
From 5.3 we get

Ki(p + 1)− Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p)
φfp+1

φi +
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p) + Ufp+1(p)

φfp+1

φi

≤ Li(p) + Ui(p)

We simplify and omit the U-term, because of the non-negative cost function
Ufp+1(p) ≥ 0. We further substitute Li by Lmax

i

Ki(p + 1) ≤ Li(p) + Ui(p)− Ufp+1(p)
φfp+1

φi

≤ Lmax
i + Ui(p) (5.4)

Case I - ii: max-interpretation Nr. 2: Kfp+1(p)− Lfp+1(p) ≤ 0
This is the trivial case, because the credit is not altered in step (b) and with
Ki(p + 1) = Ki(p) and we again have

Ki(p + 1) ≤ Lmax
i + Ui(p)

For Ki(p), the proof is the same as for Ki(p + 1). This backward process can be
done recursively until a packet p′ when

Case I-i: flow i is not scheduled and Kfp′+1
(p′)− Lfp′+1

(p′) < 0, or
Case II: flow i is scheduled which is dealt in Case II, or
Case trivial: flow i is not backlogged and the credit is reset to Ki(p′) = 0.

Case II - flow i is scheduled: i == fp+1,

As in Case I we know 5.2 from step (a).

As before we resolve the max-statements in step (d) by the term Kfp+1(p)−Lfp+1(p):

Case II - ii: max-interpretation Nr. 1: If Kfp+1(p) − Lfp+1(p) < 0, the credit
is reset to 0 in step (c): Kfp+1(p + 1) = 0, and Lemma 1 holds.

Case II - ii: max-interpretation Nr. 2: If Kfp+1(p) − Lfp+1(p) ≥ 0, then from
step (d) we have

Kfp+1(p + 1) = Kfp+1(p)− Lfp+1(p) ≤ Kfp+1(p). (5.5)

This is the less critical case, where a scheduled flow has its credits Kf reduced
after being scheduled.
Analogous to Case I, Ki(p) can be bounded recursively until a packet p′ when

Case II-i: flow i is scheduled and Kfp′+1
(p′)− Lfp′+1

(p′) < 0, or
Case I: flow i is not scheduled, or
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case trivial: flow i is not backlogged and the credit is reset to Ki(p′) = 0.

Proposition 1 holds for Cases I and II, where we have ∃ p′, s.t.

0 ≤ Ki(p + 1) ≤ Lmax
i + Ui(p′)

Proof of Lemma 1 from Proposition 1

To prove Lemma 1, we have first shown in proposition 1 that bounds for an individual flow
i hold. We now prove that the inequality is synchronized for any two flows i and j by
showing that the event p′ ≤ p exist and is synchronized for both.

The intuition of the proof for Lemma 1 using Proposition 1 is the following. We know
about the properties of flow i at event p′, that its credits

• either reduced during flow i is getting scheduled (Case II-i), or

• reset to 0, when flow i is non-backlogged (idle), or

• increased in compliance to Proposition 1 (Case I-i), cf. eq. 5.4.

.
Because the conditions on how to alter the credits are only conditioned by the actual

scheduled flow ifp′ , which is identical for the first case where neither flow i nor j is scheduled,
we synchronize both flows i and j, such that the bounds of Proposition 1 applies to the two
flows of Lemma 1.

The structure of the proof is similar to that in Proposition 1 using the following three
cases. The first two cases are where during regular operation both flows are continuously
backlogged and one of them is scheduled (case I) or none of them gets scheduled (case II).
Finally we look into case III, where either or both flows i and j are non-backlogged (trivial
case) and where credits become reset to 0.

Proof 2 For flow i an event p′ is selected when one of the following conditions is satisfied:

• Kfp′+1
(p′)− Lfp′+1

(p′) < 0, or

• flow i is not backlogged (credit becomes 0), or

• there is the trivial case where one or both flows become temporarily non-backlogged.

.

Case I: Both flows backlogged, none scheduled at p + 1 From the scheduling deci-
sion (a) we have, when neither flow i nor j is scheduled:

Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p) + Ufp+1(p)
φfp+1

≤ Li(p)−Ki(p) + Ui(p)
φi

and

Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p) + Ufp+1(p)
φfp+1

≤ Lj(p)−Kj(p) + Uj(p)
φj

;
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Ki(p) + φi
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p) + Ufp+1(p)

φfp+1

≤ Li(p) + Ui(p) and

Kj(p) + φj
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p) + Ufp+1(p)

φfp+1

≤ Lj(p) + Uj(p) (5.6)

As before we substitute Ki(p) and Kj(p) by applying the credit update rule from step
(b) and again consider two cases to resolve the max-statement. Note that the condition
is for both flows i and j the same, because a third flow fp+1 got scheduled:

Ki(p) = Ki(p + 1)−max(0, φi
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1

φfp+1(p)
);

Kj(p) = Kj(p + 1)−max(0, φj
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1

φfp+1(p)
);

Case I - i: max-interpretation Nr.1: Kfp+1(p)− Lfp+1(p) > 0

Ki(p) = Ki(p + 1)− φi
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1

φfp+1(p)
;

Kj(p) = Kj(p + 1)− φj
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1

φfp+1(p)
;

Now we replace Ki(p) and respectively for Kj(p) in 5.6:

Ki(p + 1)− φi
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1

φfp+1(p)
+ (5.7)

φi
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p) + Ufp+1(p)

φfp+1

≤ Li(p) + Ui(p);

With φi
Ufp+1

(p)

φfp+1
≥ 0:

Ki(p + 1) + φi
Ufp+1(p)

φfp+1

≤ Li(p) + Ui(p);

Ki(p + 1) ≤ Li(p) + Ui(p) ≤ Lmax
i + Ui(p);

(5.8)

With analogous steps for j we have for flow i and j

Ki(p + 1) ≤ Lmax
i + Ui(p); (5.9)

Kj(p + 1) ≤ Lmax
j + Uj(p); (5.10)

With 5.9 and 5.10 we have found a p′ = p according to Lemma 1.
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Case I - ii: max-interpretation Nr.2: Kfp+1(p)− Lfp+1(p) ≤ 0

Ki(p + 1) = Ki(p)
Kj(p + 1) = Kj(p)

We then continue searching for event p′ and continue the backward process recursively
until a packet p′ where either one of the following conditions is satisfied, which are
separately investigated below:

Case I-i: both flows backlogged, none of the flows i and j is scheduled and Lfp+1(p)−
Kfp+1(p) > 0.

Case II: flow i = fp+1 is scheduled and j is not scheduled.

Case III: trivial: one flow is non-backlogged.

Case II: Flow i is scheduled at p + 1 In this case at p + 1 flow i = fp+1 is scheduled
and j is not scheduled:

For the scheduled flow i we have from step (d):

Ki(p + 1) = max(0,Ki(p)− Li(p))

For the non-scheduled flow j we have from step (b):

Kj(p + 1) = Kj(p) + max(0, Li(p)−Ki(p)
φi

)φj

To resolve the max-statement again the conditions are for both equations just depen-
dent on the term Ki(p)− Li(p):

Case II - i: Ki(p)− Li(p) > 0 We directly get:

Ki(p + 1) = Ki(p)− Li(p) ≤ Ki(p)
Kj(p + 1) = Kj(p) + 0 ≤ Kj(p)

We then continue searching for event p′ and continue the backward process recursively
until a packet p′ where either of the conditions is satisfied:

Case I: both flows backlogged, none of the flows i and j is scheduled.

Case II-ii: flow i = fp+1 is scheduled and j is not scheduled and Ki(p)− Li(p) ≤ 0.

Case III: trivial: one flow is non-backlogged.
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Case II - ii: Ki(p)− Li(p) ≤ 0

Ki(p + 1) = 0

Kj(p + 1) = Kj(p) + (Li(p)−Ki(p)
φi

)φj

(5.11)

Again with Proposition 1 we have Kj(p + 1) ≤ Lmax
j + Uj(p′) and find such a p′ = p

with:

0 = Ki(p + 1) ≤ Lmax
i + Ui(p′) trivial.

(5.12)

Case III: A flow is non-backlogged (trivial case) We assume that flow i is non-backlogged
with analogous proof for the case that j or both flows are non-backlogged.

First with Proposition 1 we find a p′ where for flow j holds:

Kj(p + 1) ≤ Lmax
j + Uj(p′)

(5.13)

From the credit update rule a non-backlogged flow’s credit is reset to 0. Then, when
flow i is non-backlogged at p + 1 we directly have:

Ki(p + 1) = 0
Ki(p + 1) ≤ Lmax

i + Ui(p′) trivial.

(5.14)

and Lemma 1 holds for the case where one of the two flows becomes non-backlogged
at p + 1.

Considering all three cases, Lemma 1 holds.

5.2.2 Lemma 2: The Relation between Service to Credits

The Idea for Lemma 2: In Lemma 2 we will link the value of the credits Ki for flow i
with the experienced service αi.

We define our investigation to a duration (t1, t2). This approach is known from literature
for the tight fairness definitions of Max.-Min.-Fairness in the wireline world. Unlike the
long term wireless definitions, where fairness is just expected to be eventually reached we
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improve the fairness to a short term quality. Short term fairness means, our bounds on
service discrepancy hold for any duration, i.e. also for short durations.

Notice that Ki(p) does not change while packet p is being transmitted. Here we make
use of our definition that Ki(t) = Ki(p) if packet p is being transmitted at time t and such
we link events p with the considered duration.

The key idea of Lemma 2 is the relation between

• The service αi, the core of the fairness guarantee,

• the credits Ki(t1) at start time t1 and credits Ki(t2) at the interval’s end t2. These
terms we want to eliminate in the final guarantee.

• A third term. This term is only related to the sequence of actual scheduled flows and
is independent of a user’s individual history. Thereby we will also be able to eliminate
this term.

Lemma 2 Assume packets (1, · · · , p, · · · , P ), P ≥ 1 start transmitting during time period
(t1, t2). For any flow i continuously backlogged during (t1, t2), its received service αi(t1, t2)
during (t1, t2) can be expressed as:

Ki(t1) +
P∑

p=1

max
(

Lfp+1(p) −Kfp+1(p)

φfp+1

, 0
)

φi = αi(t1, t2) + Ki(t2)

Proof 3 First we consider the trivial case of inactivity. If no packet of flow i is served
during (t1, t2), the received service is αi(t1, t2) = 0. Lemma 2 expresses the iterated execution
of the credit updating rule (b) of the WCFQ scheduling algorithm. At the end the updated
credit Ki(t2) is the sum of the start value Ki(t2) and the iteration of (b).

In the case where some packet (p + 1) ∈ 2, · · · , P of flow i is served during (t1, t2), we
use the algorithm steps (b) and (d) to prove that Lemma 2 holds. We show that the credit
is updated and the service is increased such that Lemma 2 holds for each scheduling event
p. Therefore we distinguish two cases to resolve the max statement in the algorithm steps
(b) and (d), cf. table 5.3. We distinguish the cases by the term Kfp+1(p) − Lfp+1(p) which
is used in the algorithm’s max statement.

We show that Lemma 2 holds for the scheduled flow i = fp+1 during the critical schedul-
ing event in the interval (t1, t2) = (p, p+1). Therefore we analyze Lemma 2 for this interval:

Ki(p) + max(
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p)

φfp+1

, 0)φfp+1 = αi(p, p + 1) + Ki(p + 1) (5.15)

• Case I: if Kfp+1(p)− Lfp+1(p) ≤ 0, then:

– the credit is updated in scheduling step (d) as Kfp+1(p + 1) = 0.

– the service αi(p) is increased by the served HOL packet length Lfp+1(p).
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We show eq. 5.15 holds, by substituting αi(p) and Ki(p + 1):

Ki(p) + max(
Lfp+1(p) −Kfp+1(p)

φfp+1

, 0)φfp+1 = Lfp+1(p) + 0 (5.16)

The left part of eq. 5.16 equals Lfp+1(p). We use the assumptions from case to elimi-
nating the max-statement:

Ki(p) + max(
Lfp+1(p) −Kfp+1(p)

φfp+1

, 0)φfp+1 = Ki(p) +
Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p)

φfp+1

φfp+1

= Ki(p) + Lfp+1(p) −Kfp+1(p)
= Lfp+1(p) (5.17)

Eq. 5.15 holds for Case I.

• Case II: if Kfp+1(p)− Lfp+1(p) > 0, then:

– the credit is updated in scheduling step (d) as: Kfp+1(p+1) = Kfp+1(p)−Lfp+1(p)

– the service αi(p) is increased by the served HOL packet length Lfp+1(p).

– the max-statement in eq. 5.15 collapses in scheduling step (d) to 0

Equivalent to Case I we show by substitution with above’s terms for eq. 5.15:

Kfp+1(p) + max(
Lfp+1(p) −Kfp+1(p)

φfp+1

, 0)φfp+1 = αi(p, p + 1) + Ki(p + 1)

Kfp+1(p) + 0 = Lfp+1(p) + Kfp+1(p)− Lfp+1(p)
(5.18)

Thus, for all all events p from equations eq. (5.16, 5.17) and eq. (5.18), Lemma 2 holds.

5.2.3 The Statistical Fairness Guarantee

The Idea for Theorem 1: In Theorem 1 we combine Lemma 1 and 2 to a probabilistic
statement on the amount of service discrepancy between two flows (the fairness criteria).
We show that the probability of a fairness violation (expressed by x) is dependent on a
term depending on the cost function. This forms the analytical base for the later approach
of fairness design by cost function engineering.

The proof uses the fact that the definition of the service discrepancy eliminates the
complex term from Lemma 2, which becomes identical for two flows when weighted by φi.
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Theorem 1 Assume packets p′i, p′j in(1, · · · , P ), P ≥ 1 start transmitting during any time
period (t1, t2). For any two flows i and j continuously backlogged over (t1, t2), we have the
statistical fairness guarantee, that the service discrepancy of two flows does not exceed the
fairness bound of x ∈ IR, s.t.

Pr

(
|αi(t1, t2)

φi
− αj(t1, t2)

φj
| ≥ Lmax

i + x

φi
+

Lmax
j + x

φj

)

≤ Pr

(
Ui(p′i)

φi
+

Uj(p′j)
φj

≥ x

φi
+

x

φj

)
(5.19)

Proof 4 If no packets start transmitting during (t1, t2), Theorem 1 holds. Otherwise, from
Lemma 2, we have for the service αi(t1, t2)

αi(t1, t2) = Ki(t1) +
P∑

p=1

max
(

Lfp+1(p)−Kfp+1(p)
φfp+1

, 0
)

φi −Ki(t2) (5.20)

We now apply the key idea of this proof from Lemma 2 and relate the service (discrepancy)
to the credits. In the first step we eliminate the complex term of the max statement in eq.
5.20. This is possible because of two properties of this term:

• when the service α expressed by 5.20 is weighted in eq. 5.19 the weights φi, φj eliminate
around the max-statement.

• Afterwards the two sum-of-max terms are only a function of the actual scheduled
events fp. When computing the difference of αi and αj in eq. 5.19 the middle term
is eliminated and we get a simple term of the credits for the service difference.

As a result the service discrepancy in eq. 5.19 is as follows only a function of the credits
and further simplified using the triangle inequality:

|αi(t1, t2)
φi

− αj(t1, t2)
φj

|

= |Ki(t1)−Ki(t2)
φi

− Kj(t1)−Kj(t2)
φj

|

≤ |Ki(t1)−Ki(t2)
φi

|+ |Kj(t1)−Kj(t2)
φj

|

≤ |max(Ki(t1),Ki(t2))
φi

|+ |max(Kj(t1),Kj(t2))
φj

| (5.21)

Now we apply Lemma 1. We know that the maximum value of a credit is bounded by
maximum packet length and the relevant const function value during scheduling operation.
Hard Fairness Bounds

If the cost function is upper limited, we know that the credits will ultimately outrule the
cost function in the scheduling decision. In this case, where the transmission cost is upper
bounded, the fairness can be statistical hard guaranteed. For example, if the cost function
Ui of any flow i satisfies Ui < Umax, we have from Proposition 1:
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Ki(p + 1) ≤ Lmax
i + Umax

And thus we can hard limit the probability of a service violation from eq. 5.21 :

Pr(|αi(t1, t2)
φi

− αj(t1, t2)
φj

| ≥ Lmax
i + Umax

φi
+

Lmax
j + Umax

φj
) = 0 (5.22)

Statistical Fairness

Without a hard upper limit on the cost function, we have from Lemma 1 that ∃ p′i, p′j
such that

|αi(t1, t2)
φi

− αj(t1, t2)
φj

| ≤ Lmax
i + Ui(p′i)

φi
+

Lmax
j + Uj(p′j)

φj
(5.23)

When we introduce the service discrepancy x, we reformulate the inequality as a proba-
bilistic statement.

Pr

(
|αi(t1, t2)

φi
− αj(t1, t2)

φj
| ≥ Lmax

i + x

φi
+

Lmax
j + x

φj

)

≤ Pr

(
Ui(p′i)

φi
+

Uj(p′j)
φj

≥ x

φi
+

x

φj

)

The idea of the last transformation is based on the observation that for a random variable
Y the comparison or the probabilities against two bounds a and b with a, b ∈ R and a ≤ b
trivially holds:

Pr(a ≥ Y ) ≤ Pr(b ≥ Y ) (5.24)

We substitute the bounds a and b while a ≤ b because of 5.23. We further substitute Y
with a term of x.

a = |αi(t1, t2)
φi

− αj(t1, t2)
φj

| (5.25)

b =
Ui(p′i)

φi
+

Uj(p′j)
φj

(5.26)

Y =
Lmax

i + x

φi
+

Lmax
j + x

φj
(5.27)

Then with 5.24 we have
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Pr(|αi(t1, t2)
φi

− αj(t1, t2)
φj

| ≥ Y ) ≤ Pr(
Ui(p′i)

φi
+

Uj(p′j)
φj

≥ Y )

We now substitute Y . Then we move the inner term Lmax
j ≥ 0 to the left hand of the

inner inequality.

Pr(|αi(t1, t2)
φi

− αj(t1, t2)
φj

| ≥ Lmax
i + x

φi
+

Lmax
j + x

φj
) (5.28)

≤ Pr(
Ui(p′i)

φi
+

Uj(p′j)
φj

≥ Lmax
i + x

φi
+

Lmax
j + x

φj
)

= Pr(
Ui(p′i)

φi
+

Uj(p′j)
φj

− Lmax
i

φi
− Lmax

j

φj
) ≥ x

φi
+

x

φj
)

Now we again apply 5.24 to eliminate Lmax
j ≥ 0.

Pr(
Ui(p′i)

φi
+

Uj(p′j)
φj

− Lmax
i

φi
− Lmax

j

φj
) ≥ x

φi
+

x

φj
) ≤ Pr(

Ui(p′i)
φi

+
Uj(p′j)

φj
≥ x

φi
+

x

φj
)

Which simplifies 5.28 to Theorem 1:

Pr(|αi(t1, t2)
φi

− αj(t1, t2)
φj

| ≥ Lmax
i + x

φi
+

Lmax
j + x

φj
)

≤ Pr(
Ui(p′i)

φi
+

Uj(p′j)
φj

≥ x

φi
+

x

φj
) (5.29)

Summary
With Theorem 1 we have a general indication of what kind of fairness - in terms of
service discrepancy - to expect, given that information about a specific system is available.
Specifically we need to know the statistic nature of the actual channel and the applied
cost function U(c). The beauty of Theorem 1 is that the actual internals of the WCFQ
algorithm - the algorithm and the credits - are eliminated for the analytical evaluation.
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5.3 Analytical Fairness Design

For the practical application of the fairness analysis bounds, a network operator will ques-
tion: ”How should I design the cost function such that I can achieve certain fairness guar-
antees?” In other words, given the desired statistical fairness requirements and channel
distribution, what transmission cost function U(c) should we define?

5.3.1 Emulation of WRR

When we set the transmission cost to zero, the scheduler degenerates to CBFQ and Theorem
1 becomes a hard fairness guarantee. More precisely, for any x, x ≥ 0, the following equation
holds for U(c) = 0.

Pr

(
|αi(t1, t2)

φi
− αj(t1, t2)

φj
| ≥ Lmax

i + x

φi
+

Lmax
j + x

φj

)

≤ Pr

(
Ui

φi
+

Uj

φj
≥ x

φi
+

x

φj

)

≤ Pr

(
0 ≥ x

φi
+

x

φj

)

= 0.

Therefore, for the special case of x = 0, we have that

Pr

(
|αi(t1, t2)

φi
− αj(t1, t2)

φj
| ≥ Lmax

i

φi
+

Lmax
j

φj

)
= 0

which is indeed the traditional “deterministic” fairness index associated with WRR-fairness
wire-line schedulers, hence fairness is only limited by the inherit scheduling granularity
described by the maximum packet length.

5.3.2 No Guarantees for a Best-channel Scheduler

The alternate extreme to WRR-scheduling is to assign extremely high transmission cost
functions such that the current channel condition will dominate any credits, thus making
WCFQ simply select the user with the best channel without regard to fairness. With
no upper bound on the cost function U , we are unable to provide fairness guarantees in
WCFQ. This is the expected result from this scheduling approach, where fairness is not
quantitatively accounted in the scheduling decision.

5.3.3 Identical Cost Functions and Independent Channel Conditions

Usually we will find for most systems that the cost function U(c) is a statically defined
function. Given that we do not have a priory information about users’ channel conditions,
we may want to assume the channel variations are independent and identical.

With identical and independent distribution (i.i.d.) for the channel conditions, this
translates to the cost function Ui(p′i). Let the random variable Ui denote the transmission
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cost for flow i. With an i.i.d. transmission cost function in each time slot, we then have the
following corollary.

Corollary 1 For any two flows i and j continuously backlogged over any interval (t1, t2)
with the random variables Ui and Uj for the cost function, we have the following fairness
guarantee:

Pr

(
|αi(t1, t2)

φi
− αj(t1, t2)

φj
| ≥ Lmax

i + x

φi
+

Lmax
j + x

φj

)

≤ Pr

(
Ui

φi
+

Uj

φj
≥ x

φi
+

x

φj

)

Proof 5 Follows directly from Theorem 1 with the i.i.d. assumption.

5.3.4 Cost Function Design Framework

Modern applications are designed to cope with a certain amount of delay, jitter and loss in
today’s packet data networks. Here we assume that it is possible to specify the application
requirements as a statistical fairness requirements and use this information to design a
suited cost function.

See fig. 5.5 for an overview of the approach. The input for the cost function design
are the distribution of the channel conditions (left graph) and the statistical fairness re-
quirements (right graph). These requirements should be as relaxed as possible, i.e. the
probability of a violation of fairness discrepancy x should be as high as possible to allow for
opportunistic scheduling. At the same time they must be chosen to be fair enough, i.e. as
low as necessary, from the service specific QoS requirements and the QoS architecture. This
way a high level of opportunistic behavior may be expected from WCFQ while guaranteeing
the statistical fairness requirements.

Note that the channel conditions are dictated by the wireless transmission technology
and the field and mobility scenario. These channel conditions could come from field mea-
surements or a physical layer model.

Summary
WCFQ is a scheduling proposal which allows to combine fairness and opportunistic behav-
ior in a flexible way. Given statistical fairness requirements can be achieved for a specific
system, when a suited cost function can be found.

5.3.5 Application Example to GPRS-specific Channel Conditions

Next we demonstrate an example based on GPRS-specific channel conditions. For this
example of discrete channel conditions we first compute the theoretical bounds. Then
we derive a cost function from hypothetical fairness requirements. Finally we compare
predicted fairness with the simulation results.

GPRS offers a discrete set of coding schemes, cf. sec. 4.3.2. Every CS allows for a certain
payload, cf. table 5.7. The problem of appropriate coding scheme selection is controlled
by the autonomously operating coding-scheme-switching algorithm. The algorithm is not
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Figure 5.5: Design example for U(c) from statistical service and channel requirements

standardized. Details on scheduling and the mapping to GPRS time-slots are found in [32].
For this analysis we consider an algorithm with idealized channel quality prediction.

We map the GPRS-specific channel to our model, such that we normalize the range
of channel conditions to ci(t) ∈ (0, 1). We retain our convention that throughput is de-
fined as (1 − ci(t)) and reversely design the appropriate channel conditions to match the
GPRS-specific throughput definitions for each coding scheme. Therefore we normalize all
throughput assumptions in tab. 5.7 such that the best coding scheme (CS-4) is associated
with 100% of the maximum throughput. CS-4 has the best possible channel condition of 0
cost units.

The worst channel condition is reserved for cases where no transmission is possible at
all, i.e. when a failure during transmission has probability 1. This case is associated with
the worst possible channel condition of 1, respectively with the case of 0 throughput. Table
5.7 lists all coding schemes, the associated ci and a sample set of probabilities for each
coding scheme.

To simplify the notation of equations we assume identical weights φi = φj = 1 for the
fairness among two flows. GPRS uses an RLC protocol hence the length of a MAC frame
is fixed to 1.

Application 1: analytical computation of CDF of service discrepancy

Let us assume a few wireless scenarios, where we have different distributions of the channel
conditions, each identical and independent distributed for each user.

The probabilities for the coding scheme selections are given by corollary 1, which bounds
the absolute service difference. With the substitution of z = 2x we have:
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Pr(|αi(t1, t2)− αj(t1, t2)| ≥ z + 2) ≤ Pr(Ui + Uj ≥ z) (5.30)

Let Ci be the random variable for the channel condition ci for user i. Let {Ci = mk}
for k = 1, ..., 5 be the assumed probabilities for the GPRS-specific events (cf. tab. 5.7).

We compute the probability of Pr{Ui + Uj = x} from eq. 5.30, as the convolution of
the independent probability density functions Cj , Ci. For the cost function of the channel
condition we set U(c) = β c:

Pr{Ui + Uj = y} = Pr{βCi + βCj = y}
=

∑

mi+mj=x/β

Pr({Ci = mi})Pr({Cj = mj}) (5.31)

For the CDF we compute

Pr{Ui + Uj ≥ z + 2)} = 1− Pr{Ci + Cj <
z

β
}

= 1−
∑

x<z/β

∑
mi+mj=x

p(mi)p(mj)

= 1−
∑
x<z

∑

mi+mj=x/β

p(mi)p(mj) (5.32)

From eq. 5.31 we compute the discrete CDF for the event {Ci + Cj ≥ z + 2}. The CDF
is depicted in fig. 5.6 for 3 different probabilities p(mk) given in brackets in the figure. The
three examples show how different statistical channel models influence the CDF. A different
CDF leads to different statistical fairness guarantees, respectively to different requirements
for the cost function.

We see from the graph that the fairness bound is smaller, hence more rigorous, for
the probability set p(m[1,...,5]]) = [35, 20, 20, 20, 5] compared to the two alternate sets. The
result can be interpreted as the following. For the cost function U(c) = c the probability of
a fairness violation larger than (z + 2) for z = 2 is 0. For a two flow scheduling system a
maximum scheduling drift of only 4 time slots compared to the best possible fairness of 2
time slots with CBFQ is a good result. The degradation of the deterministic fairness bound
from 2 time slots to 4 time slots is hardly significant for real applications.

Application 2: Influence of the cost function

Note that the previous analysis stressed the influence of p(m) for a static cost function
U(c) = c. Next we analyze how for a given p(m) the cost function is designed to achieve
a required level of fairness guarantee. The probability set is now fixed, cf. table 5.7. The
graph shows the computational results of eq. 5.32 for β values of [1, 2, 3]. As expected
from the formula β scales the CDF along the abscissa. The larger the cost function -
respectively β - the less rigid the guaranteed statistical fairness bound is. Let us assume a
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service requires a certain statistical fairness bound g(z), which was derived by application
tests. For given g(z) it is then possible to find a cost function with an upper bound for this
g(z)-defined service requirements. In our example of the linear cost function we can find
the WCFQ-optimal βopt with eq. 5.32 as:

βopt = max(β), ∀z, Pr{Ui + Uj ≥ z + 2)} ≤ g(z) (5.33)

For an example on deterministic fairness bounds let us consider a fairness bound of
g(z) = 0 for z > v, and 1 otherwise (a simple step function). Then find the optimal
parameter βopt as:

βopt = max(β), 1−
∑
x<v

∑

mi+mj=x/β

p(mi)p(mj) ≤ 0 (5.34)

Note that finding the optimal cost function is a non-trivial task. In this example we as-
sumed only the simple case of a linear cost function U(c) = βc, which significantly simplifies
the search for the optimal cost function.

Application 3: Comparison of analytical and simulation results

Now let us again assume the a specific channel, with the probabilities for each CS given in
table 5.7. We compare the simulation results with the GPRS analytical fairness bounds.
For the simulation we create a CM for the assumed distribution of coding schemes. The
CS are uniformly distributed with the given probabilities in tab. 5.7. We simulate four
equally weighted flows. Simulation time is 104 time slots. We vary the cost functions for
β = (2, 4, 6, 8) and compare the theoretical bound with the actual experienced fairness
violations from the simulations.

The simulation is depicted for the maximum unfairness. The theoretical bound applies
to all intervals (t1, t2). We benchmark our simulation against various window sizes and
for any pair of flows i, j. Note that larger window sizes are generally more forgiving in a
fairness analysis due to averaging effects. For a large window the probability increases that
channel conditions compensate for each other within this window. Also note that on the
other hand small window sizes have an upper limit on the maximum amount of unfairness.
E.g. a maximum window of 8 TS may never result in unfairness more than 8 TS for any
pair of flows. The theoretical fairness bound has to statistically hold for any window size
and for any pair. We evaluate the simulation for the windowsize = [2− 32] time slots and
every pair of flows and plot the worst case.

Fig. 5.8 shows four subplots for 4 cases of different cost functions. Each of the plots
show the theoretically derived bound from eq. 5.32. The bar graph shows the histogram of
of the simulation results. Inline with the theoretical predictions, higher cost functions result
in less statistical fairness. The probability of events with unfairness larger than z(abscissa),
increase for the larger β-values (lower subgraphs).

Note that for increasing cost functions the theoretical boarder becomes increasingly
conservative compared to the simulation results. Ultimately large cost functions will finally
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approximate the best-channel scheduling discipline, without any fairness bound from the
analytical bounds. Nonetheless simulations with the uniform distribution of channel con-
ditions eventually result in asymptotic fairness even with a best-channel scheduler. This is
the qualitative difference between short term and asymptotic fairness.

The system efficiency is listed in table 5.8. The benchmark is WRR-scheduling. The
predictable and limited loss of fairness is rewarded by a significant overall system perfor-
mance gain of approximately 30% for β = 1 and 40% for β = 8. Note that actual channel
models show less variation of the channel and that actual link adaptation mechanism usually
switch on slower time scales, resulting in smaller performance improvement.

Summary
We have shown how WCFQ can be applied to a wireless channel with GPRS properties.
In our example at operator wants to provide a service with a statistical fairness guarantee.
The radio cell supports GPRS on 4 slots and the average link capacity of 150kbps. The
service difference shall be less than 4 slots with a probability better than 40%. Using our
framework and QCFQ we have shown for a scenario of two users that a cost function of
U(c) = 3c supports the required level of QoS, cf. fig. 5.7. As a result our simulations have
indicated a potential system efficiency improvement of 20% compared to non-opportunistic
WRR-scheduling. See the next section for extensive studies with our generic channel
model.

Coding-
Scheme k

mk throughput
[kbps]

Pr({Ci = mk}) = p(mi)

k=1: CS-4 0 21.4 30
k=2: CS-3 0.2710 15.6 25
k=3: CS-2 0.3738 13.4 20
k=4: CS-1 0.5771 9.05 20
k=5: n.a. 1 0 5

Table 5.7: Hypothetical Layer-2 throughput of GPRS coding schemes and modeling of
discrete channel conditions for the respective throughput values

β 0 (WRR) 1 2 4 8 ∞
relative gain in % to WRR 0 30.1916 32.6674 39.1967 40.2664 40.5585

Table 5.8: Experimental efficiency improvement for for 4 different cost function settings
β ∈ [1, 2, 4, 8]
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Chapter 6

Performance Studies

In this chapter we quantify the performance for opportunistic scheduling by simulation.
The analysis is done for various channel models and system parameters. We do not use
actual system traces or complex channel simulations here, but the set of formally defined
random processes from sec 4.6.2. This way all experiments in this chapter can be repeated.

The effects on fairness and system performance is analyzed with the metrics defined in
sec. 4.5. Fairness Analysis is done for asymptotic as well as short-term horizons.

The experienced fairness of a scheduler depends primarily on three influences:

• the scheduler’s fairness design, modelled as β-parameter,

• the channel model and

• the offered load from active flows.

The influence of bursty traffic sources is a general packet multiplexing problem and is
well investigated in literature [49]. These effects are included in our end-to-end packet simu-
lations in sec. 7.3. In this section we concentrate on the genuine influences for opportunistic
scheduling.

We investigate the influence of the channel model, which is not under control of the
wireless network. The channel is dependent on users’ mobility and the applied wireless
transmission technology. For various channel models, we then analyze the influence of the
fairness design, which is under control from the network operator.

We divide the analysis in four sections:

Sec. 6.1: the asymptotic fairness analysis for various β-parameters.

Sec. 6.2: the short-term fairness analysis, with regard to effects from the scheduler’s fair-
ness design and the experienced channel conditions.

Sec. 6.3: the service difference of throughput and access share fairness.

Sec. 6.4: the analysis of efficiency improvements with regard to various fairness design
and channel conditions.

127
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Overview of Simulation Setup

All simulations are performed and evaluated for a fixed time-slotted system with a single
scheduling allocation per slot. Simulations are run for 10000 time slots unless otherwise
stated. For the efficiency studies we explore the effect of WCFQ scheduling on total system
efficiency in terms of throughput, where the throughput at transmission epoch t is given by
1− ci(t).

For the statistical analysis each simulation is repeated 30 times. We consider a scenario
of four constantly backlogged flows. The scenes are composed to investigate three different
aspects, the influence of the (ability to measure) fast channel variations, the amount of
mobility and finally the effects for various cost functions. The cost function is implemented
as a β-modulated linear cost function of the channel condition. β ranges exponentially with
the values [0, 31,...,16,∞]. Recall that the extreme settings of 0 and ∞ represent the two
classical scheduling disciplines of WRR scheduling respectively the best-channel scheduling
discipline. The performance data from our extensive simulation studies are summarized in
the appendix. Additional animations are available for download via the Internet at [34].

Recall for the simulations that our channel models are using two parameters d and w.
Wireless transmission technology differs in the ability to measure and predict the varying
channel conditions and in the ability to adapt the transmission technique. The channel con-
ditions are an important factor that influence overall system gain for a given cost function,
as more widely varying channel conditions provide the scheduler with increased opportu-
nities to select high throughput users. We use the parameterization from eq. 4.13 in the
considered channel models from sec. 4.6.2 to reflect these differences. The w-parameter
tunes the amount of short-term channel variations. This is dictated from the radio stan-
dard and how it allows to exploit its specific channel measurements and link adaptation
algorithm. We further use the distance related d-parameter to investigate the amount and
patterns of mobility.

6.1 Asymptotic Fairness Analysis

We first analyze asymptotic fairness. We question how much total service did a flow receive
over an extended monitoring horizon, in our case over simulation time. We intentionally
choose a difficult scenario with a large cost function to show extreme scheduling behavior
with little fairness.

We start with a worst case channel model, CM4(1) with four competing flows. Here
we find two static mobiles at different channel conditions (0.2 and 0.8) and two linear
increasing/decreasing mobiles. There is no fading on the channel, which makes it difficult
for the opportunistic scheduler to exploit any variation. This channel conditions lead to
the worst asymptotic unfairness of all considered channel models. Other channel models
with increased amount of channel fading and mobility scenarios of similar average channel
conditions always perform better under all cost function settings.

We begin our studies over two short periods of 1000 slots each. The first period is
composed of the CM4(1) channel model. After 1000 time slots we add a second period
where we freeze the channel conditions to a uniform level for all four mobiles of 0.5. The
considered model is shown in fig. 6.1.a). During this second period we monitor how fast the
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scheduler converges to asymptotic fairness.
Asymptotic unfairness is experienced for larger cost functions only. For small cost

functions the short-term fairness - and hence the asymptotic fairness - is good (fair) and
the cumulated service metric plot closely approximates the QoS optimal service in 6.1.b).
Find more examples in the appendix in fig. C.2 for channel model CM1(2) and for various
cost functions.
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Figure 6.1: Simulation scenario for a sequence of two channel models: first CM4(1) followed
by static, identical conditions

Here we depict an example cost function of β = 500. In relation to the short monitoring
interval of 1000 time slots, this is a large cost function with high potential for unfairness.
In fig. 6.1.b) we show the cumulated media access CumTS

i (t) for all four flows. The flows
with better channel conditions initially receive more service, cf. time 0-250 for flow 1 and
flow 2. Flow 4 with the worst channel, initially receives no service until time slot 600. Then
the QoS criteria forces the WCFQ scheduler to grant service to flow 4, although its channel
still has the worst channel conditions. The increased amount of service for flow 3 and 4
reduce the amount of service granted to the leading flows. Until the end of period 1 (1000
slots), the unfairness is not yet fully compensated. Flow 1 and 2 receive approx. 400 slots
of media access, while flow 3 and 4 have received approx. 100 slots. We conclude: For high
cost functions of β = 500, the asymptotic fairness at time 1000 is poor. If this extreme
channel model has to be considered as a relevant operational scenario and if asymptotic
fairness over a 1000 time slot interval is a QoS requirement, the considered cost function of
β = 500 leads to inappropriately extreme opportunistic behavior; the cost function has to
be reduced by the operator.

Influence of the cost function

Next we analyze the influence of the cost function on asymptotic fairness. Higher cost
functions stress the importance of the channel conditions and lead to higher asymptotic
unfairness.
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See fig. 6.2.a), where we show the cumulated service for the single flow 4. For small cost
functions, e.g. β = 10, the cumulated service is the aforementioned good short-term and
asymptotic fairness, expressed by the linear increase of the service. Higher cost function lead
to increasingly higher potential unfairness (at time slot 1000) and to a slower convergence
once the channel conditions change. See the annotated plots for 4 different cost functions
β = 10, 100, 500, 1000.

Convergence of credits

Fig. 6.2.b) accompanies the analysis by a plot of how the credits change over time. The
credits are used internally in the WCFQ algorithm and increase, if a flow receives no service.
Note that higher cost functions potentially lead to higher credits, during the first period,
where the channel conditions differ between the flows.

In the second period we fix the channel conditions to a static value of 0.5 for all flows. We
now monitor how well (fast) the WCFQ scheduling algorithm achieves asymptotic fairness,
i.e. forces all flows to reach the perfect line. In fig. 6.1.b) we see all four flows converge for
the β = 500 cost function. Perfect asymptotic fairness is achieved at time 1600 slots.

In fig. 6.2.b) the credits decay linearly. Different initial unfairness at time 1000 lead
to different time scales during the convergence process. Once the channel conditions are
switched to an equal value (slot 1000), there is no more channel variations for WCFQ to
exploit. We can monitor the influence of the credits on QoS performance. The credits decay
to 0, while the cumulated service converges to the asymptotic fairness. The higher credits
result in the expanded adaptation horizon. Once the credits are levelled for all flows, the
asymptotic fairness is maintained for the system. The credits provide an indication of how
fair an actual system is.
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Figure 6.2: Asymptotic fairness analysis for β = 10, 100, 500, 1000.
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The monitoring period for asymptotic fairness

Fig. 6.1.b) illustrates the importance of the monitoring interval for the interpretation of
asymptotic fairness. The very identical simulation can be analyzed at e.g. time slot 500,
1000 or 1500. At time 500 the asymptotic fairness is the worst possible. WCFQ has yet not
granted any service to flow 2. At time 1000 we see some improvement, yet the difference
between flows is unacceptable. At time 1500 we see the strength of WCFQ to force the
convergence towards asymptotic fairness. From fig. 6.2.a) we see that higher cost functions
require sufficiently long monitoring periods to maintain asymptotic fairness.

We conclude that for the considered cost function and channel model there is a minimum
monitoring period to investigate the asymptotic fairness. That period has to match service
specific requirements. We expand the simulation time to 10000 time slots for the future
analysis, which equals e.g. 10 seconds for a 10 ms scheduling interval, as it is used in
UMTS-DSCH. For system with slow channel variations a period of several minutes may be
required to get acceptable fairness levels for opportunistic scheduling.

Influence of the channel model

We refer to the appendix for a comparison of asymptotic fairness under various channel
models. The figures in sec. B compare the asymptotic fairness using the Cum(T )-metric
for four flows over simulation time 10000 slots. We use a visualization of bar graphs for the
multi-scene analysis. Each graph is for a different channel model. Each graph contains the
results for a range of cost functions from β = 0..∞. Every bar represents a scene, every
segment shows Cumi(T ) for flow i = 1 · · · 4. The lower subgraph shows the access service,
the upper part shows the throughput service.

For the sinusoidal channel model CM1(2), cf. eq. 4.13, we see that most segments
of the media access are of equal size for a broad range of cost functions. This means
that the asymptotic fairness is generally good, unless the cost function is extremely high,
approximating the best-channel-discipline (the right most bar). Note that CM1 has a per
flow mean channel condition of 0.5, cf. tab. 4.6. CM3 has also a mean channel condition of
0.5 averaged over all flows, but the individual mean channel conditions per flow vary. The
difference among the flows’ mean channel condition is also visualized in the Appendix in
fig. B.1. We see that for the high cost function settings the asymptotic fairness among flows
is worse for CM3 compared to CM1 and CM5. The reason are the sustained differences
among users in the channel conditions.
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Summary
Asymptotic fairness is well achieved:

• for all channel models in combination with small cost functions,

• for those channel models with moderate sustained differences in combination with
small to medium cost functions,

• except for those channel models with significant sustained differences and for large
cost functions.

• The longer the monitoring horizon for asymptotic fairness, the better the fairness
(unless β = inf).

6.2 Short Term Fairness Analysis

In this section we evaluate the short term fairness under the influence from various cost
functions and under various channel models. We use the two metrics:

• the Avg-metric to get a detailed view of the short-term fairness for the single-scene
case.

• the Diff -metric to get a comparative view of short-term fairness for a wide-range of
cost functions and channel models.

6.2.1 Single-Scene Analysis

In the previous asymptotic fairness analysis we got some first insight into the temporal
behavior of WCFQ from the Cum(t)-metric. Because the WCFQ asymptotic fairness is
very good for most parameters and channel models, the cumulated service metric for most
scenes look indistinguishable. this makes the visualization of Cum(t) for the short term
analysis difficult.

The differences among flows and among different scenes are more clearly noticeable using
the Avg-metric, cf. Def. in sec. 4.5. For a given averaging period the Avg-metric computes
the mean service over a given averaging period per flow. Fig. 6.3 compares the Avg-metric
and the Cum-metric for a single-scene and a single flow. See the appendix, fig. C.3-C.5 for
an elaborate presentation of examples of the Cum-metric and the Avg-metric.

We compare the short term fairness for each of four flows under various cost functions.
We see that for small cost functions, e.g. β = 10, all flows receive virtually identical media
access service. With increasing cost functions the channel conditions of each flow influence
the service of each flow towards the service of a best-channel scheduling discipline. The
short term fluctuations are hardly recognizable in the Cum-metric, but very well reflected
in the Avg-metric.

For the comparison we use a 120 time slots averaging period. This translates to a
statistical average of 30 time slots as the expected average access service for each flow. This
average over time is well achieved for β = 1 and β = 10, cf. fig. C.3-C.4. In fig. C.5
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for β = 1000 the asymptotic service Cum(T) is sufficiently fair for all flows, yet the short
term variations are more clearly noticeable in the Avg-metric. We include a plot of the
channel model in the right column to show how the channel model drives the opportunistic
scheduling decision.

In fig. 6.3 we display the short term analysis metrics for flow 4 and a cost functions
of β = 1000. There are significant short term variations for the considered 120 time slots
averaging window. These variations are difficult to quantify in the Cum-metric expression.
Refer to the appendix for the examples for three cost functions (10,100,1000) and for all
four flows. The figure of the channel condition to the right of each subgraph supports the
analysis. The slow mobility variation from flow 1 lead to a more stable performance for this
flow. Not so for flow 4, where the fast mobility leads to exaggerated short term fluctuations.

Flow 4 has the most channel variations. When the channel is good (low cost) the access
share fairness shows a high peak and about 70 slots are scheduled. For high β-values we see
that a flow’s Avg-metric is down, once the channel condition is worse than the other flows.

Please find more elaborate examples in the appendix section C. In fig. C.6 the short
term variations are noticeable for higher cost functions, yet the smooth channel variations
in channel model CM1 lead to acceptable short term performance. The more rapid and
substantial changes in CM5 lead to more radical short term fluctuations in fig. C.7.
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Figure 6.3: Temporal fairness analysis for CM1(2), flow 4, β = 1000.

6.2.2 Multi-Scene Short Term Analysis

The fairness bounds of WCFQ are controlled by the aforementioned β-modulated cost
function. In Figure 6.4 we illustrate the dynamics of WCFQ’s fairness. We use the diff
metric for the multi-scene short term fairness analysis from sec. 4.5.3. We run a extensive
number of 28 simulations for each of the 18 channel models. The cost function range is
[0, 31,...,13,∞] with a step width of 0.5 to support smooth transitions between the scenes in
the visualization. Recall the Diff -metric definition for short term fairness analysis from sec.
4.5.5. We map the Diff -metric to a color code to express the short term fairness against a
benchmark. Dark colors express less short term fairness.

As benchmark we use the expected amount of WRR service. For media access fairness
this depends on the number of users N and the individual weights φi. In WRR a single flow
i should receive over an averaging window size of k-slots a fair media access service of k φi∑N

j φj

slots. For throughput service definition, the benchmark function requires assumptions about
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Figure 6.4: WCFQ: short term fairness analysis for CM1(3) and β = 0, 3.[1..13],∞

the expected average throughput per flow. We designed our channel models such, that the
average channel condition is 0.5. This holds for all considered channel models, cf. tab
4.6. Therefore we set the TP-benchmark at the average expected throughput 0.5 k;φi∑N

j φj
. We

normalize the diff -metric by the window size k. This leads to the relative share service
share at each instance t. There is a legend to the right of the graph of the color code.
We evaluate fairness for a fixed monitoring window of 80 time slots. The benchmark is
the comparison with the WRR scheduling performance, which is for a 4 flows scenario an
average of 20 slots per flow. The color encoded unfairness ranges from white for 0 unfairness
(at least the same amount of service compared to WRR) to a maximum of 20 time slots in
black (no service granted within the monitoring window of 80 slots). The average channel
condition is 0.5, which made us use a throughput-benchmark of 10 throughput units (for a
WRR-benchmark of 20 time slots).

In fig. 6.4 we show the performance for Channel model CM1(3). We show the Diff -
metric for both service aspects. First of all we recognize that both metrics are closely
related. Less media access service naturally leads to low less throughput.

In the scenes 0-15 (the top rows) the cost functions are small and there is hardly any
unfairness. This is noticeable from the light gray spots in the plots. From simulation scene
15 downwards on the y-axis, corresponding to β > 3500, there are periods of significant
unfairness. We notice that the position of the unfairness is related to the channel model.
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When a flow, e.g. flow 2, experiences a worse channel during simulation time 1000-3000
and 7000-9000 its unfairness increases for high cost functions. Also notice that the periods
where a single flow experiences significant unfairness, there are always other flows to benefit
from this, i.e. their area is white, because they additionally receive the bad flow’s service
share.

Summary
The complete set of simulation results are in the appendix fig. E.1-E.18. For the compar-
ison of the various channel models and their parameters we learn:

• the short term fairness for small cost functions is good for all channel models.

• the transition from good short term fairness to high(er) levels of unfairness is for all
channel models in the range of the scene indexed as 12, i.e. β ≈ 1000.This means the
linear βcost function parameter is a reasonably good choice to control the system
behavior.

• Other window sizes lead to altered fairness interpretations (not depicted). A larger
window size is more forgiving and allows for more aggressive cost functions.

• channel models with little sustained differences perform best, cf. CM1(1),3(1) and
CM5(1).

• for models with sustained different channel conditions, cf. CM3 and CM4, the
unfairness for large cost functions may span for extended periods of time. In this
case the short term unfairness also translates to bad asymptotic fairness.

6.2.3 Animated Multi-Scene Short Term Analysis

In [34] we provide animations of the previous simulation data for all considered channel
models CM1(1-3) · · · CM6(1-3). We use the same range of cost functions as before ranging
from 0 (WRR) over 3[1:0.3:16] to ∞ (best-channel scheduling). There is one animation for
each of the 18 channel models available for download via the Internet. The standard .avi
format can be viewed on many plattforms, e.g. using the Apple-Quicktime browser [93].

In figure 6.5 you find a snapshot of a movie during playback. There is one movie for a
certain considered CM. There are four different subgraphs. The top row shows the channel
condition. This is a static figure.

It is included to help the reader correlate the channel condition with the short term fair-
ness visualization in the lower rows. The two center rows represent Avg(TS) and Avg(TP ).
There is one plot for each of the four flows. In the bottom row we show a normalized version
of the Cum(T ) metric to express the system efficiency. The bar-graph is normalized in such
way, that the maximum total system throughput for β = ∞ spans the width of the row.
Efficiency is discussed in detail in section 6.4. This layout of four subgraphs is designed
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Figure 6.5: Screenshot of animated simulations for CM3(2)

to underline the influence of the channel condition (top row) on the short term fairness
(center) and the efficiency improvement from WCFQ in the bottom-line.

Every instance of the animation represents a simulation run with a particular β value.
During playback you will find the media access share form from a horizontal line into a
flow specific shape, which is dictated by the channel conditions. From the animations we
conclude:

• the amount of short term variation depends on the channel model. High amount of
mobility leads to larger fluctuations (for large cost functions), cf. CM1(1), CM1(2) and
CM1(3). The amount of variations (the peaks in the average service) becomes more
noticeable for fast and substantial variations in the channel conditions, c.f CM5(1),
CM5(2) and CM5(3).

• small cost functions result in moderate variations of the medium access share as well
as in moderate throughput variations. Yet the total system efficiency increases signif-
icantly for those channel models with short term channel fluctuations, cf. CM2(1..3),
CM4(1..3) and CM6(1..3). This illustrates the value of a fast channel measurements
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for opportunistic scheduling.

• The difference for large to very large cost functions is often negligible. This implies,
that an operator, who hardly cares about QoS, may nonetheless prefer an oppor-
tunistic QoS scheduler with relaxed fairness requirements to provide some minimum
QoS.

Note that in most viewing utilities [93] you can manually step through the individual
images of an animation. This gives the reader access to a large number of static Avg-metric
plots. The β-value is part of the figure labelling at each instance of the animation. The
reader may consider the movies as an extensive data archive, where you can view the details
of all combinations that we consider in the multi-scene analysis, i.e. a short term plot for
Avg(TS) and Avg(TP ) for all flows, all CMs and the full range of cost functions.

6.3 A comparative Study of Access Fairness and Throughput
Fairness

Why do we stress medium access fairness over throughput equalization as an important
fairness criteria? In the following paragraphs we show where a medium access fairness
definition can be beneficial compared to a throughput oriented fairness definition.

the asymptotic analysis

In fig. 6.6.a we recall the channel conditions for CM1(3). For this scene we compare the
asymptotic fairness after 10000 slots for a throughput equalizing scheduling scheme. cf. sec
3.2 with WRR and with a best-channel scheduling scheme.

In the graph we show the amount of CumTP
i (T ) (upper graph) and CumTS

i (T ) (lower
graph). The first bar in fig. 6.6.b represents the throughput equalizing discipline. Notice
that (asymptotic) throughput fairness (lower subgraph) is perfectly fair, i.e. each of the
segments is equally sized. The medium access fairness (upper subgraph) shows that a
smaller amount of media access share is granted to flow 1. This is obvious, as flow 1 has
a better average channel condition, which leads the same amount of throughput for less
packets scheduled.

The second bar represents the WRR-scheduling, resulting in perfect media access fair-
ness. The WRR scheme leads to an unequal distribution of throughput service, yet the
throughput for each flow is not worse than in the throughput equalizing scheme. The
performance improvement of the access service fairness objective is approximately 10%
compared to throughput fairness. The third bar represents the best-channel scheduling and
shows that there is room for improvement beyond WRR. In the remainder of our work on
opportunistic scheduling we limit our view to the range of scheduling disciplines between
WRR and best-channel scheduling. This is conservative in the sense, that results from op-
portunistic scheduling in comparison with the throughput equalizing scheme would appear
better, than in comparison with WRR.
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Figure 6.6: Asymptotic fairness comparison

comparison of short term throughput fluctuations

Next we analyze the difference of the fairness objective with regard to short term fairness.
We start the analysis with the Cum-metric. In fig. 6.7 we show the both cumulated service
aspects: the cumulated access share CumTS

i (t) and the cumulated throughput CumTP
i (t).

The example is presented for for channel model CM1(2) and for flow 4, the flow experiencing
the most rapid channel fluctuations. The complete set of plots including all four flows are
available in the appendix, fig. C.1 and fig. C.2. There we provide the performance results
from TPequal and WRR in comparison with two opportunistic scheduling schemes with the
cost functions or β = 100 and 1000.
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Figure 6.7: The Cum-metric for flow 4
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The plots 6.7.a) and 6.7.b) show the two considered fairness definitions for ’perfect’
fairness. The TPequal throughput equalizing discipline leads to a straight line for the
throughput service aspect, while the WRR scheme equalizes the media access.

At the end of the simulation time at 10000 slots the media access share for the WRR
discipline in fig. 6.7.b hits perfectly the level of 2500 slots, which is exactly 1/4 of the
simulation time. The average channel condition is 0.5, so the throughput reaches approx.
the level of 1250 units. There are slight fluctuations in the throughput as a result of the
variable channel conditions. A comparison with the TPequal-discipline shows that the
fluctuations are smaller. As a consequence the TPequal-discipline can only achieve levelled
throughput among all flows at the expense of varying the media access accordingly. The
throughput does not form a straight line, because the total of the channel conditions at any
time t are unlikely to be a constant, because each of the channel is independent of each
other.

In the Appendix, fig. C.2 there is a more elaborate set of plots. Each row represent one
flow. Every column represents one cost function. Graphs on the top of the page relate to
cost functions targeted for high fairness (low β) with increasing unfairness the bottom of
the page. The impact from the increasing β-values are reflected in how the Cum(t)-function
fluctuates. The first row, labelled ”TP equal” is an example of the throughput equalizing
scheduler. Note the identical throughput behavior for all four flows. This is achieved with
a varying amount of media access. The second row represents WRR(β = 0). Here the
TS-access values are aligned by the scheduler. Recognize the benefit in total throughput
opposed to the approach above. This type of fairness is beneficial for system throughput.

a short term analysis
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Figure 6.8: Fairness for a throughput equalizing scheduling discipline

Let us apply the Avg-metric to analyze the details in fig. 6.8 for the TPequal discipline.
We are interested in the amount of short term fluctuations and compare all four flows in a
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single graph. We do not care about the association of a individual flow to the plots. The
mean number of scheduled slots for an averaging period of 80 slots are 20 slots. There
are significant fluctuations with peak rates of up to 40-50 slots. This is required when a
single channel’s condition becomes significantly worse than that of the competing flows, cf.
periods of high channel cost in fig. 6.6.a.
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Figure 6.9: Avg(TP ) for WRR results in dynamic throughput variations for each flow

In fig. 6.8.b we show the layered plots for the throughput or all four flows. The lines are
approximately the same and result in the bold plot. Yet, the throughput varies significantly
with ±4 units around the average of approx. 8 units. In comparison to this the WRR
discipline does not perform that much worse. In fig. 6.9 we find for WRR in comparison to
TPequal:

• The mean throughput is higher for WRR (approx. 10 units) compared to 8 units with
TPequal.

• The amount of fluctuation is slightly larger for WRR with approx. ±6 units compared
to 4 units.

• the throughput variations for flow i are entirely related to the channel condition of flow
i. A user moving in a bad position, e.g. indoors, will recognize a lowered throughput.
Other users are not affected.

Another argument against the throughput equalization discipline besides the system
efficiency is the advantageous fairness isolation property of WCFQ. The comparison of
the plots in the Appendix, fig. C.2, underline the isolation property of WRR between
flows. The fluctuations of flow 4 are the worst, because fast moving user 4 experiences the
highest channel variations. The other (slower) users are relatively isolated and are hardly
experiencing the same fluctuations for the identical cost function settings (top-to bottom
of page). The isolation for the throughput equalizing scheduling discipline is bad, because
a bad user can significantly lower other user’s experience.
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Summary
Our studies indicate:

• in the asymptotic case, the per flow throughput is better for all flows for the access
share fairness definition.

• the scheduler’s isolation property is far superior for the access share definition,

• the short term throughput fluctuations cannot be limited to a deterministic level
by either scheme. Short term throughput fluctuations are slightly inferior for WRR
compared to the throughput equalizing scheme, but the difference between both
schemes is small.

6.4 Efficiency Studies

6.4.1 Single-scene Efficiency Studies

First we explore the achieved performance gains for a fixed channel model, where we gradu-
ally relax the fairness requirements for WCFQ. We study system throughput improvements
for increasing β. We use CM1 and CM3 to demonstrate the impact of a) slow mobility
related variations and b) sustained differences among users. Recall that in CM1 mobility
is modelled as a sinoid, while in CM3 mobility is composed of both static and mobile users
with linear increasing/decreasing mobility, cf. eq. 4.13.

6.10 and 6.11 show in the upper graph the relative throughput gains whereas in the lower
part the relative number of access time slots per flow are depicted. Every bar represents
the simulation results for a particular cost function. The shaded segments of each bar
relate to the contribution of one of the four flows. The leftmost bar represents absolute
fairness implemented with WCFQ (β = 0), achieving the normalized reference system gain
of 1. The rightmost bar depicts the best-channel-condition scheduling policy, i.e., always
scheduling the flow with the least-cost channel without consideration of fairness (β = ∞).
The intermediate bars show WCFQ scheduling performance for the considered exponentially
increasing cost functions.

We start with the analysis for CM4(2), cf. fig. 6.10.b with its two static users at
different channel conditions that may cause serious unfairness for increasing cost functions.
We make three observations about fig. 6.10. First, for the baseline case of WRR (β = 0),
the flows achieve identical temporal shares of the channel (25% of the time slots), but do
not achieve identical throughput due to their different average channel conditions. This is
the direct implication of our fairness definition to target fair medium access share. Recall
that CM4 models static and mobile users. For example, the black box at the bottom
represents the throughput of flow 1, and illustrates that the static user with the constant
best channel condition obtains the highest throughput, whereas its neighboring box depicts
the throughput of flow 2 which constantly faces the worst channel condition.

Second, the asymmetrical share between the two mobile users depicted in the upper part
of the bars stems from the fact that the wireless scheduler is more opportunistic and for
large cost functions allows a longer time in the future to compensate. Mobile user 3 with the
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Figure 6.10: Efficiency analysis for CM4(2) over increasing cost functions at the abscissa
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Figure 6.11: Efficiency analysis for CM1(3) over increasing cost functions at the abscissa
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decreasing channel therefore suffers from a more significantly reduced share compared to
user 4 depicted at the top, because this user experiences increasing conditions. This is due
to the difference in credits that user 4 was collecting during the first half of the simulation
time.

Third, while increasing the cost function enables higher total system gain, excessive
weighting of the channel condition in the packet selection criteria (e.g., bar 16, β > 3700)
has starved flow 2. Regardless, between these extremes, a wide range of β’s (and hence cost
functions) yield an effective tradeoff between throughput gains and cumulated fairness. For
example bar 13 resembles a suitable trade-off for this particular channel model at β = 700
at bar 13, where asymptotic access fairness remains more or less fair for all flows, while at
the same time achieving a system gain of approx. 30%.

Finally we compare the results from CM4 with the results from another channel model
CM1, cf. fig. 6.11.b. See the results in fig. 6.11.a. Opposed to previous example, in
this case user’s mobility is modelled as a sine shaped movement and statistically no user
has constantly the best/worst channel condition. For the asymptotic fairness this has the
previously investigated consequence, that none of the flows is starved over long time scales
regardless of the cost function. For the efficiency studies this means, that a high levels of
performance gain is possible, while asymptotic fairness is not critical. For restrictions from
short term fairness requirements, we refer to sec. 6.2. The complete set of efficiency graphs
is provided in appendix D.

6.4.2 Influence of the Channel Model on Efficiency

Next we want to study the influence of more than a single channel model. We now study
the effects of our parameterized channel model, cf. sec. 4.6.2, on improvements of total
system efficiency.

The complete set of efficiency graphs is provided in appendix D. We now entirely focus
on the aggregate system throughput for the multi-scene analysis. The aggregate system
throughput is part of the previous figures 6.10, and 6.11 as the total bar length in the upper
”total throughput” subgraph. This means we omit the segments for the individual flows. A
single line in fig. 6.12(a) depicts total system throughput. We first vary w, the amplitude
of the uncorrelated uniform channel variations, between 0 (no channel noise), 0.1 (moderate
channel noise) to 0.2 (significant channel noise in comparison to mobility influence). The
influence from mobility is fixed at a constant level of d0 = 0.2 in CM1.

It is intuitively clear that larger channel variations provide the opportunity for increased
throughput gains from opportunistic scheduling. Thus channel model CM1(1) without any
channel noise (see legend: w = 0) achieves the lowest throughput improvements. Up to
cost functions left of position 10 there is virtually no system gain at all. The system gain
beyond this point is due to the exploitation of the mobility effects. This is different for
channel models with increased channel noise as in CM1(2) and CM1(3), where significant
gains of approx. 10-30% for small cost functions (β ≤ 10) are achieved. These gains further
increase once the mobility effects become influential beyond position 10. Note that all cases
reach a level of saturation for large cost functions, where no additional performance gain
can be achieved, regardless of the cost function. Also note that the maximum gain using
best-channel-condition scheduling (β = ∞) are approx. 10% higher for CM1(3) compared
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to CM1(1) with no channel noise.
Figure 6.12(b) depicts simulations for CM2(3), where channel noise is fixed at w0 = 0.1

and mobility parameter d is varied. For small cost functions left of position 10 there is
no significant difference between the channel models. The increased amount of mobility
becomes noticeable for larger cost functions, where approx. another 20% performance gain
is achieved for CM3(3) compared to the model with less amount of mobility in CM3(1).
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Figure 6.12: Influence of channel model parameters

6.4.3 Statistical Influences from the Random Processes in the Channel
Model

Finally we investigate the statistical influences from the random process in the channel
model on system performance, cf. eq. 4.13. The channels are created 30 times from the
random process definitions in eq. 4.13. Fig. 6.13 depicts the statistical variation in total
system gain for the three channel models CM2(3) , CM4(3) and CM6(3). We study for two
channel models the variations in overall system gain.

The channel model in the second case consists of no random process and hence in fig.
6.13(b) the results show no statistical variation. This is because the mobility model uses a
deterministic model for each mobile’s distance. This results in no statistical influence of the
uniform channel noise over the whole range of cost functions. In other words, despite the
non-deterministic guarantees for large cost functions, the opportunistic scheduler performs
at a predictable average performance for similar mobility scenarios.

The sine-shaped mobility model in fig. 6.13(a) randomly shifts the start position of each
user on its sine shaped distance model. Thus there is a statistical influence. The system
gain depends on this influence. This is arguably a more realistic model for mobility as
each user’s mobility is modelled independently of each other. We conclude that potential
system gains in such scenario may vary significantly. This holds for the whole range of cost
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Figure 6.13: Statistical influences from the CM’s random process

functions and 80% of the variation is in the order of ±10%, with extremes in the order of
±20%. For the last model with the step-function modelling mobility, we find that statistical
variation depends on the cost function, cf. fig. 6.13(c). The random element is the amount
and the time, where the step functions change their value. These positions are modelled
independently for each mobile. For small cost functions these variations have little influence
on system performance. From position 12, WCFQ begins to exploit the different distance
from the mobility model, the statistical variations thus begin to matter and the results show
an increased statistical variation.

6.5 Summary of Simulation Studies

In this chapter we analyzed the opportunistic QoS scheduling proposal WCFQ. It allows to
balance fair media access with throughput efficiency. By considering a general cost function,
WCFQ allows system operators to obtain a range of behaviors ranging from perfect temporal
fairness (β = 0) to purely opportunistic best-channel scheduling (β = ∞). In between,
WCFQ provides significant throughput improvement while maintaining provable statistical
fairness properties over both short-term and long-term horizons.
We conclude from the investigations of the considered channel models:

Throughput and media access are two different criteria for experienced fairness. Both
have different implications because of the varying wireless channel. This holds for all
considered disciplines including the ’perfect fair’ WRR scheduling disciplines (β = 0)
as well as a throughput equalizing discipline. This fact illustrates the aforementioned
access-throughput dilemma. Both schemes lead to comparable results for short-term
throughput variations. The throughput equalizing discipline performs worse than a
WCFQ scheduler in terms of system throughput. The benefit in per flow throughput
fairness is marginal compared to WRR and the isolation is worse for the considered
channel models. We do not further consider throughput equalizing in the remainder
of this work.

Asymptotic fairness eventually degrades for large cost functions (Cum(T )-metric). This
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effect particulary manifests for scenarios with sustainable different channel conditions
between flows and scheduling disciplines close to best-channel scheduling. WCFQ
allows to choose the cost function such, that asymptotic fairness is maintained, even
when the channel conditions are less advantageous for opportunistic scheduling.

• the asymptotic service is good under all channel conditions for small and mod-
erately large cost functions

• the cummulated throughput fairness decreases for very large cost functions

• Longer fairness horizons are beneficial for WCFQ cost function design. It is
easier to comply to the asymptotic fairness requirements over long horizons. A
tight monitoring interval leads to tight cost function requirements and less overall
system gain.

Short-term fairness analysis accompanies the asymptotic fairness analysis:

• temporal unfairness is likely to occur when a flow’s channel condition becomes
bad.

• the actually experienced unfairness is not evenly spread over time and users for
mobility models with sustained different levels of average channel conditions.

• significant unfairness is dominantly created by substantial changes in the channel
model which in practical scenarios is usually a matter of mobility.

• the Diff-metric proved as best suited visualization to find the temporal location
of unfairness for each user with regard to scenes (scheduling parameters).

The comparison of the channel models show:

• channel fading variation drives additional performance improvement. This effect
varies with regard to the speed and precision of channel measurements. The
benefit is noticeable for all fairness definitions (cost-functions). Hence, a system
with fast channel measurements has the potential to achieve higher improvement
at less unfairness.

• distance variation in mobility drives the performance improvement particularly
for large cost functions. Channel models for high mobility provide better effi-
ciency results.

• the type of mobility model drives the statistical variation of the performance
gain.

• less channel variation requires longer monitoring periods to allow for performance
improvement, while complying to fairness constraints.

Efficiency analysis for the considered mobility models resulted in the following improve-
ment:

• performance is dependent on the assumed channel model and generally increases
for larger cost functions
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• The CM-parameter w drives the level of possible performance improvement for
moderately small cost functions (positions 2 to 10). For system with tight short-
term fairness requirements it is particularly important to measure and exploit
fast channel variations (w >> 0).

• The CM-parameter d drives the ultimate performance gain for best-channel-
condition scheduling disciplines. A high-level of mobility in the channel model
leads to increased system efficiency at the same fairness requirements.

• regardless of the targeted time horizon for fairness constraint and thus regardless
of the considered cost functions, it is sensible to exploit channel fading, i.e.
radio fading effects, for additional performance improvement from opportunistic
scheduling.

• overall system gain improves approx. 20% for very small cost functions, i.e. at
negligible fairness trade-off.

• overall system gain further improves substantially up to 50% for increased cost
functions, at a trade off for short-term fairness.

Overall system performance is best with:

• high β-values, i.e. reduced short-term requirements from the users.

• fast and precise channel measurement and a fine grained link adaptation mechanism
to exploit a large amount of fast channel variations.

• significant user’s mobility in comparison to the time frame of fairness constraints.
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Chapter 7

Application to a UMTS-DSCH
System

The next generation of wireless networks promises high data rate mobile services. UMTS
is one of the first standards for cellular networks to enable data rates above 1 Mbps per cell
and up to 384 kbps per user.

In this section we present the application of an opportunistic scheduler to the UMTS-
Downlink-Shared-Channel (DSCH). In this section we show how an opportunistic scheduler
can be applied to a recent CDMA standard. Therefore we first model CDMA specific
constraints and incorporate them in our scheduling algorithm.

This chapter is structured as the following. First we describe the particular system
model including UMTS-DSCH specific constraints. Then we present selected performance
results from a dedicated simulation tool (multi-cell scenario). Finally we perform real-time
measurements from a prototype system (single user scenario) where we analyse protocol
performance influences.

7.1 UMTS-DSCH specific System Model

We first expand our problem statement to incorporate DSCH specific constraints.
UMTS-DSCH uses orthogonal variable spreading codes (OVSF), cf. sec. 2.2.2. A UMTS-

DSCH code tree may be shared among users in a flexible manner. The implications are an
extended flexibility for a scheduler to

1. decide which user to schedule (This classic scheduling problem is addressed within the
opportunistic scheduling algorithm),

2. assign a data rate to a scheduling event (OVSF specific problem) and

3. potentially select and assign other users for parallel transmission (DSCH specific fea-
ture).

Before we can address the opportunistic scheduling decision (1), we reformulate the
operations conditions conforming to constraints (2) and (3).

149
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7.1.1 TFCS Data Rate Selection

The OVSF concept offers to switch the data rates dynamically using the concept of Trans-
port Format Selection (TFCS) [7]. TFCS offer a discrete set of data rates, cf. sec. 2.2.2.

In the considered case of a 384 kbps service (data rate) over the UMTS-DSCH coded
channel there are 5 possible subrate settings, cf. tab. tab:UMTS-TFCS.

TFCS selection leads to a scheduling behavior where a different amount of payload can
be scheduled per interval. This is accounted in sec. 5.1, cf. tab. 5.3. The effective data rate
(throughput) increases linearly with the number of RLC-PDU per TTI, cf. middle column
in tab. 7.1. The resulting power requirements from various data rate selections are covered
in the following subsection.

TFCS Index Number of RLC-PDU per TTI effective Datarate
1 1 32 kbps
2 2 64 kbps
3 4 128 kbps
4 8 256 kbps
5 12 384 kbps

Table 7.1: TFCS definition for a 10ms TTI UMTS-DSCH channel with a 284 kbps service

7.1.2 Problem Definition for M:N scheduling

Previous wireless scheduling research focuses on single user scheduling. In such a scenario,
only one packet is served over the channel at a time. The scheduler only selects a single
flow (1) from multiple flows (N) at a time, which we call a 1 : N problem. In the considered
CDMA transmission technology, multiple packets can be scheduled simultaneously. Under
such a scheme the scheduler selects a whole set of flows (M) at a time for simultaneous
transmission. We call this a multiple input-output M : N scheduling problem.

The resource allocation problem for M:N scheduling is illustrated as the following.
The maximum throughput for an individual user could be achieved when constantly sched-
uled, at maximum data rate. Unfortunately this may not be possible because of the CDMA
specific power constraints. We have to address the CDMA property that higher data rates
require more power, a reason why we cannot always use the highest data rates.

This section describes our linear model for the resource requirements as a function of

• TFCS-selected data rate and

• the channel quality.

Extended Notation

Let us first recall our previous definitions. N users access the system and are indexed from
1 to N . At every scheduling interval t user i is scheduled with one rate of a discrete set of
transmission rates xi(t) ∈ TFCS. The set of transmission rates TFCS (Transport Format
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Combination Set) are specified in the number of RLC-PDUs per interval, e.g. xi(t) ∈
{0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12}. We include 0 as one possible data rate for a user. This allows us to
have a user transmitting at rate 0, which is equivalent to that the user is not scheduled.
The previous Head-of-line (HOL) packet length indication was designed for general purpose
packet scheduling. Now we have RLC-segmented PDUs and denote the amount of queued
PDUs per user as PDU req

i .
Transmission power is the key resource for a CDMA based cellular system. Therefore

the resource allocation algorithm is power control centric. We model the individual channel
condition for each mobile by the power requirement per bit. In time slot t, user i experiences
a certain wireless channel condition modelled by ci(t). The total available power Pmax

cell is
hard limited1 for each cell. The individual transmission power per user is limited by Pmax

i .
The notation is summarized in table 7.2. We define the resource constrained M:N

scheduling problem as follows with a additive model for CDMA power requirements.

Definition 15 M:N Scheduling

power(ci(t), xi(t)) ≤ Pmax
i , single user power constraints (7.1)∑

i

power(ci(t), xi(t)) ≤ Pmax
cell , total cell power constraints (7.2)

xi(t) ≤ PDU req
i , match the queue status (7.3)

F (i, j) ≤ bound(i, j) fairness constraint (7.4)

Note that in eq. 7.1 we assume that the total power is an additive function of the
power requirements of individual users. This holds for our definition of power for CDMA
transmission. In general this equation could be rewritten as a general mapping function.

7.1.3 CDMA Resource Allocation Model

To resolve the power requirements in our M : N scheduling problem we need to model the
power requirement as a function of the data rate xi(t) and the channel condition ci(t).

OVSF allows for variable data rates by variable spreading factor. Lower data rates imply
less stringent transmission quality and hence lower power target values for the dynamic
power control adjustment. Altered data rates make the power control algorithm alter the
power requirements and as a consequence the cellular resource consumption.

In this section we will introduce the assumptions of a linear relationship of data rate
and the resulting resource consumption. This conservative approximation is justified in the
following subsections. We write for the resource requirement of transmitting user i in slot
t using rate xi(t) ∈ R:

power(ci(t), xi(t)) = ci(t) · xi(t) (7.5)

In the following section we first derive an expression of the channel condition ĉi(xi),
simplify to c′i, and finally to our previously used notation of ci.

1In practice the limit is not hard bounded, yet it is sensible to assume a certain limit for CDMA system
stability (cf. pole capacity).
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Single user power requirements in CDMA

For the DL and UL direction the radio resource requirements can be described by a unified
model [72]. The main parameters of this physical model are the data rate (xi) and the
received signal quality. The CDMA specific notation of the received signal quality is given
in by the energy per bit to effective noise power density ratio (EB/NT ). From there the
power requirement Pi for a link can be approximated by [72]:

Pi =
(

EB

NT

)

i

xi

W

Ieffi

hi
(7.6)

where

• (EB/NT )i is the received signal energy to noise ratio for flow i, which is the expression
of the channel condition in the physical layer.

• xi is the (TFCI) selected data rate for flow i

• W is the CDMA chip rate, for UMTS W = 3.84 MChip/s

• hi the path-loss between NodeB (BS) and UE(MS) for flow i

• Ieffi is the effective interference perceived for user i and composed of Ieffi = FiP
max
cell hi+

Iothers
i +Ithermal. The term Fi describes the impact of the loss of orthogonality, e.g. due

to multi-path transmission. Fi ranges approximately from 0.06 (pedestrian scenario)
to 0.4 (vehicular scenario). Pmax

cell is the total cell power, Iothers
i is the interference at

mobile i and Ithermal is the thermal (background) interference.

The EB/Nt value is a requirement from the MS to match service specific BLER require-
ments. The EB/Nt value varies approximately in a log normal distribution and relates to
the ’noise’ component in our channel model.

The terms hi and Ieffi are location dependent. Throughout our simulations Ieffi

hi
is

derived from a path loss model, cf. sec. 7.2.

The cellular model for a scheduled system

There is a steady-state condition for operating a CDMA network, where the aggregate
power level remains approximately constant. We are interested in situations, where the cell
is under load, i.e. where system transmissions are only limited by available system resources
(power). This leads to the natural operation point of an advanced scheduler, which tries to
balance the average transmit power at a maximum level, i.e. always use all available radio
resources for data transmission. We design our scheduler such that this case is regularly met
by our scheduler under (full) traffic load. The other case is trivial for scheduling, when the
system is not under full load, i.e. when less data is scheduled than offered by the radio link.
Then the system degrades to a stable (simple) CDMA transmission system with variable
total power below the system capacity limit.

The term EB
NT

Ieffi

hi
in eq. 7.6 is now reformulated as a unified expression for the channel

condition according to our previous definition c. We first rewrite eq. 7.6 to ĉi(xi) as a
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function of the data rate xi, while we recognize that (EB/NT )-requirements are data rate
specific: (EB/NT )xi .

Definition 16 CDMA channel condition ĉi(xi) (power notation)

Pi = ĉi(xi) · xi, with (7.7)

ĉi(xi) =
(

EB

Nt

)

(xi)

1
W

Ieffi

hi
(from eq. 7.6) (7.8)

Linear Model

It is important to recognize that - under the assumption that the system is operated at
the constant (maximum) power - the channel condition indicator ĉi(xi) in eq. 7.8 is not
a function of the total CDMA transmit power or interference level. In other words, the
scheduled data rate xi determines the corresponding (EB/NT )-requirements regardless of
other parallel data transmission.

For CDMA specific reasons we find the relationship of power requirement and data
rate to be close to linear [72]. We simplify the definition of c to be independent of the
data rate. Also refer to fig. 7.1 for two graphs, that illustrate the linearity under different
environmental conditions.

The linear assumption is conservative in the sense, that high data rates will result in less
power requirements than predicted by our linear assumptions. When the power of high data
rate users is conservatively over-estimated, this results in additional headroom for power
control variations for high data rate users. We simplify ˆc(i) to a linear approximation of c′i
and the data rate:

Definition 17 CDMA channel condition (rate linear model)

c′i =
(

EB

Nt

)

i

1
W

Ieffi

hi
(7.9)

For practical application of the channel prediction we need means to measure the terms
(EB/NT )i and Ieffi/hi. (EB/NT )i is given within the power control algorithm and driven
by BLER requirements of the application. Ieffi/hi is a measurement and can be accessed
from the preset pilot channel power Ppilot and a signalled UE measure for EC/I0piloti [42]:

Ieffi

hi
≈ Ppilot

EC/I0piloti

(7.10)

For the practical operation of the scheduling decision we need to derive an estimation
of c′i. With eq. 7.10 we can use the information from the pilot channel. Additionally there
is the option to derive c′i from power measurements of previous transmissions (in the near
past). In equation 7.11 this is given as a backward estimation where we normalize by the
previous transmission rate (using the linear model):

c′i ≈ Pi(prev)
xi(prev)

(7.11)
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where Pi(prev) and xi(prev) are the previously used transmission power and previous
data rate from the last transmission to user i. We conclude that the ĉi value can be initially
set and continuously updated from regularly available measurements in the Node B (BS).

Summary
The fact that a single user’s resource requirements are independent of other parallel trans-
mission and the linear relationship or resource requirements and data rate allows us con-
sider the scheduling problem as decoupled for all users.

The resource consumption notation

The previous definition of c′ is suited to describe the channel condition, yet it is not decou-
pled from the total available power Pmax

cell .
Smaller c′ indicate a good channel with less power requirements than larger c′ with higher

power requirements. There is one disadvantage of the notation. The amount of throughput
per scheduling interval is (among other aspects) dependent on the total available power
Pmax

cell . The power (allocated to DSCH) in a cell may vary, e.g. because a larger portion of
the power may be allocated to circuit-switched DCH traffic.

In the following section we normalize the channel notation with the maximum available
power for DSCH. We introduce the notation of resource consumption α. Power is the
constrained resource, so we define the term resource consumption α as the relative power
requirement to the maximum available cell transmit power Pmax

cell . With αi = Pi/Pmax
cell we

get a definition of the channel condition ci normalized by the maximum power. For the
assumption that the total transmit power per cell remains constant we have:

Definition 18 CDMA channel condition (resource consumption model)

ci =
(

EB

Nt

)

i

xi

W
[ieffi]

=
(

EB

Nt

)

i

xi

W

[
F +

Iothers
i + Ithermal

hiPmax
cell

]
(7.12)

The channel condition ci is a relative scaling for the power requirement and thus resem-
bles our intuitive meaning from sec. 4.3.4. In other words the definition of ci matches our
previously used formulation of the channel condition2.

We use the resource oriented notation in order to formulate the resource constraints as∑
αi ≤ αmax ≤ 1, where αmax should be in the order of 0.8 to leave some headroom for

power control and maintain system stability for CDMA. The mapping of channel conditions
to actual throughput values are done below using the CDMA concept of a data rate set.

Example of resource consumption

The notation of resource consumption is also beneficial to understand the various influences
that drive the experienced channel condition.

2With the exception that c no longer ranges between (0,1).
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In eq. 7.12 we identify the short term channel noise phenomena expressed by the ac-
tual required (EB/Nt)3. The term in squared brackets is resembling the distance/mobility
related influences.

We use the notation in eq. 7.12 to illustrate the possible mobility influence as the follow-
ing. For a user in the center of the cell the orthogonality factor dominates the interference
value (ieffi ≈ F ) and at the edge the interference is approximately 2 for a standard situation
of two equally interfering neighbor cells (ieffi ≈ 2) [42].

Secondly, the resource focused view in eq. 7.12 supports the comparison of different
services (data rates) with various BLER requirements (EB/Nt) under different radio envi-
ronments (Fi). See fig. 7.1 for a comparison of two services. The voice service (indicated by
a circle) has low BLER requirements, which result in higher EB/Nt requirements in both
surface plots. At the same time the data rate requirements are lower compared to the data
user.

The surface plot visualizes the linear resource requirements for such combinations. In
fig. 7.1 we assume a center-cell scenario with F in the order of 0.4 resulting in an overall
interference situation of Ieffi = 0.4. This translates to a relative resource consumption of
approx. 0.5% of the radio (power) resources for the voice service and approx. 5% for the data
user. In the second case in fig. 7.1 we assume a cell-border scenario with dominating neighbor
cell interference Ieffi = 2. This translates to an increased relative resource consumption of
approx. 3% for voice, respectively 30% for the data user. Note how the linear relationship
between the services is maintained in both scenarios with different radio conditions.
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Figure 7.1: The linear relation of resource requirements and the data rate

3The EB/Nt-requirements drive the short term variations in the power control algorithm.
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Table 7.2: Extended Notation for DSCH scheduling

Term Definition
N Number of flows
t time slot 1 ≤ t ≤ T
i user i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N

ci(t) channel condition of user i at time slot t
φi the weight of user i defining its (relative) fairness

requirement
TFCS Transport Format Combination Set: set of discrete

data rates [in number of RLC-PDU]
xi(t) scheduled data rate of user i at time slot t, xi(t) ∈

TFCS
PDU req

i The total queued number of RLC-PDU for user i
power(c,x) resource consumption as a function of channel condi-

tion and data rate
Pi power requirement in CDMA as a function of data rate

and CDMA properties
Pmax

cell the maximum cell power (allocated for DSCH)
Pmax

i the maximum power per user
Ppilot the pilot channel power

(EB/NT )i the received signal energy to noise ratio for flow i (an
expression of the channel condition in the physical
layer)

W the CDMA chip rate, for UMTS W = 3.84 MChip/s
hi path-loss between base station and user i
Fi the loss of orthogonality. An expression of the envi-

ronmental conditions at user i.
Ieffi the effective interference perceived at user i: Ieffi =

FiP
max
cell hi + Iotheri + Ithermal.

Iothers
i interference (created by other traffic) at mobile i

Ithermal thermal (background) interference
α resource consumption in percent of the total cell ca-

pacity (e.g. 80%).
F Fairness requirement, cf. sec. 4.4.1
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7.1.4 CDMA Resource Allocation Strategy

We summarize the CDMA and UMTS-DSCH specific assumptions as follows:

• The total resource allocation (in power) for DSCH per cell is constant. If less power
is required there is less load than capacity and scheduling is trivial. The bound is not
a hard limit because of CDMA properties.

• The resource requirement for a single user increases close to linear with the data rate,
while large data rates are slightly more efficient (sublinear).

• The resource requirement for a single user are proportional to the channel condition.

• For the opportunistic scheduling, we target the previous fairness bound F , defined as
a statistical (eq. 4.5), proportional (eq. 4.1) fairness constraint.

We conclude that the optimization of the three identified decisions can be decoupled
into the two classes:

• optimization of dynamic (scheduling) decisions (step 1) to decide which user to sched-
ule.

• optimization of time invariant decisions (step 2,3):

– assign a data rate to a scheduling event (2) and

– potentially select and assign other users for parallel transmission (3).

The separation of tasks is justified because of the following argument. The global op-
timization targets for system efficiency (system throughput). The system throughput in-
creases linear with the scheduled data rate (per user). The technical bound on the resource
consumption (system-resources) is for all users constrained by the system parameter α. The
system-resources form the bound for the sum of the per-user resource requirements, which
are approximated linearly with the scheduled data rate xi. We have:

system-throughput =
∑

i xi(t); cf. 9
system-resources (α) ≥ ∑

i ci(t) · xi(t); the linear model

Because there is no (significant) correlation between individual scheduled users, we
choose an iterative approach, to first select users to be scheduled (the opportunistic schedul-
ing part). Then we try to find an optimized allocation of resources. Recall that we cannot
predict (hence optimize) future channel conditions.

When the scheduling decision is decoupled from rate and power allocation, we first use
the opportunistic algorithm to indicate which user i to consider for scheduling. Next we
question what data rate we want to assign to this user i. Finally we decide if more users
can be scheduled at this scheduling interval4.

4Note that we do not aim to optimize system efficiency by finding special combinations of users for
simultaneous transmission. This is justified by the fact that α is no hard bound but a design guideline for
stable CDMA operation.
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The application is shown in fig. 7.2. The data rate x1 for user 1 is constrained by Pmax
1

and allows for the given channel condition c1 for 2 scheduled PDUs. User 2 has better
channel conditions and is scheduled 4 PDUs. User two is not scheduled more than 4 PDUs,
because of the total power limit of the cell (α).

1 xi

c2

Pi

2 4

c1

P
2

P
1

Pi
max

P
1

∑i iP α≤

single user power constraint total power constraint

P
2

Figure 7.2: The linear model in the power constraints

Scheduling decision

We realize that the data rate selection and the selection of additional users can be separated
from the core scheduling functionality of selecting users. The selection of the next (single)
user for scheduling is solved in the known format of a tradeoff between credits (fairness)
and channel quality. The packet length is given by the requested amount of data limited
by the maximum possible TFCS data rate TFCImax.

Definition 19 Select scheduling candidates
The opportunistic scheduling decision is given by eq. 13 and outputs the index i of the next
user to be scheduled.

i = arg min
i∈B(t)

max(PDU req
i (t), TFCImax)−Ki(t) + Ui(t)

φi
(7.13)

A TFCS rate selection heuristic

After the selection of a user, its data rate is assigned. We always try to use a large transport
format (TF) where possible. This is motivated as the following.

In eq. 7.8 the EB
NT

requirements decrease for increasing data rates. This implies that high
data rate transmissions are more efficient, a CDMA-phenomena known as processing gain.
The set of available data rates in UMTS is predetermined by the TFCS. The relation of EB

NT

requirements and selected data rate could e.g. be tabulated for the discrete TFC-set.
Using large data rates has the consequences of:

• improved system efficiency, because of physical layer properties (EB
NT

requirements),

• decreased (worse) short term fairness, because the high instantaneous data rate of
a user is compensated by reduced intervals of scheduling events. This effect is not
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considered critical, because the key idea in opportunistic scheduling is a relaxed short
term fairness requirement.

Definition 20 TFCS Rate selection algorithm
When user i is scheduled, we always schedule the maximum data rate, while considering the
individual and total power constraints from eq. 7.1 - 7.3. The set of users, that are already
scheduled for this interval, are denoted using index j.

(xi) = max(R), with (7.14)
ci · xi ≤ Pmax

i ,∑
j (cj(t), xj(t)) + ci · xi ≤ Pmax

cell , scheduled users j
xi(t) ≤ PDU req

i ,match the queue status

Tracking the fairness

The data rate xi determines the number of scheduled RLC-PDUs. Higher data rates imply
that a ’larger’ packet (=more PDUs) are scheduled. This is accounted in the opportunistic
credit update procedure. This implies that the credits track the actual amount of scheduled
data. It has the consequence that (when possible) the service among flows is levelled
according to the proportional fairness requirement F in eq. 7.4.

Allocation of cellular resources

We iterate the M : N -scheduling process over all non-backlogged users until the cellular
resources are exhausted. While there are non-backlogged users, we continue to schedule
every candidate until eq. 7.14 returns either a scheduling event or xi = 0 (and terminates
for this interval). The scheduling order is dictated by the opportunistic scheduling criteria
in eq. 7.13.

Please note that this approach ensures that our initial assumption of a constant resource
consumption. We continue to schedule until the maximum level (alpha) is approximated
(under sufficient load). It also illustrates, why a DSCH scheduled system promises higher
system capacity than a circuit-switched (DCH) system model. The resource aware (intel-
ligent) scheduling algorithm for DSCH can balance the aggregate data throughput of the
cell at this maximum level. This is not (trivially) achieved with N dedicated channels using
their decoupled power control algorithm. In a circuit switched system the data rate per user
is fixed while the total resource consumption varies, which leads to a required headroom and
hence less system efficiency. This is one more reason why DSCH is a promising technology.

7.1.5 Summary of the DSCH System Model

We summarize, that UMTS-DSCH supports two means for adaptation simultaneously: rate
adaptation and power control. The UMTS-DSCH specific scheduling problem is titled
M:N scheduling, because more than one user can be served at the same time by granting
different, non-overlapping parts of the code tree to different users. We formulate UMTS-
DSCH as a resource constrained M:N scheduling problem, to address the CDMA specific
power requirements.
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Our proposed algorithm for resource allocation allows to operate the system close to the
overall power limit of the cell, which is an important and suitable operation assumption.
The algorithm is operated as a sequence of opportunistic scheduling decisions of decoupled
users. In the algorithm design phase we use the resource-consumption oriented notation of
the channel condition. These behave additive and linear with the data rate and channel
condition of every user.

The opportunistic scheduling discipline ensures the fairness constraint, by selecting those
users as first candidates that indicate their priority.

As before in the previous 1:N-scheduling case, the priority is computed as a tradeoff
between fairness and the channel condition. In the subsequent operation, the data rate is
maximized according to the total and individual power requirements. The final iteration
over all users approximate our initial operation assumption of constant resource consump-
tion per cell.
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7.2 Selected DSCH Performance Results from Simulation
Studies

The simulations are performed with a complex model including physical layer simulations
and protocol influences. We study:

• a multi-cell scenario

• with bursty web-traffic type of applications and

• various channel/mobility scenarios.

The purpose of this section is not to provide absolute performance numbers. We want
to show that the general results from chapter 6 hold for a complex application.

7.2.1 The Simulation Environment

First we tabulate important simulation assumptions in table 7.3. The simulation assump-
tions are inline with our general assumptions in sec. 4.6. We summarize the main features
of the simulation tool as the following:

Traffic Model Unlike in our generic simulation studies, we here apply a specific traffic
model. In this section we focus on Web-traffic (Pareto-model) services (sessions).
The tool also offers FTP (bulk transfer), as previously investigated in chapter 6.
Both models are parameterized by log-normal distributed file-size and thinking (idle)
time.

TCP-Protocol Transport control can be performance critical, because of its flow control
mechanism. Particularly the slow-start behavior at session start and while recovering
after packet loss can lead to temporary performance degradation. We emulate the
elementary TCP flow control functions, namely slow-start, transmission of ACK and
retransmissions. We no not consider higher layer usage from TCP, e.g. multiple
parallel TCP connections from HTTP and we do not distinguish between particular
optimized versions of the TCP implementations, because TCP protocol optimization
is no goal of this study.

RLC-Protocol The Radio-Link-Control (RLC) protocol is the most performance critical
wireless specific protocol. The RLC protocol segments IP packets (in the order of
500-1500 Byte) and performs selective retransmissions of lost packets (in the order of
40 Bytes). The retransmission allow a fine grained retransmission scheme to address
the high wireless loss ration of approx. 5% on the radio link.

The implications for our work are twofold. Unlike in early wireless systems a packet
loss does not lead to the loss of a whole IP packet, but only to a retransmission of
a small RLC-packet. In early wireless systems without RLC-protocol a packet loss
implied severe performance loss. RLC avoids this problem and the usage of aggressive
(adaptive) coding even with high loss rates is acceptable.
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The RLC blocks are scheduled by the opportunistic scheduler, as described in sec. 7.
The simulation features a standard compliant implementation of the RLC-protocol
including the time-out and signalling features of UMTS.

RLC in UMTS uses regular reporting and a timeout mechanism. Unlike TCP the
timeout is not dynamically adapted, but fixed, e.g. to a 1 second timeout interval.
After timeout the IP packet is discarded. With such scheme we find that best-channel
scheduling can lead to severe overall performance loss, when IP packets are partly
transmitted and then discarded. In our studies we find, that, when we guarantee a
minimum of QoS, this helps to improve the RLC-performance.

Users mobility and channel model Therefore the wireless channel conditions are com-
puted from a physical layer model. The model is comprised of the Okumura-Hata
Urban path-loss model [74] and a UMTS specific correlated shadowing process. The
path-loss model computes the wireless conditions at a position with regard to dis-
tance to the base station, mobility speed, and environmental influences (urban/rural
scenarios).

The individual mobiles move independently within a grid of several base stations, in
our case 36 base stations. The random starting points are uniformly distributed (x,y),
the speed of mobility is log-normal distributed. The speed can be explicitly set or it
is taken from the default value of each channel model.

There are 5 channel models implemented:

• AWGN (additive white gaussian noise): idealistic (best case) CDMA channel

• Pedestrian A (PedA), 3 km/h mobility

• Pedestrian A30 (PedA30), 30 km/h mobility, urban environment

• Vehicular A30 (VehA30), 30 km/h mobility, rural environment

• 3GPP specified UMTS-Mix of previous models

Each model comprises the channel specific CDMA properties (EB/N0 requirements)
and the associated Bit-error-ratio (BER/BLER) curves from offline simulations and
field-measurements.

Note that the physical layer channel quality in the model is sensitive to the experi-
enced CDMA conditions for every mobile. Load fluctuations in a cell lead to altered
power requirements. The implemented power control algorithm (UMTS specific) in
every mobile adapts accordingly, which dynamically alters the radio conditions for
all mobiles in this and in neighboring cells. This computations are performed on
the UMTS slot level (15 times per radio block). The resulting Block-error-ration
(BLER) is a function of experienced Bit-Error-Rates (BER), which itself is a function
of the provided transmission power and the dynamic altering radio conditions. These
relations are captured from a set of simulation results on the physical layer.
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Cell Configuration
number of Cells in System 36
Cell layout 3 sectorized cloverleaf layout
Node B distance 1 km
number of MS in System 200
average number of MS per cell 7
maximum data rate 384 kbps (= 384 kbps service)
TFCS 0, 1(32kbps), 2, 4, 8, 12(384kbps)
TTI 10 ms
MAC-DSCH shared channels = 4 (up to 4 parallel

transmissions)
Node B power settings Pmax

cell = 43 dBm, Pilot = 33 dBm, Std TXLev
= 25 dBm, Background Noise = - 102 dB

αmax 80% resource allocation per cell (power limit)
Power Control Target FER = 5 %, single-user Power-

Constraint = (18,33) dBm, step size = 1 dB
Hand-over margin 0.5 dB, measurements are IIR filtered

(filter coefficient 0.96)
Simulation Time (T) 200 seconds to 3600 seconds
Pathloss model Okumura-Hata Urban, Pedestrian A and Vehic-

ular A
Traffic and Load model
offered load web-browsing model
reading time 5 seconds (period of inactivity)
session size 500 KB (fixed)
number of users 250 per network (statistically heavy loaded

system)
Mobility Model
MS start position x,y uniform distribution, (optional relocation af-

ter session ending)
MS mobility linear direction, uniform angle

MS average speed (log normal distributed) is
dictated by the channel model

Protocol Settings
TCP windows min = 1, max windows size = 32KB
IP packet size 536 Byte
RLC PDU size = 320 bits, TX-window size=768

RLC-PDU, discard timer=1 sec, polling, move
receive window = 200ms, UL-speed = 64kbps,

Overhead TCP-IP-overhead = 40 Byte (no header com-
perssion), RLC-overhead = 16 bit

Table 7.3: Lupus Simulation assumptions
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7.2.2 Dynamic Variation of the Channel Conditions

In fig. 7.3 we show a cellular scenario with two highlighted mobiles. The overlaid window
shows the trace of the experienced channel conditions. Note that the upper mobile (close
to the Node B) experiences a good channel (low cost function).

The graph shows that the mobile at the edge of the cell experiences bad and highly
fluctuating channel conditions. The channel conditions are a magnitude higher compared
to the good channel. The periodic patterns in the channel conditions are influenced by
traffic activities from neighboring cells/mobiles.
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Figure 7.3: Lupus trace: dynamic channel conditions for two mobiles

Short term fairness analysis for two flows

In fig. 7.4 and 7.5 we show how the channel conditions from fig. 7.3 influence the experienced
QoS for the two users. We plot the Avg-metric (throughput averaged over a short time
frame) for the two users. The gaps (throughput=0) mark the periods of inactivity (5
seconds), where we define Avg = 0.

Fig. 7.4 shows the Avg-metric for WRR-scheduling. Note that even for this (fair)
scheduling scheme, the user with the better channel conditions experiences slightly better
performance. The different throughput numbers are a result from higher BLER and worse
RLC/TCP performance that could not be compensated by the scheduler. Please also note
the average job duration (on the abscissa) for a download is in the order of 15 seconds.

Fig. 7.5 shows the performance of an opportunistic scheduler with opportunistic fairness
setting beta = 100. In comparison to fig. 7.4 the throughput variation increases significantly
for both users.
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Figure 7.4: Avg-metric (TCP throughput trace) for WRR scheduling
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Figure 7.5: Avg-metric (TCP throughput trace) for opportunistic scheduling (β = 100)
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Note for both figures that we intentionally used synchronized start times for both users to
simplify the comparison. In all future studies we use uniform distributed random initial start
times with mean=average-thinking-time/2. This supports an equalized load distribution per
cell.

Long term fairness analysis for all flows

In this section we will refine the (long-term) fairness analysis and consider all flows in the
system. We study the number of downloads that were successfully completed during
simulation time. This is similar to our Cum-metric (transferred Byte), while in this case
we only count successfully finished transfers of whole jobs (sessions), which is closer to the
user’s QoS-perspective.
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of the completed downloads for two scheduling disciplines: WRR
and Opp. 100

In fig. 7.6 we show a distribution, where the abscissa is the mobile ID, ordered by
the number of downloads, and the ordinate is the number of completed downloads. The
meaning of the graph is the following:

• Higher numbers of completed downloads are desirable.

• A perfectly fair system shall lead to a horizontal graph (for users with the same traffic
model).

We see that the opportunistic scheme performs less fair, because the best users were
granted enough resources to complete more than 30 downloads, while the worst user got
only 10 downloads completed.
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On the other hand we see that the system’s performance improvement results in
enough additional throughput resources. This has the effect that almost every user benefits
from the opportunistic scheme and receives a higher number of downloads.

Note that this presentation of fairness goes beyond our previous metric definitions. It
is comparable to a throughput CDF, respectively the ordered Cumi-metric. We use this
instead of the Cumi-metric because of the more sophisticated traffic model.

7.2.3 The Influence of the Various Channel Models

Next we study the performance for various UMTS channel models. In fig. 7.7 we show the
system efficiency for the two different scheduling schemes WRR and opportunistic schedul-
ing (beta factor = 1000). As before we measure the per cell throughput (TCP-layer) and
average over all 36 cells.

We summarize the results for the individual channel models as the following:

Pedestrian A: lowest overall performance. The slow user mobility leads to limited per-
formance improvements for opportunistic scheduling. Fairness is low (for both sched-
ulers) because of sustained differences of the channel conditions.

Veh. A30 / Ped A30 WRR-scheduling shows good fairness because of the continuously
varying channel conditions in the Veh. A30 model (rural). This leads to the best
performance improvement for opportunistic scheduling. The Pedestrian A30 model
(urban) is not depicted and shows similar results.

UMTS Mix The UMTS mix shows that the system performs better with a mix of channel
conditions. The opportunistic scheduler can additionally gain approx. 20 % capac-
ity compared to the WRR schemes, where the best users contribute to a massive
performance improvement, on the expense of the bad users.

Summary
Faster channel variations (A30 models) allow for increased performance improvements
with opportunistic scheduling. The (slower) mobility variations lead to sustained different
channel conditions. The results are a higher level of unfairness between users compared to
the fast moving model. We summarize that the channel model studies match our generic
claims from chapter 6.
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Performance improvement over channel types
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Figure 7.7: System efficiency (TCP throughput) for various channel models
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Figure 7.8: Completed Downloads for various channels: WRR scheduling
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Figure 7.9: Completed Downloads for various channels: Opp. 1000 scheduling
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7.2.4 Performance Study for Various Cost Functions

We now investigate the performance improvement from using an opportunistic scheduler
with increasing cost functions (β = [0, 10, 100, 1000, 106]). We study

• the performance improvements (on network and cellular level)

• fairness implications (long-term: on job/session level, short-term: delays on IP level)

Performance improvements

For the performance we measure the Cum-metric (the per cell total throughput averaged
over all 36 cells) and normalize the results to the lowest performance of WRR scheduling.
In fig. 7.10 we show the performance for the VehA30 (high mobility) channel model.

The results are inline with our previous results, where increased scheduling settings lead
to a performance improvement of approx. 15-20% for a high mobility scenario. As expected
the performance improvement goes into saturation for high cost functions (β > 1000).

Performance improvement over cost function
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Figure 7.10: System performance (TCP throughput) improvements from opportunistic
scheduling

Next we refine the analysis to individual cells. In fig. 7.11 we compare the performance
improvement among differently loaded cells. Because of the statistical load distribution
between cells, some of them are highly loaded, while others are temporarily idle. The graph
shows the implications. The lowly loaded cells naturally have a lower throughput. While
different scheduling schemes may be able to alter the download duration between compet-
ing users, this cannot improve the average throughput. The performance improvements
are noticeable for those cells that can utilize the additional capacity from opportunistic
scheduling. Note that very long simulation times will soften the phenomenon because of
load fluctuations among cells.
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We conclude that only cells under sufficient load can translate performance improve-
ments from opportunistic scheduling into better average cell throughput. Nonetheless tem-
porary better throughput may help to reduce End-to-End delays.

Performance improvement over cells
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Figure 7.11: Performance improvement per cell

Fairness analysis

In fig. 7.12 we analyze the long-term fairness using the previously format of the ’ordered
number of downloads’. The trade-off character of our work is clearly illustrated in fig. 7.12.
Higher cost functions lead to better performance for the better users, but at the other hand
some other users suffer more than they already do. Note that over longer simulation times,
the fairness (for the bad users) improve because of statistical averaging effects when moving
through differently loaded cells.

Even maximum fairness with WRR does not guarantee comparable TCP through-
put. This effect is exaggerated because we allow uneven load between cells. A relative short
simulation time of 30 minutes real time does not allow the users to equally float among all
cells (some of them overloaded). This assumption may be overpessimistic but serves well
for a worst case analysis. Longer simulation times lead to more horizontal graphs (= better
long-term fairness).

To put our attention to short-term fairness we now study the effects from various
cost functions on the delays for various events5. We study the statistics of the job duration
and for the transmission of individual IP packets (End-to-End measurements)6.

In fig. 7.13 we show the CDF for the mean IP delays. For increasing cost functions we
find that short term fairness improves in the sense that the probability for shorted delays
(cf. range 0.3 · · · 0.8sec) increase. On the other hand higher delays probabilities slightly
decrease.

5On our generic studies we were analyzing the Avg-metric which is a comparable measure.
6Note that the overall high range of End-to-End delays are caused by the radio access network, particularly

from RLC-retransmissions and signaling.
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QoS analysis
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Figure 7.12: Long-term fairness trade-off for various cost functions

In fig. 7.14 and 7.15 we refine the analysis and compare the mean, the 95 percentile
and the sigma of the statistics on job and on IP packet level. Note that the fairness by
the terms of the mean value and the percentile actually improve for opportunistic schedul-
ing. The dominating reason is the positive effect of increased cell-capacity on End-to-End
performance.

The measured sigma for the delay distribution increases slightly (undesired phenomenon)
for small cost functions compared to WRR. For increased cost functions the performance
improvement of opportunistic scheduling seems to compensate this effect (β = 100). Fi-
nally for very large cost functions the variation again increases. This holds particularly for
measurements on the IP level (short-term fairness is more sensitive) while measurements
on job-level seems more forgiving.

Summary
Overall we summarize that the UMTS-DSCH system produced the expected performance
results. Under all studies scenarios the efficiency gain was significant while the fair-
ness tradeoff was within controlled limits. Particularly the QoS criteria ”Job duration”
for bursty-traffic sources underlined the convincing arguments in favor of opportunistic
scheduling.
The simulator indicated performance improvements for opportunistic scheduling in the
order of 15-20%. For extreme settings of the opportunistic scheduler the consequence
for fairness among users is noticeable, e.g. in a comparison of the number of completed
downloads. When the loss in fairness shall not exceed certain limits, moderate settings for
the cost function (10-100) are preferable over the classic WRR scheduler because of the
impressive performance improvements.
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Figure 7.14: Job duration statistics for various cost functions
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7.3 Realtime Measurements with an E2E Prototype

The previous simulations were a complex model comprised of multiple cells, multiple users
and a sophisticated radio link model. The traffic model was simplified to a Web-traffic
model of serialized bursts.

Here we accompany previous studies by a real traffic source instead of a traffic model.
We call the simulation setup a ’prototype’, because it allows for real-time measurements of
real applications.

We describe our technique for the integration of actual packet applications into our
simulations in [35, 36, 58]. The approach consists of a network application that intercepts
IP-traffic in real-time. The user data is dispatched based on IP header information and
injected into a queuing system. The system emulates a system of typical wireless link
properties. This is particular important for adaptive traffic sources, as e.g. found in TCP
flow control or adaptive UDP streaming of media data. This provides us with realistic traffic
patterns. Furthermore we capture all protocol influences that are used in our prototype
measurements.

Compared to the previous system several functions, particularly the radio link emula-
tion, are simplified to provide the required real-time requirements. Therefore we limit our
investigations to the protocol specific aspects.

Network
prototype

user server

- jitter- delay

application level

E2E measurements

scenarios

IPIP

Figure 7.16: Example of end-to-end evaluation with a network prototype

7.3.1 TCP Performance

TCP is a protocol to guarantee error free, in sequence data delivery using its own auto-
matic repeat request (ARQ) mechanism [9]. Its flow control mechanism with dynamic send
window adaptation provides effective network congestion control [90]. TCP is the dominant
transport protocol in today’s networks.

In the End-to-End studies we use actual server and client implementations of the TCP
protocol. Note that the previous studies only modelled core TCP behavior.

Here we consider special flow control problems for TCP.
There are TCP studies available with a focus on error-prone wireless links [12, 57].

These are of marginal interest for us, because the RLC protocol is able to mask these
retransmission errors.

We have investigated TCP performance for variable data rate and error prone wireless
links in [45]. The core insight of our investigations is summarized as:
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• TCP can be very sensitive to packet loss.

• TCP adapts reasonably well for fast round-trip times. Unlike in wired networks round-
trip times are ofter high in cellular wireless networks, because of the distributed func-
tionality in the wireless core. These may include their own flow control mechanisms
to support the traditional hierarchical network design in the wireless core. The gran-
ularity of the time slot structure on the airlink combined with the RLC protocol lead
to minimum round trip times in the order of 80-600 ms for GPRS and UMTS-DSCH.
Realistic assumptions for 2G and 3G networks are rather in the order of 200-400 ms.
With slow round trip times and high nominal data rates on the wireless link (e.g 384
kbps) the average throughput decreases for TCP traffic approximately by 10-20%.

• When TCP reacts over-sensitive to loss and delay, the loss in throughput from TCP
behavior can be reduced by up to 50%. Note that for a non-work-conserving scheduling
discipline this is not necessarily a loss in system efficiency. The unused capacity from
a user lead to a loss in QoS for this particular user. The capacity can nonetheless be
utilized by other users so this phenomenon reduces a user’s experienced fairness but
does not sacrifice system capacity.

• The TCP time-out is not critical for opportunistic scheduling. One risk in opportunis-
tic scheduling is, that the TCP sender times out and re-sends a packet, assuming the
packet got lost. Instead the opportunistic scheduler may receive, queue and transmit
the packet twice leading to sincere loss of effective throughput. We find this hardly
ever happens. The reasons is the clever timout computation in TCP. Even if the
opportunistic scheduler reduces the data rate heavily, there are some packets being
scheduled now and then (short-term fairness). It is sufficient for TCP to receive a
single delayed acknowledgement to recognize the throughput throttle on the link. It
then immediately relaxes its time-out criteria, which is based on the average past
round trip times, as well as the four times weighted variance. Overall there was no
negative impact from opportunistic scheduling on the time out recognized for TCP.

• An important application for TCP is the transport of HTTP traffic. Our investigations
show that later HTTP versions (HTTP 1.1, which may be considered the current
standard in the Internet) have less problems in wireless environments than old HTTP
traffic or pure TCP applications, as e.g. a single FTP transfer via TCP. The reason
is that the slow start phase of TCP can be avoided. Newer HTTP versions do not
reopen connections to the server and avoid the critical slow start phase. Also there
are up to four simultaneous TCP connections opened in parallel. This is beneficial
for the overall performance, because the probability of an empty scheduler’s queue is
minimized. Our simulations show that the RNC-buffer (before the wireless bottleneck)
should be in the order of at least 30kB to sufficiently buffer four simultaneous HTTP
TCP connections.

• Other problems include the IP packet reordering that may occur during Hand-Off
between base stations. This kind of packet loss often affects all packets in the outdated
route. Such severe packet loss is out of scope for scheduling.
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7.3.2 Streaming Services

In the following setup we study the end-to-end performance of streaming applications.
The prototype studies support subjective QoS analysis, which is particularly important
for (adaptive) multimedia applications [35]. See our publications [36, 58] for a detailed
description of the interface and on selected performance results.

Find an example measurement including a detailed description of various adaptive phe-
nomena and their interpretation in fig. 7.17.

We trace a downlink UDP data connection with altered data rates and packet loss. The
subgraphs show

a) IP input and output data rate at the base station in kbps,

b) IP input queue length (in the scheduler) in bytes,

c) the experienced bit errors injected into the radio frames.

The application parameters are:

• Server driven variable bit rate video streaming with bitrates 26/40/60/80/120/200/300
kbps and constant application audio bitrate of 8 kbps.

• The radio resources are switched between fixed data rates (initially 128 kbps).

• Frame error model: RLC frame error rate is 10−2. Actual errors are depicted in
subgraph 7.17.c).

• The monitoring horizon is approximately 6 seconds.

For all considered influences the control feedback is slow, user perceived QoS varies heav-
ily and necessary adaptation in our experiments may take well over a minute to adapt to new
conditions and properly continue streaming with adapted bitrates and acceptable perceived
quality. Similar behavior can be observed for various standard IP-based streaming appli-
cations, for example video streaming using the popular ”Windows Media Encoder” from
Microsoft [70]. These examples underline the claim of this work, that certain applications
do need short term fairness instead of asymptotic fairness only.

Summary
We summarize that the adaptation horizon of the investigated applications is too slow for
the dynamic environment of UMTS-DSCH. Future optimization for real-time streaming
applications is required. A QoS guarantee over short-term horizons significantly improves
the subjective experienced QoS on application level.
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c)

a)

b)

1. 2 5.4.3.

Figure 7.17: Open loop traffic adaptation example.
The following events are indicated by numbered boxes:
1) Frame errors with RLC ARQ off, which is the UMTS default for streaming services, result in
UDP packet losses. The client requests retransmissions, which are additionally sent by the server and
result in IP input data rate peaks. Since UDP packets are fully retransmitted even if only partially
affected by bit-errors, the datarate on the wireless link is insufficient for regular plus retransmitted
packets. The IP input queue length increases. Note that the playback buffer level in the client
decreases accordingly.
2). RLC ARQ is switched on: frame errors are now corrected by RLC ARQ instead of application
level UDP packet retransmissions. This is more efficient, since only the small RLC PDUs affected by
bit-errors are retransmitted, and round-trip delay of RLC retransmissions and thus IP queue length
decreases.
3) The service bitrate is reduced to fixed 64 kbps, which might happen due to handover into a
congested cell. As an immediate result, the IP input queue length increases until the maximum
queue length is reached. The maximum IP queue length is set in terms of buffering time, which is 3s
or 24 kB in this example. We investigate complete IP-queue dropping as well as sucessive first/last
packet dropping strategies for queue overflow. Full queue dropping is the best strategy, because
fastest recovering strategy and is depicted here. The resulting heavy packet loss leads to application
level retransmission attempts, thus increasing the IP input data rate. Note that the appropriate
strategy in this situation would be to instead reduce the datarate.
4). It takes approximately 80s until the application has finally adapted to the appropriate bitrate.
5). The application tries to increase the data rate, which results again in repeated IP input queue
overflows, heavy packet loss, and poor display quality.
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7.3.3 Broadcast Media Streaming

Finally we give an outlook for future service design of broadcast media applications. The
key idea is to avoid the central problems of load control for a scheduled system, cf. sec. 3.3.

Wireless data networking and terrestrial entertainment broadcasting are subject to fu-
ture convergence. Traditional terrestrial entertainment broadcasts, namely radio and TV,
also require significant spectrum resources. If these could be shifted to (wireless) packet
data networks we expect a statistical multiplexing gain and thus providing better efficiency
of scarce radio resources.

We argue that future broadcast applications require local load control on a per cell
basis [33]. Load control is particular important for predictable QoS performance levels in
wireless systems with varying cell capacity and highly fluctuating load due to users’ mobility.

We break with the traditional philosophy that broadcast data is based on on a circuit
switched paradigm. Inspired by multi layer coding we sketch a novel proposal for coding
entertainment broadcasts. We propose a novel concept for coding multimedia entertainment
programs for broadband cellular transmission. Our solution envisions local control on a per
cell basis. This provides the required scalability without interaction of the traffic source,
which is important for scalability of multicast traffic. The total traffic load for a scheduled
system should be elastic and allow for load adaptation over short as well as busy hour type
durations, i.e. from minutes to hours.

Broadcast traffic, preferably carried via multicast in the backbone, has to be controlled
locally at the bottleneck without any sender interaction for scalability and speed of reaction.
This type of traffic requires network driven local load control. It also requires special support
from the application by appropriate coding at the sender side, as it is also done for multilayer
video coding, see sec. 3.3.3.

Unlike previous concepts we avoid to alter the perceptual quality of multimedia content,
e.g. the video resolution, or the number of video frames per second. The problems of
such adaptation algorithms were noticeable in sec. 7.3.2. The load adaptation is instead
performed on application level. In combination with suited content encoding and sufficient
buffering in the receiver devices, we show that such services can improve the required traffic
elasticity for load control [33].

Summary
Appropriate service design may support the load control for a scheduled system such that
long term overall load variations for the scheduler can be reduced. By example of a novel
application design we have introduced a design for optimized, i.e. reduced, application
data QoS requirements. This additional flexibility can be utilized in an opportunistic
scheduling system to improve the system capacity or to improve the QoS guarantees for
other users.



Chapter 8

Outlook and Conclusion

In this work we have identified scheduling systems where typical fairness expectations are
conflicting with the goal of system efficiency.

We have shown that packet data scheduling for modern cellular system with adaptive
radio transmission channels fall into this category. The Quality of Service scheduler shall
distribute data packets to competing users in a ”fair” manner. In literature such a fairness
definition is typically defined as weighted relative service guarantees among the competing
users. The term ”service” may relate to the amount of access to the radio channel or some
kind of packet data throughput. Such service guarantees are key to a generally accepted
Quality of Service architecture in modern packet data networks to provide distinguished
services for the users.

The intrinsic conflict of QoS motivated fairness requirements on one hand and system
efficiency on the other led us to the consideration of opportunistic behavior. Opportunistic
behavior sacrifices some of the often idealized fairness from classic scheduling disciplines.
This is rewarded with improved system efficiency.

8.1 Summary of Results

We start with the core claim of this work, that a binary wireless channel model is no
appropriate model for modern wireless coding and transmission technology. Contemporary
wireless transmission is designed for link adaptation to allow data transmission over a wide
range of radio conditions at the expense of variable system efficiency. We model this system
property by a continuous channel model with variable transmission cost. We have shown
that various adaptive systems from the TDMA and CDMA world can be modelled with such
variable channel conditions. This assumption differentiates our work from most previous
wireless scheduling approaches.

The proposed and investigated algorithm of WCFQ allows to tune the trade-off between
the two conflicting objectives of user individual fairness requirements and system wide ca-
pacity optimization. By definition of a cost function, WCFQ allows system operators to
obtain a range of behaviors from the traditional fairness from WRR-scheduling to purely
opportunistic best-channel scheduling. In between these extremes WCFQ provides signifi-
cant throughput improvement while maintaining provable statistical fairness properties over
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both short-term and long-term horizons. The investigated opportunistic scheduling disci-
plines achieve for the considered scenarios significant performance improvement compared
to our benchmark of WRR, the classic, non-opportunistic scheduling discipline.

We cover a large set of wireless technologies and application scenarios with our channel
and mobility models. Our total 18 channel models are defined to reflect the influence of
various short term radio variations and various mobility scenarios. Their systematic defini-
tion allows for reproducible simulation results. Each of the channel models is analyzed for
28 cost functions ranging from WRR-fairness to best channel scheduling with WCFQ. All
our simulations have indicated, that the predictable and limited loss of fairness is rewarded
by a significant overall system performance gain, for our idealized channel measurements
assumptions in the order of 10-30%. Particularly for high mobility scenarios, when a tem-
porary loss in short-term fairness is acceptable, the system efficiency for our assumptions
improved to more than 30%.

Besides the isolated simulation of our special channel models, the opportunistic con-
cept of this work is also evaluated and applied to a complex simulation of the UMTS
Downlink-Shared-Channel (UMTS-DSCH). Comparative studies between Weighted-Round-
Robin scheduling for UMTS-DSCH and an opportunistic scheduling also indicate a practical
performance improvement in the order of approx. 10%-30%. The best results can be seen
for small and fully loaded cells together with user scenarios of high mobility. Short-term
fairness between users in the center and at the edge of the cell vary, but remain in predictable
and acceptable limits.

Finally the impact on end-to-end performance from protocol influences was investigated
using a realtime prototype. Inline with literature the investigations have shown the sensitiv-
ity of TCP performance or streaming applications on short term fairness fluctuations. This
underlines the beneficial WCFQ short term fairness properties compared to opportunistic
scheduling disciplines with only asymptotic fairness properties.

We conclude that opportunistic scheduling is a promising scheduling approach for sys-
tem optimization of adaptive wireless data transmission technologies. The quantified perfor-
mance improvements are significant for all considered applications and operation conditions.
The potential fairness degradation is statistically bounded and remained for all simulated
scenarios within acceptable limits. The bound can be flexibly controlled by a operator de-
finable cost function. The users receive the benefits from both worlds: The required amount
of fairness in combination with extra capacity from system efficiency optimization.

8.2 Outlook

In this work we have proposed the approach of opportunistic behavior for packet data
scheduling. Our specific scheduling proposal of WCFQ applies for a specific class of fairness
definition, namely the Max.-Min.-Fairness definition of relative service guarantees. Numer-
ous extensions of our approach are possible. Here we outline how other fairness definitions
and other system properties can be incorporated into our approach.

A Max.-Min.-Fairness scheduling system is defined over relative weights φi for every
user i. In sec. 4.4.1 we classify the various types of fairness definitions. In the future,
minimum rate guarantees, i.e. absolute fairness, may be desirable to simplify the service
QoS definition for the operator. To support absolute fairness guarantees in our framework
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one option is to dynamically modify the user’s weights φ. Consider a user i with some
minimum rate guarantees. An averaged rate measurement then could periodically drive an
appropriate update of the flow’s weight φi such that this absolute rate requirement is met.
Note that this implicitly downgrades competing users. Another option is traffic policing to
limit individual data rates or to prioritize certain packets.

A further field of future research could be the cost function. WCFQ is defined for user
individual and dynamic cost functions. Because of the complexity of a generalized analysis,
we have only considered in our simulations a global and static cost function. We have shown
in the simulations for a wide range of channel models that this approach allows a suitable
amount of fairness control while achieving substantial efficiency improvements. In future
extension of this work the cost functions could be user specific and adapt dynamically.
Currently the analytic proof shows the existence of suited cost functions, yet there is no
formal support in how to create such functions.

User specific cost functions may help to further differentiate QoS guarantees among
users besides the weights. The weights would then specify the long term service targets,
while the user specific cost function drive the short term fairness fluctuations. Flows that
can accept a higher degree of variation may receive a higher cost function while those with
tight short-term requirements would not receive small cost functions and would not be
served with opportunistic behavior.

Dynamic cost functions could help to vary the opportunistic behavior with regard to
the system state. One approach could be to monitor the amount of cumulated credits,
which indicate the amount of experienced unfairness. A certain amount of (asymptotic)
unfairness can be avoided by adapting the cost function. This way better convergence of
the asymptotic service among flows could be supported in extreme situations, e.g. where a
user moves into an area of a continued bad channel. Also system overload - a situation where
the goals of fairness for guaranteed service quality will have to be sacrificed - may alter the
opportunistic behavior. These thoughts indicate the wide field of possible extensions.

Explicit compensation models may also be added to opportunistic scheduling. Wireless
schedulers designed for the binary channel model feature compensation models for users
that were temporarily suspended for data transmission. Under extreme operation condi-
tions similar behavior may occur in our opportunistic schedulers, when a user with a very
bad channel in combination with extreme cost function settings is hardly scheduled for an
extended period of time. The credits ensure that such a user will be appropriately compen-
sated. We currently have not included a mechanism to control the amount of compensation.
Future extensions of this work may incorporate particular compensation models that limit
a lagging user to receive excessive overcompensation at the expense of leading users. Such
extensions should be able to further improve the isolation property of WCFQ. Our simu-
lations have shown that this problem is marginal for the considered scenarios, but may be
important for others.

Optimized flow control support could further improve an opportunistic scheduler for
higher protocol layer support. From our studies on TCP and streaming protocols we are
aware of flow control related problems. WCFQ may for example show undesired behavior
when flow control failures lead to a temporarily lack of data in a user’s queue. From the
fairness assumption that an idle user looses all credits, we then may face a lack of fairness
until flow control recovery. Explicit measures may be desirable, like credit decay functions.
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Opportunistic uplink scheduling was not considered in this work. Theoretically this is
possible. Additional challenges compared to our field of centralized downlink scheduling are
the collection and distribution of channel measurements ci.
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Appendix A

Definitions and List of Figures

2G second generation networks, associated with TDMA systems, e.g.
GPRS

3G third generation (or next generation) networks, associated with
CDMA systems, e.g. UMTS

a.u. arbitrary units, used for (relative) comparisons
ARQ automatic Repeat request, mechanism for reliable point to point

communication
ATM asynchronous transfer mode, a wireline transmission technology

with built-in QoS support
backlog the term ”backlogged” describes the availability of data for trans-

mission in a flow’s queue. Only backlogged flows are considered
for scheduling. A non-backlogged flow typically must not receive
service in a non-work-conserving scheduling discipline.

BER Bit Error Rate
binary channel an channel model with the two states channel-ON and channel-

OFF, cf. 4.3.1.
BLER Block Error Rate, or Frame-Error-Rate (FER)
C/I signal to interference ratio
call packet data call or packet data session. A call is always subject

to admission from CAC and may either become accepted by the
network or rejected.

camp time the duration between a hand-over
CDF cumulative distribution function
chase combining advanced PHY-layer transmission technique that combines the in-

formation of all (re-)transmissions for decoding purposes.
chase combining a wireless technology, where retransmissions are used for a com-

bined PHY-layer decoding.
CIF-Q Channel condition Independent packet Fair Queuing
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continuous channel a channel model where the wireless channel is continuously avail-
able to all sers. The channel may have an arbitrary number of
states that allow transmission at variable cost. The continuity of
the channel refers to the time-axis. See 4.3.4 and binary channel.

closed loop control control actions are based on explicit signaling of underlying (in-
ner) elements. Middleware concepts are typically implemented as
closed loop control.

CRC Cyclic-Redundancy-Check, a method to detect bit-errors in a data
segment

CS coding scheme, the type of link adaptation typically associated
with TDMA systems. May also refer to ’circuit switched’.

CSS Coding Scheme Switching, regulates FEC by coding, typically for
a fixed radio elements like a TS(in TDMA).

DCH Dedicated Channel DSCH Downlink Shared Channel PDSDCH
Physical Downlink Shared

DiffServ Differentiated Services, a QoS signaling concept of relative service
differentiation using per packet tags

Downlink Traffic direction from the BS to the MS.
E2E End-to-End, refers to a scenario including several network ele-

ments (all hops) and a full protocol stack, respectively a perspec-
tive of the network that includes the whole path from the source
to the destination.

effective throughput the data rate of a wireless link for a certain link adaptation, when
100% data of a certain user is scheduled.

efficiency synonymous as performance gain: in this work associated with
total system throughput of all flows over (simulation) time

elastic elastic traffic sources adapt their traffic load to network resources
(e.g. using load control mechanisms)

EU European Union
fairness sometimes used as a synonym for ”QoS”. The QoS required prop-

erties are often given as some weighted share of a resource, referred
as a fair share, or simply ”fairness”. Otherwise specific fairness
objectives apply, cf. sec Fairness Def.

fast fading variation in channel quality due to multi-path effects
FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access. In this work on scheduling

this may be considered an implicit equivalent to TDMA. In both
cases the radio resources are divided into smaller entities to serve
multiple parties.

fixed networks cf. wireline networks
FER Frame-Error-Rate or Block Error Rate
flow A stream of packets between two end-points that can be charac-

terized in a certain way.
Frame MAC-block of duration 1 time-slot to be sent by the PHY-layer
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
HO handoff / hand over
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HOL Head-of-Line packet, the first (next) packet in a queue to receive
service.

IETF Internet engineering Task Force, a de-facto standardization
committee

IIR Infinite Impulse Response filter (dynamic averaging process with
filter coefficient called forgetting factor)

incremental redundancy Advanced PHY-layer transmission technique that combines the
information of all (re-)transmissions for decoding purposes.

IntServ Integrated Services, a QoS signaling concept using explicit per flow
signaling

LA Link Adaptation, an algorithm that adapts FEC to match pre-
dicted channel

lag a flow is lagging, if it previously received less than its expected
service

lead a flow is leading, if it previously received excess service
leaky-bucket leaky-bucket regulated traffic: A traffic characteristic described by

sustained token rate ρ (the long-term average rate) and peak rate
σ (short-term rate).

Mbps mega bits per second
metric A parameter defined in terms of standard units of measurement.

[11]
middleware API=application protocol interface(?), c.f. 3.1
MOS mean-opinion-score: a questionnaire based evaluation of subjec-

tive user satisfaction from reproducible experiments.
MPLS Multi Protocol Label Switching, a wireline transmission

technology
multi-coding used in CDMA to encode variable data rates to a radio resource
n.a. abbreviation: not applicable
offline traffic engineering A traffic engineering system that exists outside of the network.
online traffic engineering A traffic engineering system that exists within the network, typ-

ically implemented on or as adjuncts to operational network
elements.

open loop control control actions are based on measurements, without explicit sig-
naling of underlying (inner) elements. Flow Control is typically
implemented as open loop control.

OSI Open Systems Interconnection, a standard protocol architecture
defined by ISO

over-provisioning a situation where a flow receives more service that required from
its fairness requirements, which makes it a leading flow. Also refers
to a strategy of excessively dimensioning resources in the context
of traffic engineering

OVSF orthogonal variable spreading factor: coding used for UMTS-
DSCH which supports variable data rates over CDMA

Parekh-Gallager theorem Derivation of deterministic delay guarantees for rate-guaranteed
scheduling algorithms [75,76], cf. 3.2
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payload the amount of user data carries by a packet. In our context the
amount of user data on RLC/MAC level that is available to trans-
mission in a time slot. The payload may vary in a system with
link adaptation, if a variable amount of FEC is applied to fit a
constant radio frame.

PC Power Control, regulates transmission power (in CDMA) to match
a target BLER for experienced channel conditions.

PDU protocol data unit
performance gain synonymous as efficiency: in this work associated with total sys-

tem throughput of all flows over (simulation) time
PHY physical layer (PHY), ISO-OSI layer-1. Implements the commu-

nication on the airlink and transports the MAC blocks (frames).
pico cell concept of small coverage high capacity network dimensioning
Pole capacity The maximum capacity for CDMA transmission, where power con-

trol regulates to stable operating conditions.
QoS Quality of Service
RACE A research program within the EU
RF Radio Frequency
RFC request for comment, a document format from IETF [28]
RLC Radio Link Control, protocol layer which produces segmented, uni-

sized PDU’s for MAC transmission
RNC Radio-Network-Controller, the UMTS network element controlling

the Base Station (NodeB)
RSVP Resource reservation protocol
scheduling discipline a precise definition of a scheduling algorithm
scheduling interval the atomic scheduling units of a (time slotted) systems
service the term ”service” of a wireless link can either be the ”medium

access share” or ”throughput”. The abstraction relates to the
wireless intrinsic effect of a continuous channel.

SF spreading factor used in CDMA to encode variable data rates to
a radio resource

shadow fading variation in channel quality due to radio propagation effects, par-
ticular shading form obstacles like large buildings.

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access. In this work on scheduling this
may be considered an implicit equivalent to FDMA. In both cases
the radio resources are divided into smaller entities to serve mul-
tiple parties.

TFCI Transport Format Combination Indicator TFI Transport Format
Indication

throughput (data)-rate, cf. def in sec. 3.1
traffic flow A stream of packets between two end-points that can be character-

ized in a certain way. In IP networks a flow may be distinguished
as a stream of packets with the same source and destination ad-
dresses, source and destination ports, and protocol ID.
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TS time slot. TDMA Systems like GPRS offer multiple time-slots
for pseudo-parallel transmission. A TS in UMTS relates to the
PHY-layer MAC interval.

uplink Traffic direction from the MS to the BS.
WAN Wide Area Networks: WAN-traffic typically implies a large

amount of flows subject for scheduling, opposed to LAN traffic
or cellular wireless traffic.

weighted refers to the traffic differentiation property of certain schedulers.
A weighted discipline is able to provide a certain factor of service
to some users compared to others, as e.g. in weighted round robin
scheduling.

WFQ Weighted Fair Queuing (also as WF 2Q)
wireline network fixed network. Synonym used for the opposite of a wireless net-

work. It is characterized by no varying channel conditions, respec-
tively link throughput.

WRR weighted round robin scheduling discipline [37]
Table A.1: Table of Definitions
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Appendix B

Simulation Assumptions: The
Channel Model

Below we show two figures characterizing the actual channel conditions used in our simula-
tion studies. This are the mean channel conditions per flow averaged over simulation time
T = 10000. In fig. B.2 we show miniaturized plots for all 18 considered four flow scenarios.
They are grouped by their name CM1 .. CM 6.

CM1(1) CM1(2) CM1(3) CM2(1) CM2(2) CM2(3) CM3(1) CM3(2) CM3(3) CM4(1) CM4(2) CM4(3) CM5(1) CM5(2) CM5(3) CM6(1) CM6(2) CM6(3)
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1 mean channel 

flow 1−4

Figure B.1: Mean channel condition for all channel models:
CM1(1 · · · 3), CM2(· · ·), · · ·CM7(3)
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CM 1:
vary amount 
of mobility

CM 2:
vary amount of 
channel noise

CM 3

CM 6

CM 5

CM 4

(1) (2) (3)

Figure B.2: Channel model CM1 · · ·CM6 for m = 0, 1, 2 abscissa=simulation time, ordi-
nate=channel condition



Appendix C

Single-scene Traces

Below we list a few examples for a short-term analysis for the single-scene case. The graphs
are labelled for the considered channel model, the considered cost function (β-parameter)
and the flow number. In some figures the AV G-metric is accompanied by the Cum-metric
for asymptotic fairness analysis and the channel model for comparison of ’cause-and-effect’.
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(a) TP -equalizing
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(b) β = 0(WRR)
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(c) β = 100
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(d) β = 1000

Figure C.1: Cum-metric Cum(TS)(t) and Cum(TP)(t) for a single flow and four scheduling
disciplines and CM1(2).
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(a) Throughput equalizing discipline
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(b) WRR discipline
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(c) moderate cost function (β = 100) opportunistic scheduling
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(d) high cost function (β = 1000) opportunistic scheduling

Figure C.2: Cum for 4 flows (left-right) and four scheduling disciplines(up-down) and
CM1(2)
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Figure C.3: Temporal fairness analysis for 4 flows: β = 1 and CM1(2)
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Figure C.4: Temporal fairness analysis for 4 flows: β = 10 and CM1(2)
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Figure C.5: Temporal fairness analysis for 4 flows: β = 1000 and CM1(2)
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(a) CM1(2)beta(1): Access Fairness is near perfect for all flows. Throughput is dictated by cell capacity.
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(b) CM1(2)beta(10): slight variations for all flows.
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(c) CM1(2)beta(100)
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(d) CM1(2)beta(1000): Short Term Fairness varies for all flows. The variation is dictated by the individual
channel conditions.

Figure C.6: AvgTS-metric for 4 flows (left-right) and β = 1, 10, 100, 1000,∞ (up-down)
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(a) CM5(2)beta(1): High access fairness, with a intermediate throughput gap introduced from sustainable worse
channel conditions.
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(b) CM5(2)beta(10)
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(c) CM5(2)beta(100)
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(d) CM5(2)beta(1000): Significant short-term fluctuations for all flows.

Figure C.7: AvgTS,TP for 4 flows (left-right) and β = 1, 10, 100, 1000,∞ (up-down)
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Appendix D

Asymptotic Analysis

Below find the complete simulation results for all channel models CM1(1..3)..CM6(1..3).
Every channel model is run for 28 different system β-parameters (scene) with the following
fairness settings for β : 0 (=WRR) , 30,0.5,1,..,13,∞(=best-channel scheduling). For the
definition of metrics see sec. 4.5. The results are discussed in sec. 6.1 and 6.4.

The graphs show:

• how the system efficiency (total bar length) increases for various cost functions (beta-
scene on the abscissa) and the various CM in fig. D.1-D.18

• how asymptotic fairness decreases for different CM and cost functions. The asymptotic
unfairness is related to the sustained mean channel condition, cf. fig.B.1.
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Figure D.1: Cum(T)-Metric for CM1(1)
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Figure D.2: Cum(T)-Metric for CM1(2)
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Figure D.3: Cum(T)-Metric for CM1(3)
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Figure D.4: Cum(T)-Metric for CM2(1)
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Figure D.5: Cum(T)-Metric for CM2(2)
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Figure D.6: Cum(T)-Metric for CM2(3)
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Figure D.7: Cum(T)-Metric for CM3(1)
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Figure D.8: Cum(T)-Metric for CM3(2)
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Figure D.9: Cum(T)-Metric for CM3(3)
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Figure D.10: Cum(T)-Metric for CM4(1)
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Figure D.11: Cum(T)-Metric for CM4(2)
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Figure D.12: Cum(T)-Metric for CM4(3)
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Figure D.13: Cum(T)-Metric for CM5(1)
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Figure D.14: Cum(T)-Metric for CM5(2)
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Figure D.15: Cum(T)-Metric for CM5(3)
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Figure D.16: Cum(T)-Metric for CM6(1)
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Figure D.17: Cum(T)-Metric for CM6(2)
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Figure D.18: Cum(T)-Metric for CM6(3)



Appendix E

Short-term Analysis

Below find the complete simulation results for all channel models CM1(1..3)..CM6(1..3).
Every channel model is run for 28 different system β-parameters (scene) with the following
fairness settings for β : 0 (=WRR) , 30,0.5,1,..,13,∞(=best-channel scheduling). For the
definition of the Diff-metric see sec. 4.5. The results are discussed in sec. 6.2.

The graphs show:

• how the short-term unfairness (black spots) vary over time. High cost functions
(lower parts of the subgraphs) lead to potential high unfairness, during periods of a
bad channel condition.

• Cost functions in the order of β = 500 − 3000 (scene number 10-15) lead to good
short-term fairness for all considered CM.
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Figure E.1: Diff-TS metric for CM1(1)
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Figure E.2: Diff-TS metric for CM1(2)
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Figure E.3: Diff-TS metric for CM1(3)
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Figure E.4: Diff-TS metric for CM2(1)
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Figure E.5: Diff-TS metric for CM2(2)
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Figure E.6: Diff-TS metric for CM2(3)
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Figure E.7: Diff-TS metric for CM3(1)
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Figure E.8: Diff-TS metric for CM3(2)
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Figure E.9: Diff-TS metric for CM3(3)
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Figure E.10: Diff-TS metric for CM4(1)
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Figure E.11: Diff-TS metric for CM4(2)
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Figure E.12: Diff-TS metric for CM4(3)
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Figure E.13: Diff-TS metric for CM5(1)
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Figure E.14: Diff-TS metric for CM5(2)
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Figure E.15: Diff-TS metric for CM5(3)
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Figure E.16: Diff-TS metric for CM6(1)
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Figure E.17: Diff-TS metric for CM6(2)
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Figure E.18: Diff-TS metric for CM6(3)




